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Abstract
Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a novel mobile network architecture which
can address a number of challenges that mobile operators face while trying to support
ever-growing end-users’ needs towards 5th generation of mobile networks (5G). The main
idea behind C-RAN is to split the base stations into radio and baseband parts, and pool
the Baseband Units (BBUs) from multiple base stations into a centralized and virtualized
BBU Pool. This gives a number of benefits in terms of cost and capacity. However, the
challenge is then to find an optimal functionality splitting point as well as to design the so-
called fronthaul network, interconnecting those parts. This thesis focuses on quantifying
those benefits and proposing a flexible and capacity-optimized fronthaul network.
It is shown that a C-RAN with a functional split resulting in a variable bit rate on the
fronthaul links brings cost savings due to the multiplexing gains in the BBU pool and
the fronthaul network. The cost of a fronthaul network deployment and operation can be
further reduced by sharing infrastructure between fronthaul and other services.
The origins of multiplexing gains in terms of traffic burstiness, the tidal effect and
various possible functional splits are analyzed and quantified. Sharing baseband resources
between many cells is possible for traditional C-RANs. However, in order to further
benefit from multiplexing gains on fronthaul, it is recommended to implement a functional
split yielding variable bit rate in the fronthaul. For the analyzed data sets, in deployments
where diverse traffic types are mixed (bursty, e.g., web browsing and constant bit rate, e.g.,
video streaming) and cells from various geographical areas (e.g., office and residential) are
connected to the BBU pool, the multiplexing gain value reaches six. Using packet-based
fronthaul has the potential to utilize fronthaul resources efficiently. However, meeting
synchronization and delay requirements is a challenge. As a possible solution, the use
of IEEE Precision Time Protocol (PTP) (also known as 1588v2) has been evaluated,
and for the analyzed scenario it can assure synchronization on the nanosecond level,
fulfilling mobile network requirements. Furthermore, mechanisms to lower delay and
jitter have been identified, namely: source scheduling and preemption. An innovative
source scheduling scheme which can minimize jitter has been proposed. The scheme is
optimized for symmetric downlink and uplink traffic, but can also be used when downlink
traffic exceeds uplink. Moreover, a demonstrator of a Software Defined Networking
(SDN) controlled Ethernet fronthaul has been built.
v
vi Abstract
Resumé
(Summary in Danish)
Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) er en ny mobilnetarkitektur, som kan imødegå
nogle af de udfordringer mobiloperatørerne møder, når de skal understøtte de øgede krav
fra brugerne på vej mod 5. generations mobilnet (5G). Idéen bag C-RAN er at opdele
basestationerne i radio- og basebandfunktionalitet og så samle basebandfunktionaliteten
(de såkaldte Baseband Units, BBU) fra flere basestationer i en centraliseret og virtualiseret
BBU-pool. Dette giver en række fordele i forhold til kapacitet og omkostninger. Udfor-
dringen er imidlertid så at finde den optimale opdeling af funktionaliteten, samt at designe
det såkaldte fronthaul net, som forbinder disse dele. Denne afhandling fokuserer på at
kvantificere disse fordele og på samme tid foreslå et fleksibelt og kapacitetsoptimeret
fronthaul-net.
Det vises at et C-RAN med en funktionel opdeling, som giver variabel bitrate på
fronthaul-forbindelserne, giver omkostningsbesparelser grundet multiplexing-gain i både
BBU-poolen og i fronthaul-nettet. Omkostningerne til udrulning og drift af fronthaul-
nettet kan reduceres yderligere ved at dele en fælles infrastruktur mellem fronthaul og
andre tjenester.
Kilderne til mulitplexing gain i form af trafik-burstines, tidal effect og de forskellige
måder at opdele funktionaliteten på er blevet analyseret og kvantificeret. Deling af
BBU ressourcer mellem mange celler er muligt selv i traditionelle C-RAN. Vil man
imidlertid kunne nyde godt af fordelene ved mulitplexing gain i fronthaul, anbefales
det at implementere en funktionel opdeling, som giver variabel bitrate i fronthaul-nettet.
De data, der er analyseret her, viser et muligt multiplexing gain på seks for udrulninger
hvor forskellige trafiktyper (bursty, f.eks. web-browsing og konstant bitrate trafik, f.eks.
video streaming) og celler fra forskelligartede grografiske områder (f.eks., erhvervs- og
beboelsesområder) forbindes til samme BBU-pool. Brug af pakkekoblet fronthaul giver
potentielt mulighed for effektiv udnyttelse af fronthaul-ressourcer. Det er imidlertid
en udfordring at overholde kravene til synkronisering og forsinkelser. Som en mulig
løsning er brug af IEEE Precision Time Protocol (PTP, også kendt som IEEE 1588v2)
blevet evalueret og for de analyserede scenarier kan den opfylde synkroniseringskravene.
Endvidere er der blevet fundet frem til mekanismer der kan mindske forsinkelse og jitter:
source scheduling og preemption. Der foreslås et nyskabende source scheduling-system,
som kan minimere jitter. Systemet er optimeret til symmetrisk downlink- og uplinktrafik,
vii
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men kan også finde anvendelse når downlink overskrider uplink. Slutteligt er der opbygget
en demonstrator af et Software Defined Network (SDN) styret, Ethernet baseret fronthaul.
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Introduction
The advancements in Internet connectivity are driving socio-economical changes including
personalized broadband services, like TV on demand, laying the ground for e-health,
self-driving cars, augmented reality, intelligent houses and cities, connecting various
industrial sensors, e.g. for monitoring river levels. Figure 1.1 shows a pertinent example
on how common smart mobile phones tuned into and how used people became to living
their life with them in their hands.
Figure 1.1: The pope elections in 2005 and 2013.
More and more of our communication becomes mobile. In 1991, the first digital
mobile call was made through the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
(2G) network by a Finnish prime minister. By 2001, the number of network subscribers
exceeded 500 million [1]. That same year, the first 3G network, the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), was introduced to increase the speed of data
transmission. The mobile Internet connectivity has gained a wide spread popularity with
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Figure 1.2: Traffic growth in mobile networks. Source: Ericsson, November 2015.
Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, which have been commercially deployed since
2011. By the end of 2012, the number of LTE subscribers had exceeded 60 million,
while the total number of mobile devices amounted to 7 billion [1], exceeding the world’s
population. The number of subscribers is forecast to grow further, reaching 9 billion
in 2021 [2], especially with the increasing popularity of Machine to Machine (M2M)
communication.
By 2021, a new generation of mobile networks will be standardized [3] - 5G - to
satisfy ever-growing traffic demand, offering increased speed and shorter delays, the latter
enabling a tactile Internet. It will be also able to offer ultra-high reliability, and connect
a vast number of various devices, such as cars and sensors, to the Internet, forming an
Internet of Things (IoT) [4]. The actual applications of the future mobile networks are
probably beyond our current imagination.
Historical data as well as traffic forecast shows that this increase in number of sub-
scribers is accompanied by an exponential growth in traffic, with video occupying the
most bandwidth [5], [2], as shown on Figure 1.2. In order to support such a growth more
cells or higher capacity per cell needs to be provided, which results in increased cost. At
the same time, users would like to pay less and use more data. Therefore the increase
of cost cannot follow the same trend line as traffic growth. The same applies to power
consumption both in terms of cost as well as respect towards the environment. Disruptive,
affordable solutions are needed to deliver more capacity, shorter delays, and improved
reliability at the same time not increasing the power consumption.
In order to address the capacity requirements more cells can be deployed, or higher
capacity needs to be provided per each cell. Small cells can be deployed in places with
high user activity. Self-Organizing Networks (SON) techniques are important to ease man-
agement and optimization of networks with many cells. In dense deployments interference
is a challenge, therefore techniques like enhanced Inter-cell Interference Coordination
(eICIC) and Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) are essential. To increase the capacity of
each cell more antennas can be used using a Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO). As spectrum is scarce in currently explored bands, higher frequency bands,
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including millimeter waves, are explored. While virtualization became a commodity in
IT sector, it is now considered to be applied for mobile networks. Leveraging Network
Function Virtualisation (NFV) and SDN offers potential benefits of cost efficient and
flexible deployment of both core network and base stations [4]. The latter two techniques
are essential enablers for C-RAN. The main concept behind C-RAN is to pool the BBUs
from multiple base stations into a centralized and virtualized BBU Pool, while leaving
the Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) and antennas at the cell sites. C-RAN enables energy
efficient network operation and possible cost savings on baseband resources. Furthermore,
it improves network capacity by performing load balancing and cooperative processing of
signals originating from several base stations. Therefore base stations with high load and
high deployment density may be deployed in C-RAN architecture. For low utilization
base stations, e.g. in rural areas, C-RAN may not be the most cost-optimal solution.
Virtualization, now commodity for IT sector, is gaining a momentum in the telecom-
munication sector. The main drive is cost savings and ability to offer additional services
to the users to increase the revenue instead of being just a data carrier. C-RAN exploits
virtualization at the air interface, however both mobile core networks and core networks
can benefit from cloudification. With a great industry and academia interest in NFV,
C-RAN, based on NFV, is an indispensable part of 5G.
1.1 Thesis Outline
C-RAN is a novel RAN architecture that can address a number of challenges that the
operators face while trying to support the growing needs of end-users, therefore it is seen
as a major technological foundation for 5G networks [[4], [6], [7], [8], [9]]. Chapter 2
provides an extensive introduction to C-RAN, outlining its fundamental aspects, advan-
tages, and the technical solutions that can address the challenges it faces. In addition,
future research directions are outlined.
However, for the deployments to be widespread, they need to be economically feasible.
Chapter 3 evaluates energy and cost savings coming from the statistical multiplexing gain
in C-RAN. Three studies are covered, the first one not including protocol processing, the
second exploring a tidal effect, and the third looking at different method of measuring
multiplexing gains.
One of the major challenges to address to deploy C-RAN is a flexible fronthaul with
optimized capacity requirements. Chapter 4 puts special focus on fronthaul networks,
outlining their requirements, evaluating more traditional, circuit-switched transport so-
lution, as well as innovative packet-based transport techniques. Emphasis is placed on
Ethernet, packet-based fronthaul, exploring options to ensure clock delivery and to meet
delay requirements.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation and explores future research directions.
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1.2 A Note on contributions
The work done in this thesis would not be possible without my supervisors and colleagues
from EU project HARP consortium. This section highlights contributions of this thesis
and describes my role in the joint work.
Summarizing state-of-the-art literature on C-RAN up to beginning of 2014. I have
performed an extensive research on the state-of-the-art of C-RAN, sharing my experiences
from the time when I was getting familiar with the topic and determining the directions
of this thesis. I led writing of the paper [10], wrote myself all the sections apart from
section III.C and VIII as well as revised the whole paper including the input from co-
authors. Given the statistics on downloads (3500+) and citations (30+) within a year from
publication, I trust that the community found it useful.
Evaluating C-RAN benefits in terms of exploring statistical multiplexing gain.
I have designed and performed OPNET simulations on evaluating statistical multiplexing
gains in [11], [12] and [13], based on the measurement method proposed by me before
commercing on the Ph.D. project [14]. The work presented in [13] was done with
Andrijana P. Avramova, who performed teletraffic studies. All the papers were prepared
under the supervision of Henrik Christiansen and Michael Berger.
Summarizing requirements and challenges of Ethernet-based fronthaul. I have
organized requirements and analyzed factors that are challenging for achieving syn-
chronization in packet-based C-RAN fronthaul. Via discrete event-based simulations
I performed a feasibility study showing the performance for frequency and phase synchro-
nization using IEEE 1588 in Ethernet networks in [15]. The work was done under the
supervision of Henrik Christiansen and Michael Berger.
Building Ethernet - based, SDN - controlled fronthaul ready for a single CPRI
stream. This work was done in Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs France in collaboration with Ar-
avinthan Gopalasingham. We built this demonstrator configuring Open Flow switches and
OpenDaylight together, while I was responsible for configuring DPDK traffic generation
and performing delay measurements.
Proposing source scheduling algorithm. I proposed a traffic scheduling algorithm,
important for enabling sharing Ethernet network between many fronthaul streams.
Experimentally verifying feasibility of using OTN for C-RAN. Together with
Georgios Kardaras and Altera we performed lab measurements on feasibility of ap-
plying OTN to CPRI/OBSAI fronthaul. MTI Radiocomp setup was used on CPRI/OBSAI
layer, while Altera provided OTN equipment.
1.3 Publications prepared during the course of the PhD project
1.3.1 Journals
1. A. Checko1st, A.P. Avramova1st, M.S. Berger and H.L. Christiansen, ”Evaluating C-
RAN fronthaul functional splits in terms of network level energy and cost savings”,
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accepted to IEEE Journal Of Communications And Networks
2. A. Checko, H. Christiansen, Y. Yan, L. Scolari, G. Kardaras, M.S. Berger and
L. Dittmann, “Cloud RAN for mobile networks - a technology overview” In: IEEE
Surveys and Tutorials journal, Vol. 17, no. 1, (Firstquarter 2015), pp. 405–426
3. M. Artuso, D. Boviz, A. Checko, et al. , “Enhancing LTE with Cloud-RAN and
Load-Controlled Parasitic Antenna Arrays”, submitted to IEEE Communications
Magazine
1.3.2 Conferences
1. A. Checko, A. Juul, H. Christiansen and M.S. Berger, "Synchronization Challenges
in Packet-based Cloud-RAN Fronthaul for Mobile Networks", In proceedings
of IEEE ICC 2015 - Workshop on Cloud-Processing in Heterogeneous Mobile
Communication Networks (IWCPM)
2. H. Holm, A. Checko, R. Al-obaidi and H. Christiansen, “Optimizing CAPEX
of Cloud-RAN Deployments in Real-life Scenarios by Optimal Assignment of
Cells to BBU Pools”, in Networks and Communications (EuCNC), 2015 European
Conference on, pp.205-209, June 29 2015-July 2 2015
3. R. Al-obaidi, A. Checko, H. Holm and H. Christiansen, “Optimizing Cloud-RAN
Deployments in Real-life Scenarios Using Microwave Radio”, in Networks and
Communications (EuCNC), 2015 European Conference on , vol., no., pp.159-163,
June 29 2015-July 2 2015
4. L. Dittmann, H.L. Christiansen and A. Checko, “Meeting fronthaul challenges
of future mobile network deployments - the HARP approach”, invited to WONC
Workshop, In proceedings of IEEE GLOBECOM 2014, Austin/USA, 2 December
2014
5. A. Checko, H. Holm, and H. Christiansen, “Optimizing small cell deployment
by the use of C-RANs,” in European Wireless 2014; 20th European Wireless
Conference; Proceedings of, pp.1-6, 14-16 May 2014
6. S. Michail, A. Checko and L. Dittmann, “Traffic Adaptive Base Station Manage-
ment Scheme for Energy-Aware Mobile Networks”, poster presented at EuCNC
2014
7. A. Checko, H.L. Christiansen and M.S. Berger, "Evaluation of energy and cost sav-
ings in mobile Cloud Radio Access Networks", In proceedings of OPNETWORK
2013 conference, Washington D.C., USA, August 26-30 2013
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8. A. Dogadaev, A. Checko, A.P. Avramova, A. Zakrzewska, Y. Yan, S. Ruepp,
M.S. Berger, and L. Dittmann and H. Christiansen, “Traffic Steering Framework for
Mobile-Assisted Resource Management in Heterogeneous Networks”, In proceed-
ings of IEEE 9th International Conference on Wireless and Mobile Communications
(ICWMC) 2013, Nice, France 21-26 July 2013.
1.3.3 Patent application
1. A. Checko "Method for Radio Resource Scheduling”. US patent provisional
application number 62294957, filled on 12.02.2016
1.3.4 Others
1. A. Checko, G. Kardaras, C. Lanzani, D. Temple, C. Mathiasen, L. Pedersen,
B. Klaps, “OTN Transport of Baseband Radio Serial Protocols in C-RAN Architec-
ture for Mobile Network Applications”. Industry white paper, March 2014
2. Contribution to the deliverable of the EU project HARP D6.4 “Eth2CPRI prototype
implementation”, presented to European Commission in November 2015
3. Contribution to the deliverable of the EU project HARP D6.3 “Protocol Extensions
Design and Implementation”, presented to European Commission in August 2015
4. Coordination and contribution to Deliverable 6.2 “Aggregation network optimiza-
tion” of the EU project HARP, presented to European Commission in January
2015
5. Contribution to Y2 report of the EU project HARP, presented to European Com-
mission in November 2014
6. Contribution to Y1 report of the EU project HARP, presented to European Com-
mission in November 2013
7. Contribution to the deliverable of the EU project HARP D6.1 “Aggregation Network
Definition”, presented to European Commission in May 2014
8. Contribution to the deliverable of the EU project HARP D3.1 Requirements, metrics
and network definition, presented to European Commission in July 2013
9. Contribution to the deliverable of the EU project HARP D1.5 “Final plan for the
use and dissemination of Foreground”, presented to European Commission partners
in May 2014
CHAPTER2
C-RAN overview
Base Transceiver Station (BTS), NodeB, eNodeB. Those are the names used to describe a
base station in GSM, UMTS and LTE standards, respectively. As a concept, and logical
node, a base station is responsible for receiving signal from/sending to user, prepare it to
be send up to/received from the core network and organize transmission. Physically, this
node can be deployed as a standalone base station, base station with RRH or Cloud RAN
(C-RAN).
As spectral efficiency for the LTE standard is approaching the Shannon limit, the
most prominent way to increase network capacity is by either adding more cells, creating
a complex structure of Heterogeneous and Small cell Networks (HetSNets) [16] or by
implementing techniques such as multiuser MIMO [17] as well as Massive MIMO [18],
where numerous antennas simultaneously serve a number of users in the same time-
frequency resource. However, this results in growing inter-cell interference levels and
high costs.
The Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) in mobile networks includes CAPital EXpenditure
(CAPEX) and OPerating EXpenditure (OPEX). CAPEX mainly refers to expenditure
relevant to network construction which may span from network planning to site acquisition,
RF hardware, baseband hardware, software licenses, leased line connections, installation,
civil cost and site support, like power and cooling. OPEX covers the cost needed to
operate the network, i.e. site rental, leased line, electricity, operation and maintenance as
well as upgrade [19]. CAPEX and OPEX are increasing significantly when more base
stations are deployed. More specifically, CAPEX increases as base stations are the most
expensive components of a wireless network infrastructure, while OPEX increases as,
among others, cell sites demand a considerable amount of power to operate, e.g., China
Mobile estimates 72% of total power consumption originates from the cell sites [20].
Mobile network operators need to cover the expenses for network construction, operation,
maintenance and upgrade; meanwhile, the Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) stays flat
or even decreases over time, as the typical user is more and more data-hungry but expects
to pay less for data usage.
C-RAN is a novel mobile network architecture, which has the potential to answer
the above mentioned challenges. The concept was first proposed in [21] and described
in detail in [20]. In C-RAN, baseband processing is centralized and shared among sites
in a virtualized BBU Pool. This means that it is well prepared to adapt to non-uniform
traffic and utilizes resources, i.e., base stations, more efficiently. Due to that fact that
fewer BBUs are needed in C-RAN compared to the traditional architecture, C-RAN also
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has the potential to decrease the cost of network operation, because power and energy
consumption are reduced compared to the traditional RAN architecture. New BBUs
can be added and upgraded easily, thereby improving scalability and easing network
maintenance. A virtualized BBU Pool can be shared by different network operators,
allowing them to rent Radio Access Network (RAN) as a cloud service. As BBUs from
many sites are co-located in one pool, they can interact with lower delays – therefore
mechanisms introduced for LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) to increase spectral efficiency and
throughput, such as eICIC and CoMP are greatly facilitated. Methods for implementing
load balancing between cells are also facilitated. Furthermore, network performance is
improved, e.g., by reducing delay during intra-BBU Pool handover.
C-RAN architecture is targeted by mobile network operators, as envisioned by China
Mobile Research Institute [20], IBM [21], Alcatel-Lucent [22], Huawei [23], ZTE [24],
Nokia Siemens Networks [19], Intel [25] and Texas Instruments [26]. Moreover, C-RAN
is seen as a typical realization of mobile network supporting soft and green technologies
in fifth generation (5G) mobile networks [27]. However, C-RAN is not the only candidate
architecture that can answer the challenges faced by mobile network operators. Other
solutions include small cells, being part of HetSNets and Massive MIMO. Small cells
deployments are the main competitors for outdoor hot spot as well as indoor coverage
scenarios. All-in-one small footprint solutions like Alcatel-Lucent’s LightRadio [28] can
host all base station functionalities in a several-liter box. They can be placed outdoors
reducing cost of operation associated to cooling and cell site rental. However, they will be
underutilized during low-activity periods and cannot employ collaborative functionalities
as well as C-RAN. Moreover, they are more difficult to upgrade and repair than C-RAN.
A brief comparison between C-RAN, Massive MIMO and HetSNets is outlined in [16].
Liu et al. in [29] prove that energy efficiency of large scale Small Cell Networks is higher
compared with Massive MIMO. Furthermore, cost evaluation on different options needs
to be performed in order for a mobile network operator to choose an optimal solution.
Comparison of TCO including CAPEX and OPEX over 8 years of a traditional LTE
macro base station, LTE C-RAN and LTE small cell shows that the total transport cost
per Mbps is highest for macro cell deployments - 2200$, medium for C-RAN - 1800$
and 3 times smaller for small cell - 600$ [30]. Therefore the author concludes that
C-RAN needs to achieve significant benefits to overcome such a high transportation cost.
Collaborative techniques such as CoMP and eICIC can be implemented in small cells
giving higher benefits in HetNet configuration instead of C-RAN. The author envisions
that C-RAN might be considered for special cases like stadium coverage. However,
C-RAN is attractive for operators that have free/cheap fiber resources available.
This chapter surveys the state-of-the-art literature published on C-RAN and its im-
plementation until 2014. Such input helps mobile network operators to make an optimal
choice on deployment strategies. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 the
fundamental aspects of C-RAN architecture are introduced. Moreover, in Section 2.2
the advantages of this architecture are discussed in detail along with the challenges that
need to be overcome before fully exploiting its benefits in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 a
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number of constraints in regards to the transport network capacity imposed by C-RAN
are presented and possible solutions are discussed, such as the utilization of compression
schemes. In Sections 2.5, 2.6 an overview of the state-of-the-art hardware solutions
that are needed to deliver C-RAN from the radio, baseband and network sides are given.
As the BBU Pool needs to be treated as a single entity, in Section 2.7 an overview of
virtualization techniques that can be deployed inside a BBU Pool are presented. In Section
2.8 possible deployment scenarios of C-RAN are evaluated. In Section 2.9 ongoing work
on C-RAN and examples of first field trials and prototypes are summarized. Furthermore,
future research directions are outlined in Section 2.10. Section 2.11 summarizes the
chapter.
This section, Sections 2.1-2.6 and 2.8-2.9 were originally published in [10]. This
chapter provides an updated and extended version to reflect recent developments, espe-
cially in case of Virtualization, covered in Section 2.7 and showing latest trends in 2.2.5
and 2.9.4.
2.1 What is C-RAN? Base Station architecture evolution
C-RAN is a network architecture where baseband resources are pooled, so that they can
be shared between base stations. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the overall C-RAN
architecture. This section gives an introduction to base station evolution and the basis of
the C-RAN concept.
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(a) RAN with RRH
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RRH 2
RRH n
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Mobile 
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Figure 2.1: Statistical multiplexing gain in C-RAN architecture for mobile networks.
The area which a mobile network covers is divided into cells, therefore mobile
networks are often called cellular networks. Traditionally, in cellular networks, users
communicate with a base station that serves the cell under coverage of which they are
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located. The main functions of a base station can be divided into baseband processing and
radio functionalities. The main sub-functions of baseband processing module are shown
in left side of Figure 2.2. Among those one can find coding, modulation, Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), etc. The radio module is responsible for digital processing, frequency
filtering and power amplification.
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Figure 2.2: Base station functionalities. Exemplary baseband processing functionalities inside
BBU are presented for LTE implementation. Connection to RF part and sub modules of
RRH are shown.
2.1.1 Traditional architecture
In the traditional architecture, radio and baseband processing functionality is integrated
inside a base station. The antenna module is generally located in the proximity (few
meters) of the radio module as shown in Figure 2.3a as coaxial cables employed to connect
them exhibit high losses. This architecture was popular for 1G and 2G mobile networks
deployment.
2.1.2 Base station with RRH
In a base station with RRH architecture, the base station is separated into a radio unit
and a signal processing unit, as shown in Figure 2.3b. The radio unit is called a RRH or
Remote Radio Unit (RRU). RRH provides the interface to the fiber and performs digital
processing, digital to analog conversion, analog to digital conversion, power amplification
and filtering [31]. The baseband signal processing part is called a BBU or Data Unit (DU).
More about BBU can be found in Chapter 16 of [32]. Interconnection and function split
between BBU and RRH are depicted in Figure 2.2. This architecture was introduced
when 3G networks were being deployed and right now the majority of base stations use it.
The distance between a RRH and a BBU can be extended up to 40 km, where the
limitation is coming from processing and propagation delay as explained in Section 4.1.3.
Optical fiber and microwave connections can be used. In this architecture, the BBU
equipment can be placed in a more convenient, easily accessible place, enabling cost
savings on site rental and maintenance compared to the traditional RAN architecture,
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where a BBU needs to be placed close to the antenna. RRHs can be placed up on poles
or rooftops, leveraging efficient cooling and saving on air-conditioning in BBU housing.
RRHs are statically assigned to BBUs similarly to the traditional RAN. One BBU can
serve many RRHs. RRHs can be connected to each other in a so called daisy-chained
architecture. An Ir interface is defined, which connects RRH and BBU.
Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [33] is the radio interface protocol widely
used for In-phase/Quadrature (IQ) data transmission between RRHs and BBUs - on Ir
interface. It is a constant bit rate, bidirectional protocol that requires accurate synchro-
nization and strict latency control. Other protocols that can be used are Open Base Station
Architecture Initiative (OBSAI) [34] and Open Radio equipment Interface (ORI) [35],
[36]. For LTE base stations the X2 interface is defined between base stations, the S1
interface connects a base station with mobile core network.
2.1.3 Cloud base station architecture - C-RAN
In C-RAN, in order to optimize BBU utilization between heavily and lightly loaded base
stations, the BBUs are centralized into one entity that is called a BBU/DU Pool/Hotel. A
BBU Pool is shared between cell sites and virtualized as shown in Figure 2.3c. A BBU
Pool is a virtualized cluster which can consist of general purpose processors to perform
baseband (PHY/MAC) processing. X2 interface in a new form, often referred to as X2+
organizes inter-cluster communication as well as communication to other pools.
The concept of C-RAN was first introduced by IBM [21] under the name Wireless
Network Cloud (WNC) and builds on the concept of Distributed Wireless Communication
System [37]. In [37] Zhou et al. propose a mobile network architecture in which a user
communicates with densely placed distributed antennas and the signal is processed by
Distributed Processing Centers (DPCs). C-RAN is the term used now to describe this
architecture, where the letter C can be interpreted as: Cloud, Centralized processing,
Cooperative radio, Collaborative or Clean.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a C-RAN mobile LTE network. The fronthaul part
of the network spans from the RRHs sites to the BBU Pool. The backhaul connects the
BBU Pool with the mobile core network. At a remote site, RRHs are co-located with
the antennas. RRHs are connected to the high performance processors in the BBU Pool
through low latency, high bandwidth optical transport links. Digital baseband, i.e., IQ
samples, are sent between a RRH and a BBU.
Table 2.1 compares traditional base station, base station with RRH and base station in
C-RAN architecture.
2.2 Advantages of C-RAN
Both macro and small cells can benefit from C-RAN architecture. For macro base station
deployments, a centralized BBU Pool enables an efficient utilization of BBUs and reduces
the cost of base stations deployment and operation. It also reduces power consumption and
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Table 2.1: Comparison between traditional base station, base station with RRH and C-RAN
Architecture Radio and base-
band functionali-
ties
Problem it
addresses
Problems it
causes
Traditional
base station
Co-located in one
unit
- High power
consump-
tion
Resources
are underuti-
lized
Base station
with RRH
Spitted between
RRH and BBU.
RRH is placed to-
gether with an-
tenna at the re-
mote site.
BBU located
within 20-40 km
away.
Generally de-
ployed nowadays
Lower
power con-
sumption.
More conve-
nient place-
ment of
BBU
Resources
are underuti-
lized
C-RAN Spitted into RRH
and BBU.
RRH is placed to-
gether with an-
tenna at the re-
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Figure 2.4: C-RAN LTE mobile network.
provides increased flexibility in network upgrades and adaptability to non-uniform traffic.
Furthermore, advanced features of LTE-A, such as CoMP and interference mitigation,
can be efficiently supported by C-RAN, which is essential especially for small cells
deployments. Last but not least, having high computational processing power shared by
many users placed closer to them, mobile operators can offer users more attractive Service
Level Agreements (SLAs), as the response time of application servers is noticeably shorter
if data is cached in BBU Pool [38]. Network operators can partner with third-party service
developers to host servers for applications, locating them in the cloud - in the BBU Pool
[39]. In this section advantages of C-RAN are described and motivated: A. Adaptability to
nonuniform traffic and scalability, B. Energy and cost savings, C. Increase of throughput,
decrease of delays as well as D. Ease in network upgrades and maintenance.
2.2.1 Adaptability to nonuniform traffic and scalability
Typically, during a day, users are moving between different areas, e.g., residential and
office. Figure 2.5 illustrates how the network load varies throughout the day. Base stations
are often dimensioned for busy hours, which means that when users move from office
to residential areas, the huge amount of processing power is wasted in the areas from
which the users have moved. Peak traffic load can be even 10 times higher than during
off-the-peak hours [20]. In each cell, daily traffic distribution varies, and the peaks of
traffic occur at different hours. Since in C-RAN baseband processing of multiple cells is
carried out in the centralized BBU pool, the overall utilization rate can be improved. The
required baseband processing capacity of the pool is expected to be smaller than the sum
of capacities of single base stations. The ratio of sum of single base stations capacity to
the capacity required in the pool is called statistical multiplexing gain.
In [40] an analysis on statistical multiplexing gain is performed as a function of cell
layout. The analysis shows that in the Tokyo metropolitan area, the number of BBUs can
be reduced by 75% compared to the traditional RAN architecture. In [41] Werthmann et
al. prove that the data traffic influences the variance of the compute resource utilization,
which in consequence leads to significant multiplexing gains if multiple sectors are
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Figure 2.5: Daily load on base stations varies depending on base station location. Data
source: [20].
aggregated into one single cloud base station. Aggregation of 57 sectors in a single BBU
Pool saves more than 25% of the compute resources. Moreover, the user distribution has
a strong influence on the utilization of the compute resources. The results of last three
works converge giving around 25% of potential savings on baseband resources. In [42]
Bhaumik et al. show that the centralized architecture can potentially result in savings of at
least 22% in compute resources by exploiting the variations in the processing load across
base stations. In [40] Namba et al. analyze statistical multiplexing gain as a function
of cell layout. The analysis shows that for the metropolitan area, the number of BBUs
can be reduced by 75% compared to the traditional base station. In [43] Madhavan et
al. quantify the multiplexing gain of consolidating WiMAX base stations in different
traffic conditions. The gain increases linearly with network size and it is higher when
base stations are experiencing higher traffic intensity. On the contrary, in [44] Liu et
al. analyzed that lighter load can increase the statistical multiplexing gain in virtual
base station pool. Moreover, multiplexing gain reaches significant level even for the
medium-size pools and the increase in gain for larger pools in negligible.
In author’s previous work [11] initial evaluation of statistical multiplexing gain of
BBUs in C-RAN was presented. The paper concludes that 4 times less BBUs are needed
for user data processing in a C-RAN compared to a traditional RAN for specific traffic
patterns, making assumptions of the number of base stations serving different types
of areas. The model does not include mobile standard protocols processing. After
including protocol processing in [12] the statistical multiplexing gain varied between 1.2
and 1.6 depending on traffic mix, reaching the peak for 30% of office and thereby 70%
of residential base stations, thereby enabling saving of 17% - 38%. Those results are
presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Secondly, results obtained via simulations
[12] have been compared to the ones achieved with teletraffic theory [45].
All those works referred to the traditional - Baseband (BB)/RF - functional split of
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C-RAN. In [46] authors estimate what they define as statistical multiplexing convergence
ratio on fronthaul links by averaging observed daily throughput. Calculated ratio equals
to three. However, the analysis took only average network load into account and therefore
can be interpreted mostly as an average daily fronthaul utilization. In author’s most recent
work [13] different functional splits (as presented in Section 2.10.1) and different, precisely
defined application mixes are investigated. A numerical evaluation was given supporting
the intuitive conclusions that the maximum multiplexing gain on BBU resources can be
achieved for a fully centralized C-RAN. The more functionality is moved from the BBU
pool to the cell site, the lower the multiplexing gain on the BBU pool. However, when
traffic starts to be variable bit rate, a multiplexing gain on fronthaul links can be achieved,
lowering the required capacity. Those results are presented in Section 3.4.
Statistical multiplexing gain can be maximized by employing a flexible, reconfigurable
mapping between RRH and BBU adjusting to different traffic profiles [47]. Statistical
multiplexing gain depends on the traffic, therefore it can be maximized by connecting
RRHs with particular traffic profiles to different BBU Pools [12]. More on multiplexing
gain evaluation can be found in Chapter 3.
Coverage upgrades simply require the connection of new RRHs to the already existing
BBU Pool. To enhance network capacity, existing cells can then be split, or additional
RRHs can be added to the BBU Pool, which increases network flexibility. Deployment of
new cells is in general more easily accepted by local communities, as only a small device
needs to be installed on site (RRH) and not a bulky base station. If the overall network
capacity shall be increased, this can be easily achieved by upgrading the BBU Pool, either
by adding more hardware or exchanging existing BBUs with more powerful ones.
As BBUs from a large area will be co-located in the same BBU Pool, load balancing
features can be enabled with advanced algorithms on both the BBU side and the cells
side. On the BBU side, BBUs already form one entity, therefore load balancing is a
matter of assigning proper BBU resources within a pool. On the cells side, users can be
switched between cells without constraints if the BBU Pool has capacity to support them,
as capacity can be assigned dynamically from the pool.
2.2.2 Energy and cost savings coming from statistical multiplexing
gain in BBU Pool and use of virtualization
By deploying C-RAN, energy, and as a consequence, cost savings, can be achieved [48].
80% of the CAPEX is spent on RAN [20], therefore it is important to work towards
reducing it.
Energy in mobile network is spent on power amplifiers, supplying RRH and BBU
with power and air conditioning. 41% of OPEX on a cell site is spent on electricity [20].
Employing C-RAN offers potential reduction of electricity cost, as the number of BBUs in
a C-RAN is reduced compared to a traditional RAN. Moreover, in the lower traffic period,
e.g., during the night, some BBUs in the pool can be switched off not affecting overall
network coverage. Another important factor is the decrease of cooling resources, which
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takes 46% of cell site power consumption [20]. Due to the usage of RRHs air conditioning
of radio module can be decreased as RRHs are naturally cooled by air hanging on masts
or building walls, as depicted in Figure 2.3. ZTE estimates that C-RAN enables 67%-80%
power savings compared with traditional RAN architecture, depending on how many cells
one BBU Pool covers [24], which stays in line with China Mobile research claiming 71%
power savings [49].
Civil work on remote sites can be reduced by gathering equipment in a central room,
what contributes to additional OPEX savings.
In total, 15% CAPEX and 50% OPEX savings are envisioned comparing to RAN with
RRH [49] or traditional RAN architecture [50]. However, the cost of leasing the fiber
connection to the site may increase CAPEX. IQ signal transported between RRHs and
BBUs brings up a significant overhead. Consequently, the installation and operation of
transport network causes considerable costs for operators.
Moreover, virtualization helps to reduce cost of network deployment and operation, at
the same time enabling operators to offer additional services, not only serve as pipelines
for carrying user date.
2.2.3 Increase of throughput, decrease of delays
eICIC [51] and CoMP [52] are important features of LTE-A that aim at minimizing inter
cell interference and utilizing interference paths constructively, respectively.
If all the cells within a CoMP set are served by one BBU Pool, then a single entity
doing signal processing enables tighter interaction between base stations. Therefore
interference can be kept to lower level and consequently the throughput can be increased
[48]. It has been proven that combining clustering of cells with CoMP makes more
efficient use of the radio bandwidth [53]. Moreover, Inter-cell Interference Coordination
(ICIC) can be implemented over a central unit - BBU Pool - optimizing transmission from
many cells to multiple BBUs [54].
In [55] Huiyu et al. discuss the factors affecting the performance of CoMP with
LTE-A in C-RAN uplink (UL), i.e., receiver algorithm, reference signals orthogonality
and channel estimation, density and size of the network. In [20] authors present simulation
results which compare spectrum efficiency of intra-cell and inter-cell JT to non-cooperative
transmission. 13% and 20% increase in spectrum efficiency was observed, respectively.
For a cell edge user, spectrum efficiency can increase by 75% and 119%, respectively.
In [56] Li et al. introduce LTE UL CoMP joint processing and verify its operation on
a C-RAN test bed around Ericsson offices in Beijing Significant gain was achieved at
the cell edge both for intra-site CoMP and inter-site CoMP. Throughput gain is 30-50%
when there is no interference and can reach 150% when interference is present. The
authors have compared MRC (Maximum Ratio Combining) and full IRC (Interference
Rejection Combining). Due to the reduction of X2 usage in C-RAN, real time CoMP
can give 10-15% of joint processing gain, while real time ICIC enables 10-30% of multi
cell Radio Resource Management (RRM) gain [19]. Performance of multiple-point JT
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and multiple-user joint scheduling has been analyzed for a non-ideal channel with carrier
frequency offset [57]. When carrier frequency offset does not exceed±3 ∼ 5ppb, C-RAN
can achieve remarkable performance gain on both capacity and coverage even in non-ideal
channel, i.e., 20%/52% for cell average/cell edge.
With the introduction of the BBU Pool cooperative techniques, as Multi-Cell MIMO
[58] can be enhanced. This can be achieved due to tighter cooperation between base station
within a pool. In [59], Liu et al. present a downlink Antenna Selection Optimization
scheme for MIMO based on C-RAN that showed advantages over traditional antenna
selection schemes.
2.2.3.1 Decrease of the delays
The time needed to perform handovers is reduced as it can be done inside the BBU Pool
instead of between eNBs. In [60] Liu et al. evaluate the improvement on handover
performance in C-RAN and compare it with RAN with RRHs. In GSM, the total average
handover interrupt time is lower and the signaling is reduced due to better synchroniza-
tion of BBUs. In UMTS signaling, Iub transport bearer setup and transport bandwidth
requirements are reduced, however, the performance improvement may not be sensed by
the user. For LTE X2-based inter-eNB handover the delay and failure rate are decreased.
Moreover, the general amount of signaling information sent to core mobile network is
reduced, after being aggregated in the pool.
2.2.4 Ease in network upgrades and maintenance
C-RAN architecture with several co-located BBUs eases network maintenance: not only
C-RAN capacity peaks and failure might be absorbed by BBU Pool automatic reconfigu-
ration, therefore limiting the need for human intervention, but whenever hardware failures
and upgrades are really required, human intervention is to be done only in a very few
BBU pool locations. On the contrary for traditional RAN, the servicing may be required
at as many cell sites as there are in the network. C-RAN with a virtualized BBU Pool
gives a smooth way for introducing new standards, as hardware needs to be placed in few
centralized locations. Therefore deploying it can be considered by operators as a part of
their migration strategy.
Co-locating BBUs in BBU Pool enables more frequent CPU updates than in case
when BBUs are located in remote sites. It is therefore possible to benefit from the
IT technology improvements in CPU technology, be it frequency clock (Moore’s law)
or energy efficiency (as currently seen in Intel mobile processor road map or ARM
architecture).
Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a well known technology that facilitates implemen-
tation in software of such radio functions like modulation/demodulation, signal generation,
coding and link-layer protocols. The radio system can be designed to support multiple
standards [61]. A possible framework for implementing software base stations that are
remotely programmable, upgradable and optimizable is presented in [62]. With such
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technology, C-RAN BBU Pool can support multi-standard multi-system radio communi-
cations configured in software. Upgrades to new frequencies and new standards can be
done through software updates rather than hardware upgrades as it is often done today on
non-compatible vertical solutions. Multi-mode base station is therefore expected to allevi-
ate the cost of network development and Operations, Administration and Maintenance
(OAM).
2.2.5 Benefits driving deployments
A recent (July 2015) study conducted by LightReading [63] on "What is the most important
driver for operators to deploy a centralized or cloud RAN" shows that 27% of respondents
choose OPEX reduction through centralization, while another 24% pointed out CAPEX
reduction through NFV. The complete results (excluding 3% of responses stating "other")
are presented in Figure 2.6. What is interesting is that all the advantages mentioned in
previous sections are mentioned apart from boosting cooperative techniques, at least they
are not mentioned explicitly. OPEX reduction through centralization was a motivation
to study multiplexing gain, as presented in Chapter 3, therefore the result of the survey
provers that it was an important parameter to study.
OPEX reduction through 
centralization 
27% 
CAPEX reduction 
through NFV 
25% 
More flexibility in 
the network 
23% 
Greater 
scalability 
12% Potential to deploy 
radios closer to the users 
9% 
Reducing baseband 
processing requirements 
4% 
Other 
13% 
LightReading survey results: what is the most important 
driver for operators to deploy C-RAN? 
Figure 2.6: Results of the survey [63] on operators’ drives for deploying C-RAN.
2.3 Challenges of C-RAN
Before the commercial deployment of C-RAN architectures a number of challenges need
to be addressed: A. High bandwidth, strict latency and jitter as well as low cost transport
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network needs to be available, B. Techniques on BBU cooperation, interconnection and
clustering need to be developed as well as C. Virtualization techniques for BBU Pool need
to be proposed. This section elaborates on those challenges. The latter sections present an
ongoing work on possible technical solutions that enable C-RAN implementation (Section
2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7). Figure 2.7 gives an overview of technical solutions addressed in
this chapter.
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Figure 2.7: An overview on technical solutions addressed in this chapter.
2.3.1 A need for high bandwidth, strict latency and jitter as well as
low cost transport network
The C-RAN architecture brings a huge overhead on the optical links between RRH and
BBU Pool. Comparing with backhaul requirements, the one on fronthaul are envisioned
to be 50 times higher [54].
IQ data is sent between BBU and RRH as shown in Figure 2.2. The main contributors
to the size of IQ data are: turbocoding (e.g., in UMTS and LTE 1:3 turobocode is used
resulting in three times overhead), chosen radio interface (e.g., CPRI) IQ sample width and
oversampling of LTE signal. For example, 30.72 MHz sampling frequency is standardized
for 20 MHz LTE, which is more than 20 MHz needed according to Nyquist - Shannon
sampling theorem. Total bandwidth depends also on number of sectors and MIMO
configuration. Equation 2.1 summarizes factors that influence IQ bandwidth. Scenario of
20 MHz LTE, 15+1 CPRI IQ Sample width, 10/8 line coding, 2x2 MIMO transmission
resulting in 2.4576 Gbps bit rate in fronthal link is often treated as a baseline scenario.
Consequently, for 20 MHz 4x4 MIMO, 3 sector base station, the expected IQ throughput
exceeds 10 Gbps. Examples on expected IQ bit rate between cell site and BBU in LTE-A,
LTE, Time Division Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA) and
GSM networks can be found in Table 2.2. The centralized BBU Pool should support 10 -
1000 base station sites [20], therefore a vast amount of data needs to be carried towards it.
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IQBandwidth = samplingFrequency · sampleWidth
·2 · lineCoding ·MIMO · noOfSectors (2.1)
Table 2.2: IQ bit rates between a cell site and centralized BBU Pool
Cell configuration Bit rate Source
20 MHz LTE, 15+1 CPRI IQ Sam-
ple width, 10/8 line coding, 2x2
MIMO
2.5 Gbps
5x20 MHz LTE-A, 15 CPRI IQ Sam-
ple width, 2x2 MIMO, 3 sectors
13.8 Gbps [64]
20 MHz LTE, 4x2 MIMO, 3 sectors 16.6 Gbps [22]
TD-LTE, 3 sectors 30 Gbps [65]
1.6 MHz TD-SCDMA, 8Tx/8Rx an-
tennas, 4 times sampling rate
330 Mbps [20]
TD-SCDMA S444, 3 sectors 6 Gbps [65]
200 kHz GSM, 2Tx/2Rx antennas,
4x sampling rate
25.6 Mbps [20]
The transport network not only needs to support high bandwidth and be cost efficient,
but also needs to support strict latency and jitter requirements. Below different constraints
on delay and jitter are summarized:
1. The most advanced CoMP scheme, JT, introduced in Section 2.2.3 requires 0.5µs
timing accuracy in collaboration between base stations, which is the tightest con-
straint. However, it is easier to cope with synchronization challenges in C-RAN
compared to traditional RAN due to the fact that BBUs are co-located in the BBU
Pool.
2. According to [20], regardless of the delay caused by the cable length, round trip
delay of user data may not exceed 5 µs, measured with the accuracy of ±16.276ns
on each link or hop [33].
3. The sub-frame processing delay on a link between RRHs and BBU should be kept
below 1 ms, in order to meet HARQ requirements. Due to the delay requirements
of HARQ mechanism, generally maximum distance between RRH and BBU must
not exceed 20-40 km [20].
Recommendations on transport network capacity can be found in Section 2.4.
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2.3.2 BBU cooperation, interconnection and clustering
Cooperation between base stations is needed to support CoMP in terms of sharing the
user data, scheduling at the base station and handling channel feedback information to
deal with interference.
Co-location of many BBUs requires special security and resilience mechanisms.
Solutions enabling connection of BBUs shall be reliable, support high bandwidth and
low latency, low cost with a flexible topology interconnecting RRHs. Thus, C-RAN
must provide a reliability that is better or comparable to traditional optical networks like
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), which achieved high reliability due to their ring
topology. Mechanisms like fiber ring network protection can be used.
Cells should be optimally clustered to be assigned to one BBU Pool, in order to
achieve statistical multiplexing gain, facilitate CoMP, but also to prevent the BBU Pool
and the transport network from overloading. One BBU Pool should support cells from
different areas such as office, residential or commercial. After analyzing interferences a
beneficial assignment of cells to one BBU Pool can be chosen.
To achieve optimal energy savings of the C-RAN, base stations need to be chosen in
a way that will optimize the number of active RRHs/BBU units within the BBU Pool.
Proper RRH aggregation and assignment to one BBU Pool can also facilitate CoMP [53].
To achieve optimal throughput on the cell edges cooperative transmission/reception
schemes are needed to deal with large Inter Cell Interference (ICI), improving spectrum
efficiency. The resource sharing algorithms have been developed by the research commu-
nity. They need to be combined with an algorithm clustering the cells to reduce scheduling
complexity. Therefore, the well-designed scheduler in C-RAN also has an impact on the
spectrum efficiency [26].
In [40] Namba et al. propose an architecture of Colony RAN that can dynamically
change the connections of BBUs and RRHs in respect to traffic demand. Semi-static
and adaptive BBU-RRH switching schemes for C-RAN are presented and evaluated in
[66], where it was proved that the number of BBUs can be reduced by 26% and 47% for
semi-static and adaptive schemes, respectively, compared with the static assignment.
2.3.3 Virtualization technique
A virtualization technique needs to be proposed to distribute or group processing between
virtual base station entities and sharing of resources among multiple operators. Any
processing algorithm should be expected to work real time - dynamic processing capacity
allocation is necessary to deal with a dynamically changing cell load.
Virtualization and cloud computing techniques for IT applications are well defined
and developed. However, C-RAN application poses different requirements on cloud
infrastructure than cloud computing. Table 2.3 compares cloud computing and C-RAN
requirements on cloud infrastructure. More on virtualization solutions can be found in
Section 2.7.
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Table 2.3: Requirements for cloud computing and C-RAN applications [54]
IT - Cloud com-
puting
Telecom - Cloud
RAN
Client/base
station data
rate
Mbps range,
bursty, low
activity
Gbps range, con-
stant stream
Latency and
jitter
Tens of ms < 0.5 ms, jitter in
ns range
Life time of in-
formation
Long (content
data)
Extremely short
(data symbols and
received samples)
Allowed
recovery time
s range (some-
times hours)
ms range to avoid
network outage
Number of
clients per
centralized
location
Thousands, even
millions
Tens, maybe hun-
dreds
2.4 Transport network techniques
This section presents the technical solutions enabling C-RAN by discussing on transport
network, covering physical layer architecture, physical medium, possible transport net-
work standards and devices needed to support or facilitate deployments. Moreover, IQ
compression techniques are listed and compared.
As introduced in Section 2.3, a C-RAN solution imposes a considerable overhead on
the transport network. In this section, a number of transport network capacity issues are
addressed, evaluating the internal architecture of C-RAN and the physical medium in
Section 2.4.1 as well as transport layer solutions that could support C-RAN in Section
2.4.2. An important consideration is to apply IQ compression/decompression between
RRH and BBU. Currently available solutions are listed in Section 2.4.4.
The main focus of this section is on fronthaul transport network, as this is characteristic
for C-RAN. Considerations on backhaul network can be found in, e.g., [67]. The choice
of the solution for the particular mobile network operator depends on whether C-RAN
is deployed from scratch as green field deployment or introduced on top of existing
infrastructure. More on deployment scenarios can be found in Section 2.8.
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2.4.1 Physical layer architecture and physical medium
2.4.1.1 PHY layer architecture in C-RAN
There are two approaches on how to split base station functions between RRH and BBU
within C-RAN in order to reduce transport network overhead.
In the fully centralized solution, L1, L2 and L3 functionalities reside in the BBU Pool,
as shown in Figure 2.8a. This solution intrinsically generates high bandwidth IQ data
transmission between RRH and BBU.
In partially centralized solution, shown in Figure 2.8b, L1 processing is co-located with
the RRH, thus reducing the burden in terms of bandwidth on the optical transport links,
as the demodulated signal occupies 20 - 50 times less bandwidth [20] than the modulated
one. This solution is however less optimal because resource sharing is considerably
reduced and advanced features such as CoMP cannot be efficiently supported. CoMP
benefits from processing the signal on L1, L2 and L3 in one BBU Pool instead of in
several base stations [20]. Therefore a fully centralized solution is more optimal. Other
solutions, in between the two discussed above, have also been proposed, where only some
specific functions of L1 processing are co-located with the RRH, e.g., L1 pre-processing
of cell/sector specific functions, and most of L1 is left in the BBU [68].
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RF RRH
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RF
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Figure 2.8: C-RAN architecture can be either fully or partially centralized depending on L1
baseband processing module location.
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2.4.1.2 Physical medium
As presented in [22], only 35% of base stations were forecasted to be connected through
fiber, and 55% by wireless technologies, the remaining 10% by copper on a global scale
in 2014. However, the global share of fiber connections is growing. In North America the
highest percentage of backhaul connections were forecasted to be done over fiber - 62.5%
in 2014 [69].
Fiber links allow huge transport capacity, supporting up to tens of Gbps per channel.
40 Gbps per channel is now commercially available, while future systems will be using
100 Gbps modules and higher, when their price and maturity will become more attractive
[20].
Typical microwave solutions offer from 10 Mbps-100 Mbps up to 1 Gbps range [70],
the latter available only for a short range (up to 1.5 km) [69]. Therefore 3:1 compression
would allow 2.5 Gbps data to be sent over such 1 Gbps link. In [71] Ghebretensae et al.
propose to use E-band microwave transmission in (70/80 GHz) between BBU Pool and
RRH. They proved that E-band microwave transmission can provide Gbps capacity, using
equipment currently available commercially (2012) on the distance limited to 1-2 km to
assure 99.999% link availability and 5-7 km when this requirement is relaxed to 99.9%
availability. In the laboratory setup they have achieved 2.5 Gbps on microwave CPRI
links. This supports delivering 60 Mbps to the end user LTE equipment. E-BLINK [72] is
an exemplary company providing wireless fronthaul.
For small cells deployment, Wi-Fi is seen as a possible solution for wireless back-
hauling [67]. Therefore, using the same solutions, Wi-Fi can potentially be used for
fronthauling. The latest Wi-Fi standard, IEEE 802.11ad, can achieve the maximum the-
oretical throughput of 7 Gbps. However, the solution is not available on the market yet
(2013).
The solution based on copper links is not taken into account for C-RAN, as Digital
Subscriber Line (DSL) based access can offer only up to 10-100 Mbps.
To conclude, full C-RAN deployment is currently only possible with fiber links
between RRH and BBU Pool. In case C-RAN is deployed in a partially centralized
architecture, or when compression is applied, microwave can be considered as a transport
medium between RRHs and BBU Pool.
2.4.2 Transport network
As fiber is the most prominent solution for the physical medium, its availability for the
network operator needs to be taken into account choosing the optimal transport network
solution. Moreover, operators may want to reuse their existing deployments. Various
transport network solutions are presented in Figure 2.9 and discussed below [20].
2.4.2.1 Point to point fiber
Point to point fiber is a preferred solution for a BBU Pool with less than 10 macro
base stations [20], due to capacity requirements. Dark fiber can be used with low cost,
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Figure 2.9: Possible fronthaul transport solutions
because no additional optical transport network equipment is needed. On the other
hand, this solution consumes significant fiber resources, therefore network extensibility
is a challenge. New protection mechanisms are required in case of failure, as well as
additional mechanisms to implement O&M are needed. However, those challenges can
be answered. CPRI products are offering 1+1 backup/ring topology protection features. If
fiber is deployed with physical ring topology it offers resiliency similar to SDH. O&M
capabilities can be introduced in CPRI.
2.4.2.2 WDM/OTN
Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)/Optical Transport Network (OTN) solutions
are suitable for macro cellular base station systems with limited fiber resources, especially
in the access ring. The solution improves the bandwidth on BBU-RRH link, as 40-80
optical wavelength can be transmitted in a single optical fiber, therefore with 10 Gbps
large number of cascading RRH can be supported, reducing the demand on dark fiber. On
the other hand, high cost of upgrade to WDM/OTN need to be covered. However, as the
span on fronthaul network does not exceed tens of kilometers, equipment can be cheaper
than in long distance backbone networks. Usage of plain WDM CPRI transceivers was
discussed and their performance was evaluated in [73]. [23] applies WDM in their vision
of C-RAN transport network.
In [74] Ponzini et al. describe the concept of non-hierarchical WDM-based access for
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C-RAN. The authors have proven that WDM technologies can more efficiently support
clustered base station deployments offering improved flexibility in term of network
transparency and costs. Using that concept already deployed fibers, such as Passive
Optical Networks (PONs) or metro rings, can be reused to carry any type of traffic,
including CPRI, on a common fiber infrastructure. By establishing virtual P2P WDM
links up to 48 bidirectional CPRI links per fiber can be supported.
For scarce fiber availability ZTE proposes enhanced fiber connection or xWDM/OTN
[65]. Coarse WDM is suitable to be used for TD-SCDMA, while Dense WDM for LTE,
due to capacity requirements.
OTN is a standard proposed to provide a way of supervising client’s signals, assure
reliability compared with Synchronous Optical NETworking (SONET)/SDH network as
well as achieve carrier grade of service. It efficiently supports SONET/SDH as well as
Ethernet and CPRI. CPRI can be transported over OTN over low level Optical channel
Data Unit (ODU)k containers as described in ITU-T G.709/Y.1331 [75], [76].
2.4.2.3 Unified Fixed and Mobile access
Unified Fixed and Mobile access, like UniPON, based on Coarse WDM, combines
fixed broadband and mobile access network. UniPON provides both PON services and
CPRI transmission. It is suitable for indoor coverage deployment, offers 14 different
wavelengths per optical cable, reducing overall cost as a result of sharing. However, it
should be designed to be competitive in cost. Such a WDM-OFDMA UniPON architecture
is proposed and examined in [77], and a second one, based on WDM-PON in [71]. In
[71], referenced also in Section 2.4.1.2, Ghebretensae et al. propose an end-to-end
transport network solution based on Dense WDM(-PON) colorless optics, which supports
load balancing, auto configuration and path redundancy, while minimizing the network
complexity. In [78] Fabrega et al. show how to reuse the deployed PON infrastructure for
RAN with RRHs. Connections between RRHs and BBUs are separated using very dense
WDM, coherent optical OFDM helps to cope with narrow channel spacings.
2.4.2.4 Carrier Ethernet
Carrier Ethernet transport can also be directly applied from RRH towards BBU Pool. In
that case, CPRI-to-Ethernet (CPRI2Eth) gateway is needed between RRH and BBU Pool.
CPRI2Eth gateway needs to be transparent in terms of delay. It should offer multiplexing
capabilities to forward different CPRI streams to be carried by Ethernet to different
destinations.
The term Carrier Ethernet refers to two things. The first is the set of services that
enable to transport Ethernet frames over different transport technologies. The other one
is a solution how to deliver these services, named Carrier Ethernet Transport (CET).
Carrier Ethernet, e.g., Provider Backbone Bridge - Traffic Engineering (PBB-TE) is
supposed to provide carrier - grade transport solution and leverage the economies of scale
of traditional Ethernet [79]. It is defined in IEEE 802.1Qay-2009 standard. It evolved from
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IEEE 802.1Q Virtual LAN (VLAN) standard through IEEE 802.1ad Provider Bridges (PB)
and IEEE 802.1ah Provider Backbone Bridges (PBB). To achieve Quality of Service (QoS)
of Ethernet transport service, traffic engineering is enabled in Carrier Ethernet. PBB-TE
uses the set of VLAN IDs to identify specific paths to given MAC address. Therefore
a connection-oriented forwarding mode can be introduced. Forwarding information is
provided by management plane and therefore predictable behavior on predefined paths
can be assured. Carrier Ethernet ensures 99.999% service availability. Up to 16 million
customers can be supported which removes scalability problem of PBB-TE predecessor
[80]. Carrier Ethernet grade of service can also be assured by using MPLS Transport
Profile (MPLS-TP). Technologies are very similar, although PBB-TE is based on Ehternet
and MPLS-TP on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).
The main challenge in using packet passed Ethernet in the fronthaul is to meet the
strict requirements on synchronization, syntonization and delay. Synchronization refers
to phase and syntonization to the frequency alignment, respectively. Base stations need
to be phase and frequency aligned in order to, e.g., switch between uplink and downlink
in the right moment and to stay within their allocated spectrum. For LTE-A frequency
accuracy needs to stay within ±50ppb (for a wide area base station) [6.5 in [81]] while
phase accuracy of ±1.5µs is required for cell with radius ≤ 3km [82]. Time-Sensitive
Networking (TSN) features help to achieve delay and synchronization requirements. More
information about them can be found in Section 4.7, while the whole Chapter 4 gives a
deep overview of challenges and solutions for Carrier Ethernet-based fronthaul.
Altiostar is an exemplary company providing Ethernet fronthaul [83].
2.4.3 Transport network equipment
This Section presents examples of network equipment that has been developed for usage
in C-RAN architecture.
2.4.3.1 CPRI2Ethernet gateway
If Ethernet is chosen as a transport network standard, CPRI2Eth gateway is needed to
map CPRI data to Ethernet packets, close to or at the interface of RRH towards BBU Pool.
Patents on such a solutions have been filed, see for example, [84].
2.4.3.2 IQ data routing switch
China Mobile Research Institute developed a large scale BBU Pool supporting more
than 1000 carriers in 2011. The key enabler of this demonstration was a IQ data routing
switch [20]. It is based on a Fat-Tree architecture of Dynamic Circuit Network (DCN)
technology. In Fat-Tree topology multiple root nodes are connected to separate trees. That
ensures high reliability and an easy solution to implement load balancing between BBUs.
China Mobile has achieved real time processing and link load balancing. In addition,
resource management platform has been implemented.
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2.4.3.3 CPRI mux
CPRI mux is a device that aggregates traffic from various radios and encapsulates it
for transport over a minimum number of optical interfaces. It can also implement IQ
compression/decompression and have optical interfaces: for Coarse WDM and/or Dense
WDM. BBU Pool will be demultiplexing the signals multiplexed by the CPRI mux [22].
2.4.3.4 x2OTN gateway
If OTN is chosen as a transport network solution, then CPRI/OBSAI to OTN gateway
is needed to map signals from two standards. Altera has a Soft Silicon OTN processor
that can map any client into ODU container [85]. The work was started by TPACK.
Performance of CPRI and OBSAI over OTN transport network has been proven in [86]
for e.g., C-RAN application.
2.4.4 IQ Compression schemes and solutions
In C-RAN the expected data rate at the fronthaul link can be 12 to 55 times higher
compared to data rate on the radio interface, depending on CPRI IQ sample width and
modulation. RRHs transmit raw IQ samples towards BBU cloud, therefore, an efficient
compression schemes are needed to optimize such a huge bandwidth transmission over
capacity-constrained links. Potential solutions could be to reduce signal sampling rate,
use non-linear quantization, frequency sub-carrier compression or IQ data compression
[20]. Techniques can be mixed and a chosen scheme is a trade-off between achievable
compression ratio, algorithm and design complexity, computational delay and the signal
distortion it introduces as well as power consumption, as shown in Figure 2.10. The
following techniques can be used to achieve IQ compression.
Compression 
ratio 
Design 
complexity 
EVM 
Latency 
Design size 
Power 
consumption 
Figure 2.10: Factors between which a trade off needs to be reached choosing an IQ
compression scheme.
Reducing signal sampling rate is a low complex solution having minimal impact on
protocols, improves compression up to 66% with some performance degradation [20].
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By applying non-linear quantization, more quantization levels are specified for the
region in magnitude where more values are likely to be present. This solution improves
Quantization SNR (QSNR). Mature, logarithmic encoding algorithms, like µ-Law or
A-law are available to specify the step size. Compression efficiency up to 53% can be
achieved. This method creates additional Ir interface complexity (interface between RRH
and BBU) [20].
IQ data compression can be done using e.g., Digital Automatic Gain Control (DAGC)
[20], [87]. This technique is based on reducing the signal’s dynamic range by normal-
izing the power of each symbol to the average power reference, therefore reducing the
signal dynamic range. This method affects Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and Error Vector
Magnitude (EVM) deteriorates in DL. Potential high compression rate can be achieved,
however the method has a high complexity and no mature algorithms are available.
One example of a frequency domain scheme is to perform sub carrier compression.
Implementing the FFT/Inverse FFT (IFFT) blocks in the RRH allows 40% reduction
of Ir interface load. It can be easily performed in DL, however RACH processing is a
big challenge. This frequency domain compression increases IQ mapping and system
complexity. It also requires costly devices, more storage and larger FPGA processing
capacity [20]. On top of that, it limits the benefits of sharing the equipment in C-RAN, as
L1 processing needs to be assigned to one RRH. Several patents have been filed for this
type of compression schemes.
In [88] Grieger et al. present design criteria for frequency domain compression
algorithms for LTE-A systems which are then evaluated in large scale urban filed trials.
Performance of JD under limited backhaul rates was observed. The authors proved
that a Gaussian compression codebook achieves good performance for the compression
of OFDM signals. The performance can be improved using Frequency Domain AGC
(FDAGC) or decorrelation of antenna signals. However, field tests showed very limited
gains for the observed setups.
Samardzija et al. from Bell Laboratories propose an algorithm [89] which reduces
transmission data rates. It removes redundancies in the spectral domain, performs block
scaling, and uses a non-uniform quantizer. It keeps EVM below 8% (3GPP requirement
for 64 QAM, as stated in [81]) for 17% of relative transmission data rate (compression
ratio defined as transmission rate achieved after compression to the original one). The
algorithm presented by Guo et al. [90], which authors are also associated with Alcatel-
Lucent Bell Labs removes redundancies in spectral domain, preforms block scaling, and
uses non-uniform quantizer. EVM stays within 3GPP requirements in simulations for
30% compression ratio. TD-LTE demo test results showed no performance loss for 50%
compression ratio.
Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs’ compression algorithm reduces LTE traffic carried over
CPRI interface from 18 Gbps to 8 Gbps [22], achieving a 44% compression ratio.
The solution discussed in [91] adapts to the dynamic range of the signal, removes
frequency redundancy and performs IQ compression creating 10.5 effective bits out of 12
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bits of data. This method allows 50% to 25% of compression ratio introducing 0.5% 1 to
8% of EVM and latency below 1µs for LTE signal.
Lorca et al. from Telefonica I + D in [92] propose a lossless compression technique
where actual compression ratios depend upon the network load. For downlink direction,
the algorithm removes redundancies in the frequency domain. Secondly, the amount of
control data is reduced to minimum sending only the necessary information to reconstruct
control signals at RRH. Moreover, a special constellation coding is used to reduce number
of bits needed to represent constellation symbols for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM mod-
ulations. For uplink direction user detection is used to transmit only occupied carriers.
Compression ratio of 33% is achieved at full cell load. Compression ratio up to 6.6% are
achieved for 20% cell load.
Park et al. [93] propose a robust, distributed compression scheme applicable for
UL transmission, which they combine with an efficient base station selection algorithm.
Their current work focuses on implementing layered compression strategy as well as joint
decompression and decoding. Results in terms of compression ratio and EVM are not
available.
Table 2.4 summarizes and compares various compression methods discussed in this
section. Compression of 33% is achieved by all the algorithms for which the ratio was
available. The best result, where the algorithm is known, is achieved by [89] and by [92]
under small network load.
To conclude, in order not to lose the cost benefit of BBU Pooling for renting a transport
network, mobile network operator needs to either own substantial amount of fiber or
use an IQ compression scheme. Moreover, the cost of the optical high speed module
must stay comparable to traditional SDH transport equipment in order to make C-RAN
economically attractive.
2.5 RRH development
This section presents requirements and solutions for RRH that are compatible with C-RAN.
The existing RRHs are expected to work in a fully centralized C-RAN architecture in a
plug-and-play manner. In case of partially centralized C-RAN architecture L1 needs to
be incorporated in RRH.
The biggest difference between RRHs deployed for C-RAN compared to previous
solutions is that in C-RAN transmission the signal occurs over many kilometers, while in
the latter architecture this distance is shorter, typically up to few kilometers. Therefore
the additional delay caused by increased transmission distance needs to be monitored.
In addition, the higher bit rates need to be supported. In order to transport 10 Gbps
CPRI rate, the maximum CPRI line bit rate option 8, i.e., 10.1376 Gbps needs to be
deployed, which is supported so far by standard CPRI v 6.0 [33]. Additional upgrade of
the standard is needed to accommodate more traffic, at least 16 Gbps to fully serve a 3
1equivalent to test equipment
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Table 2.4: Comparison of IQ compression methods. Compression ratio 33% corresponds to
3:1
Method Techniques applied Compression
ratio
EVM
[22] Not available 44% Not
available
[89] removing redundancies in spectral
domain
28% 3%
preforming block scaling 23% 4%
usage of non-uniform quantizer 17% 8%
[90] removing redundancies in spectral
domain
52% <
1.4%
preforming block scaling 39% <
1.5%
usage of non-uniform quantizer 30% <
2.5%
[91] adaption of dynamic range of the
signal
50% 0.5%
removal of frequency redundancy 33% 3%
IQ compression 25% 8%
[92] removal of frequency redundancy
optimized control information trans-
mission
IQ compression
user detection
33% (100%
cell load)
7% (20%
cell load)
Not
avail-
able
[93] self-defined robust method Not Not
performed jointly with base station
selection algorithm
available available
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sector 20 MHz LTE macro cell with 4x2 MIMO [22], see Table 2.2. Existing standards -
CPRI and OBSAI can support connections between the BBU Pool and RRHs in C-RAN.
Moreover, NGMN in [94] envisions ORI as a future candidate protocol. However, as
the nature of the interface between RRH and BBU is changing with an introduction of
C-RAN, the existing protocols may need to be redefined in order to be optimized for high
volume transmission over long distances.
Alcatel-Lucent is offering a lightRadio solution for C-RAN [22]. It uses a multiband,
multistandard active antenna array, with MIMO and passive antenna array support. Alcatel-
Lucent is working towards two multiband radio heads (one for high and one for low bands).
Built-in digital modules are used for baseband processing. For C-RAN L1, L2 and L3 are
separated from radio functions.
In 2012, Ericsson announced the first CPRI over microwave connection implemen-
tation [95], which is interesting for operators considering the deployment of a partially
centralized C-RAN architecture.
2.6 Synchronized BBU Implementation
This section provides considerations on possible BBU implementation. The advantages
and disadvantages of different processors types that can be used in C-RAN are discussed.
The interconnection between BBUs is required to work with low latency, high speed,
high reliability and real time transmission of 10 Gbps. Furthermore, it needs to support
CoMP, dynamic carrier scheduling, 1+1 failure protection and offer high scalability.
Dynamic carrier scheduling implemented within the BBU Pool enhances redundancy of
BBU and increases reliability.
The BBU Pool needs to support 100 base stations for a medium sized urban network
(coverage 5x5 km), 1000 base stations for 15x15 km [20]. In addition, it is beneficial
when BBU has the intelligence to support additional services like Content Distribution
Network (CDN), Distributed Service Network (DSN) and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
[25].
Virtualization of base station resources is needed to hide the physical characteristics
of the BBU Pool and enable dynamic resource allocation.
There are also challenges for real time virtualized base station in centralized BBU
Pool, like high performance low-power signal processing, real time signal processing,
BBU interconnection as well as between chips in a BBU, BBUs in a physical rack and
between racks.
Optimal pooling of BBU resources in needed in C-RAN. In [42] Bhaumik et al.
propose resource pooling scheme to minimize the number of required compute resources.
The resource pooling time scale is of the order of several minutes, however, it can be
expected it can be done with finer granularity further optimizing the results.
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2.6.1 Current multi-standard open platform base station solutions
Operators need to support multiple standards, therefore multi-mode base stations are a
natural choice. They can be deployed using either pluggable or software reconfigurable
processing boards for different standards [20].
By separating the hardware and software, using e.g., SDR technology, different
wireless standards and various services can be introduced smoothly. Currently base
stations are built on proprietary platforms (vertical solution). C-RAN is intended to be
build on open platforms in order to relief mobile operators from managing multiple, often
non-compatible platforms. C-RAN provides also higher flexibility in network upgrades
and fosters the creation of innovative applications and services.
2.6.2 Processors
Nowadays, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and embedded Digital Signal Pro-
cessor (DSP) are used for wireless systems. However, the improvement in the processing
power of General Purpose Processor (GPP) used in IT is giving the possibility to bring IT
and telecom worlds together and use flexible GPP-based signal processors.
DSPs are developed to be specially optimized for real-time signal processing. They
are powerful and use multicore (3-6) technology with improved processing capacity.
What is important for C-RAN, a real time OS running on DSP facilitates virtualization of
processing resources in a real time manner. However, there is no guarantee of backwards
compatibility between solutions from different, or even from the same manufacturer, as
they are built on generally proprietary platforms.
Texas Instruments [26] favors the usage of specialized wireless System on a Chip
(SoC), providing arguments that SoC consumes one-tenth of the power consumed by a
typical server chip, and has wireless accelerators and signal processing specialization.
Considerations about power consumption of signal processors are essential to achieve
reduction in power consumption for C-RAN architecture compared to the traditional
RAN. In addition, for the same processing power, a DSP solution will also have a lower
price compared to GPP. In [96] Wei et al. present an implementation of SDR system on
an ARM Cortex-A9 processor that meets the real-time requirements of communication
system. As SDR technology further enables to benefit from C-RAN this is an important
proof of concept.
GPPs are getting more and more popular for wireless signal processing applications.
The usage of GPP is facilitated by muli-core processing, single-instruction multiple data,
low latency off-chip system memory and large on-chip caches. They also ensure backward
compatibility, which makes it possible to smoothly upgrade the BBU. Multiple OS’s with
real-time capability allow virtualization of base station signal processing.
China Mobile Research Institute proved that commercial IT servers are capable of
performing signal processing in a timely manner. Intel is providing the processors for
both C-RAN and traditional RAN [25]. More on Intel GPP solutions for DSP can be
found in [97]. In [98], Kai et al. present a prototype of a TD-LTE eNB using a GPP.
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It did not meet real-time requirements of LTE system, which is of great concern when
using general processors for telecommunication applications. It used 6.587 ms for UL
processing, with turbo decoding and FFT taking most of it and 1.225 ms for downlink
(DL) processing, with IFFT and turbo coding being again the most time consuming.
However, this system was based on a single core, and multi-core implementation with 4
cores should make the latency fall within the required limits. Another approach to reach
the requirements is to optimize the turbo decoder as described in [99], where Zhang et al.
prove that using multiple threads and a smart implementation, 3GPP requirements can be
met. De-Rate Matching and demodulation have been optimized for GPP used for LTE
in [100]. In [101] Kaitz et al. propose to introduce a dedicated co-processor optimized
for wireless and responsible for critical and computation intensive tasks. This optimizes
power consumption at the cost of decreased flexibility. They have considered different
CPU partitioning approaches for LTE-A case.
The issue of real-time timing control and synchronization for SDR has been addressed
in [102]. A real-time and high precision clock source is designed on a GPP-based SDR
platforms and users are synchronized utilizing Round-Trip Delay (RTD) algorithm. The
mechanism is experimentally validated.
Table 2.5 summarizes the characteristics of DSP and GPP.
Table 2.5: DSP and GPP processors
DSP GPP
Flexibility dedicated solution general purpose
Vendor compatibility vendor specific,
proprietary
higher compatibil-
ity between ven-
dors
Backward compatibility limited assured
Power consumption lower higher
Real-time processing optimized,
achieved
only possible with
high power hard-
ware
Virtualization of BBU possible possible
2.7 Virtualization
In order to implement Centralized RAN, BBU hardware needs to be co-located. However,
in order to deploy RAN in the cloud - Cloud RAN - virtualization is needed. Although
virtualization is not the focus point of this thesis, it is briefly presented in this section for
the completeness of the C-RAN introduction, as it is an important foundation of C-RAN.
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Virtualization enables decoupling network functions, like baseband processing, from
network hardware in order to reduce the network cost and to enable flexible deployments
of services [103]. Legacy hardware can be used for new applications. Moreover, utilization
of the hardware can be increased. NFV and SDN are important concepts that help to
implement virtualization of baseband resources in C-RAN. The common goals of NFV
and SDN are to allow network services to be automatically deployed and programmed.
NFV is an architecture framework currently under standardization by ETSI. The
framework relies on three different levels: Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure,
Virtual Network Functions (applications) and NFV Orchestrator (control and management
functions).
SDN [104] is a concept related to NFV. SDN decouples data from the control plane.
In that way the control plane can be directly programmable while the underlying physical
infrastructure can be abstracted from applications and services. In can bring greater
flexibility, fine-grained control, and ease-of-use to networking. OpenFlow [105] is a
protocol commonly used to organize communications between between network devices
(e.g. switches) and the controller, on the so-called southbound interface. Northbound
interface refers to the communication between the controller and the network applications.
OpenDaylight [106] is an open source project whose goal is to accelerate the adoption of
SDN.
SDN is not required to implement NFV and vice-versa. NFV alone allows deploying
infrastructure services on open hardware. However, NFV is often combined with SDN, as
SDN is beneficial to the implementation and management of an NFV infrastructure [103].
OpenNFV [107] is an exemplary NFV platform managing various components. This
platform integrates orchestration and management functions that run on top of Virtual
Network Functions. Openstack [108] controls Compute Virtualization Control, Storage
Virtualization Control and Network Virtualization Control. OpenDaylight (an SDN tool)
is used for Network Virtualization Control, however, other mechanisms could be used
instead of SDN for the networking part.
Altiostar is a sample company providing virtualized RAN based on an open source
NFV platform [83]. Moreover, Wind River [109] offers an NFV software platform.
Nikaein et al. in [110] presents a virtualized RAN implemented with OpenStack and
Heat stack. Heat implements an orchestration engine to manage multiple composite cloud
applications: OpenAirInterface [111] eNB, Home Subscriber Server (HSS) and Evolved
Packet Core (EPC).
2.8 Likely deployment Scenarios
C-RAN is intended to be an alternative delivery of cellular standards, like UMTS, LTE,
LTE-A and beyond. It is a RAN deployment applicable to most typical scenarios, like
macro-, micro- and picocell, as well as for indoor coverage. This section elaborates on
likely deployment scenarios for C-RAN including green field deployments, i.e., estab-
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lishing the network from scratch, as well as deployment of additional cells for boosting
the capacity of an existing network. Moreover, different stages of C-RAN deployment to
leverage its full potential are listed.
It is advised to deploy C-RAN in metropolitan area to benefit from statistical multi-
plexing gain, as users are moving through the day, but still remain within the maximum
distance (resulting from propagation and processing delay, up to 40 km) between RRH
and BBU. However, a metropolitan area might be served by a few BBU Pools.
2.8.1 Green field deployment
In case of green field deployment, RRH and BBU Pool placement need to be arranged
according to network planning. Physical medium and transport solution can be designed
according to C-RAN specific requirements.
In author’s previous work [12] the most beneficial C-RAN deployments are evaluated.
For the analyzed traffic model, to maximize statistical multiplexing gain it is advisable to
serve 20-30% of office base stations and 70-80% of residential base stations in one BBU
Pool. Both analytical and simulation - based approach confirm the results.
The analysis on the cost of deployments from the same work shows that in order to
minimize TCO a ratio of cost of one BBU to the cost of one kilometer of fiber deployment
should be above 3. The ratio is smaller looking at smaller (100 km2) areas compared to
larger (400 km2) areas. Therefore, C-RAN is more promising for small scale deployments
for urban areas with densely placed cells.
2.8.2 C-RAN for capacity boosting
Small cells are a likely scenario for RRHs and C-RAN. Release 12 of mobile standards
addresses enhancement of small cell deployment [112], as adding new cells is the most
promising way to increase network capacity. In [70] authors envision that small cells
enhancements will be deployed with and without macro coverage, sparsely or densely,
outdoor and indoor, being connected through ideal and non-ideal backhaul. Frequencies
will be separately assigned to macro- and small cells. C-RAN fits into these target
scenarios. It also fulfills the requirements for small cells enhancements, supporting
both operator and user deployed cells, SON mechanisms as well as co-existence and
networking between different RATs.
In mobile networks within an underlying macro cell many small cells can be deployed
to boosts network capacity and quality in homes, offices and public spaces. When a user
will move out of small cell coverage, he will change the cell to the macro cell. In order to
support such an architecture, a coordination is required between macro- and small cells.
The deployment of small cells with C-RAN architecture may reduce signaling resources
as they are supported by one BBU pool, not many base stations. To deploy C-RAN for
capacity improvement, some of the existing BBUs can be moved to the BBU Pool. RRHs
can remain in the same location, and additional ones can be added. Various possibilities
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of capacity improvement deployment scenarios are listed below [68]. The combination of
mentioned solutions is also possible.
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Figure 2.11: C-RAN deployment scenarios.
a) HetNets. Existing BBUs of macro Base Stations can be replaced by BBU Pool and
additional RRHs can be deployed to form small cells.
b) Cell split. Existing macro cells can be split into smaller ones increasing the system
capacity. Interference management techniques are needed as all the cells will
operate at the same frequency. As explained in Section 2.2.3, C-RAN can enhance
cooperative techniques like CoMP and eICIC. This scenario can also be used to
provide indoor coverage by deploying RRHs on each floor of the building or group
of offices offering high capacity. However, in this scenario Wi-Fi can be a cheaper
solution, if users will have Wi-Fi connection in their devices switched on, enabling
offload from cellular network to Wi-Fi.
c) Overlay. Additional frequency band or a new cellular standard can be introduced to
boost system capacity. In Figure 2.11 one RRH provides coverage in frequency f1.
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Additional RRHs operating on frequency f2 provide overlay coverage. Efficient
interference management techniques like CoMP and eICIC are needed in this
scenario, as many RRH operate at the same frequency f2.
d) Super hot spots, e.g., stadium, transportation hub. It is a scenario where many users
are present in one location. Small cells are needed to assure the capacity, as well
as provide the coverage in complex scenery, e.g., with balconies, ramps, etc. The
density of users is high, therefore it is crucial to efficiently support interference
management schemes like CoMP and eICIC.
e) Railway/highway. Users are moving with a fast speed in this scenario, therefore
BBU Pool shall handle frequent handovers faster than traditional RAN.
Figure 2.11 summarizes C-RAN transport solutions and physical layer architecture
discussed in this chapter. Moreover, a possibility of sharing BBU Pool and rent RANaaS
is emphasized. For a particular network operator the choice of physical medium and
transport network depends on whether an existing infrastructure is already deployed.
2.8.3 Different stages of deployment
The path towards complete deployment of C-RAN can be paved through following stages
[113].
1. Centralized RAN, where baseband units are deployed centrally supporting many
RRHs. However, resources are not pooled, nor virtualized.
2. Cloud RAN
- Phase 1, where baseband resources are pooled. Baseband processing is done using
specialized baseband chip - DSPs,
- Phase 2, where resources are virtualized, using GPP, thereby leveraging full benefits
of C-RAN. Sometimes this deployment is referred to as V-RAN standing for
Virtualized-RAN.
2.9 Ongoing work
This section introduces projects focused on C-RAN definition and development. Moreover,
the survey on field trials and developed prototypes as well as the announcement of first
commercial deployment is presented.
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2.9.1 Joint effort
Both academic and industrial communities are focusing their attention on C-RAN in a
number of projects. China Mobile has invited industrial partners to sign Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on C-RAN. The companies mentioned below have already signed
a MoU with China Mobile Research Institute, and therefore engaged to work on novel
C-RAN architectures: ZTE, IBM, Huawei, Intel, Orange, Chuanhua Telecom, Alcatel-
Lucent, Datang Mobile, Ericsson, Nokia Siemens Networks and recently (February 2013)
ASOCS.
The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) alliance has proposed requirements
and solutions for a new RAN implementation in the project "Project Centralized process-
ing, Collaborative Radio, Real-Time Computing, Clean RAN System (P-CRAN)" [114].
One of the project outcomes is a description of use cases for C-RAN and suggestions for
solutions on building and implementing C-RAN [68].
OpenAirInterface [111] is a software alliance working towards an open source software
running on general purpose processors. Currently (February 2016) is offers a subset of
Release 10 LTE for UE, eNB, Mobility Management Entity (MME), HSS, Serving
SAE Gateway (SAE-GW) and Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW) on standard
Linux-based computing equipment.
Three projects sponsored by the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) for Research
of the European Commission have been running since November 2012. The "Mobile
Cloud Networking" (MCN) project [115] evaluated and seized the opportunities that cloud
computing can bring to mobile networks. It was the biggest out of FP7 projects in terms of
financial resources. 19 partners worked on decentralized cloud computing infrastructure
that provided an end-to-end mobile network architecture from the air interface to the
service platforms, using cloud computing paradigm for an on-demand and elastic service.
The "High capacity network Architecture with Remote Radio Heads & Parasitic antenna
arrays" (HARP) project [116] focused on demonstrating a novel C-RAN architecture
based on RRHs and electronically steerable passive antenna radiators (ESPARs), which
provide multi-antenna-like functionality with a single RF chain only. The "Interworking
and JOINt Design of an Open Access and Backhaul Network Architecture for Small
Cells based on Cloud Networks" (IJOIN) project [117] introduced the novel concept
of RAN-as-a-Service (RANaaS) [118], where RAN is flexibly realized on a centralized
open IT platform based on a cloud infrastructure. It aimed at integrating small cells,
heterogeneous backhaul and centralized processing. The main scope of the CROWD
project [119] were very dense heterogeneous wireless access networks and integrated
wireless-wired backhaul networks. The focus was put on SDN, which is relevant for
C-RAN. iCirrus [120], an EU Horizon 2020 project, aims to enable a 5G network based
on Ethernet transport and switching for fronthaul, backhaul and midhaul (see Section
4.10). ERAN is a nationally founded Danish project that brings together SDN and Ethernet
technologies, including TSN features, to provide flexibility and cost reductions in the
fronthaul [121]. Table 2.6 summarizes research directions relevant for C-RAN and in
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which works they have been addressed up to beginning of 2014.
2.9.2 C-RAN prototype
China Mobile, together with its industry partners - IBM, ZTE, Huawei, Intel, Datang
China Mobile, France Telecom Beijing Research Center, Beijing University of Post and
Telecom and China Science Institute developed GPP based C-RAN prototype supporting
GSM, TD-SCDMA and TD-LTE. The prototype is running on Intel processor-based
servers [25]. A commercial IT server processes IQ samples in real time. PCI Express,
a high-speed serial computer expansion bus is connected to CPRI/Ir interface converter,
which carries the signal towards RRHs. L1, L2 and L3 of GSM and TD-SCDMA as well
as L1 TD-LTE are supported. Future plans cover implementing L2 and L3 of TD-LTE
and LTE-A features like CoMP [20].
Ericsson Beijing proved their concept of connecting LTE RRH and BBU using WDM-
PON and the microwave E-band link, as described in [71]. This proves the novel transport
network concept, that can be used for C-RAN. However, the test was done for only 2.5
Gbps connections, while 10 Gbps is desired for C-RAN macro base stations. Moreover,
at Ericsson Beijing setup, the joint UL COMP was evaluated in [56]. NEC built OFDMA-
based (here WiMAX) C-RAN test-bed with a reconfigurable fronthaul [47].
2.9.3 China Mobile field trial
China Mobile is running C-RAN trials in commercial networks in several cities in China
since 2010 [20].
In the GSM trial of C-RAN in Changsha 18 RRHs were connected in daisy-chain
with one pair of fiber [20], [65]. By using multi-RRH in one cell, improvement in radio
performance and user experience was measured. Reduced inter-site handover delay was
achieved, as handover was handled within one BBU Pool.
The trial in Zhuhai City, done on a TD-SCDMA network showed advantages in terms
of cost, flexibility and energy saving over a traditional RAN. Dynamic carrier allocation
adapted to dynamic load on the network. No change of Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) for radio performance was observed. CAPEX and OPEX were reduced by 53%
and 30%, respectively for new cell sites compared to traditional RAN. Reduced A/C
consumption was observed for C-RAN compared to RAN with RRH. A decrease in base
station construction and maintenance cost were also observed. Moreover, base station
utilization was improved leading to reduced power consumption [20].
In the field trial in Guangzhou the dual-mode BBU-RRH supported 3G/4G standards.
On 12 sites 36 LTE 20 MHz carriers were deployed [49].
2.9.4 First commercial deployments
A number of operators: China Mobile, At&T, Orange, SK Telecom, SoftBank Corp [63]
and NTT Docomo [144] are (in 2015) at various stages of C-RAN deployment whit Asia
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Table 2.6: Research directions for C-RAN
Research
direction
Summary References
Quantifying
multiplexing
gains, energy
and cost
savings
1) Dynamic changes of RRH-BBU
Pool assignment as well pooling the re-
sources within a BBU Pool helps max-
imizing multiplexing gains in C-RAN.
2) Work on evaluating energy and cost
savings in C-RAN is ongoing, where a
multiplexing gain is one of the factors.
1) [26], [40], [43], [11],
[12], [42], [41], [47], [53],
[66]; 2) [20], [24], [48],
[49], [50]
Quantifying
an increase of
throughput
It has been analyzed to what extend the
cooperative techniques such as ICIC,
CoMP and Massive MIMO can be en-
hanced in C-RAN.
[19], [20], [48], [54], [53],
[55], [56], [57], [58], [59]
Wireless fron-
thaul for C-
RAN
Although primary physical medium for
C-RAN fronthaul is fiber, there are
efforts to make transmission possible
through microwave or even, on short
distances through Wi-Fi.
[67], [71], [95]
Optical fron-
thaul for C-
RAN
R&D efforts focus on evaluation and
optimization of optical transmission em-
ploying WDM, OTN, PON and Ether-
net.
[20], [22], [23], [65], [71],
[73], [74], [77], [78], [85],
[86]
IQ compres-
sion
In order to reduce the need of a high
bandwidth on the fronthaul links, var-
ious compression schemes were pro-
posed utilizing signal properties as well
as varying network load.
[20], [22], [88], [89], [90],
[91], [92], [93]
Moving
towards
software -
virtualization
solutions
1) Various works on network, resource
and hardware virtualization in wire-
less communication is relevant for
BBU Pool virtualization in C-RAN. By
means of 2) NFV and 3) SDN benefits
can be further leveraged.
1) [20], [21], [25], [122],
[123], [124], [125], [126],
[127], [128], [129], [130],
[131], [132], [133], [134];
2) [135], [136], [137],
[138]; 3) [139], [140],
[141], [142], [119], [143]
Deployment
scenarios
Literature summarizes considerations
on deployment scenarios covering the
optimal architectures for the given fiber
resources as well as possibilities of de-
ployments to boost the capacity of the
network. Moreover, an analysis has
been done on how to maximize the mul-
tiplexing gains by grouping cells with a
given traffic profiles in a BBU Pool.
[22], [30], [12], [68]
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leading the effort. More operators, like Vodafone Hutchison Australia are planning the
deployments in 2018-2020 time frame.
2.10 Future directions
As it follows from the previous sections, CPRI and OBSAI are simple protocols that
served well for short range separation between RRH and BBU. Typically the distance
between RRH and BBU would be from the basement to the rooftop and a dedicated
point to point fiber connection could be easily established for carrying IQ data. With the
introduction of C-RAN, in order to benefit from the multiplexing gain coming from users’
daily mobility between office and residential sites it is expected that the BBU pool would
often span the metropolitan area serving tens of cells. It will thereby require 100s of Gbps
connections, which are often not available. The industry and academia are working on
defining a new functional split between RRH and BBU to address this issue. Moreover,
an optimized transport is needed to carry the data for the new functional split.
Sections below provide more details about those directions. In the meanwhile the CPRI
consortium works on newer editions of the standard, with the latest one (6.1) supporting
up to 12 Gbps [145]. Moreover, observations on centralization and decentralization trends
in base station architecture are provided.
2.10.1 Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI), functional split
With the current functional split, all L1-L3 baseband processing is executed by the
BBU making an RRH a relatively simple and cheap device. However, the following
shortcomings of CPRI motivate work on changing the functional split giving up some of
the C-RAN advantages: limiting multiplexing gain of BBU resources, limited enhancing
of collaborative techniques.
- Constant bit rate, independent on user traffic. CPRI line bit rate is constant,
independent on whether there is any user activity within a cell. A solution scaling
the bit rate depending on user activity is desired.
- One-to-one mapping RRH-BBU. With CPRI each RRH is assigned to one BBU.
For load balancing it is desired to be able to move RRH affiliation between pools.
- FH bandwidth scales with cell configuration. Current CPRI line rate depend on
cell configuration: carrier bandwidth, number of sectors and number of antennas.
Already for LTE-A up to 100 MHz can be used, and for Massive MIMO 100+
antennas can be expected. That yields 100+Gbps of data per cell, which is not
feasible. Solution depending on user activity, and operating on lower bit rates
is desired. Compression techniques presented in Section 2.4.4 received a lot of
attention, however, none of the solutions are economically viable or flexible to meet
5G requirements. Therefore more disruptive solutions are needed.
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Before 2013, to address the challenge of optimizing the fronthaul bit rate and flexibility
various compression techniques were considered. As more disruptive methods were
needed to achieve higher data rate reduction, nowadays (from 2013 onwards) a new split
between RRH and BBU functionality is under extensive analysis by Alcatel Lucent Bell
Labs [146], [147], NGMN [68], Small Cell Forum [148], [149] and many others. A
new working group – NGFI – is under preparation (2015) under the sponsorship of an
IEEE-SA Standards Sponsor with founding members of AT&T, Huawei, CMCC and
Broadcom (more to join) [46]. Its goal is to encourage discussion on optimal functional
splits between the pool and the cell site to address the above mentioned shortcomings of
traditional fronthaul. The considered functional splits are marked with arrows in Figure
2.12. Functions to the left of each arrow will be executed centrally, while functions to
the right of the arrow will be executed by the device at the cell site. Split can be done
per cell [148], or even per bearer [150]. It may also be beneficial to implement different
split for DL and UL. Most likely a few functional splits will be implemented per BBU
pool, as one solution does not fit all the deployment scenarios. That requires a variety
of devices at the cell site that will have the remaining functions implemented. With the
current functional split (BB-RF), RRH could be standard-agnostic, especially when high
frequency range was supported. Moving parts of L1 (and higher layers) to the devices at
the cell site makes them dependent on mobile network standards.
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Figure 2.12: Possible functional splits for C-RAN
Various functional splits pose different throughput and delay requirements, as pre-
sented in Table 2.7. To benefit the most from centralization, the lowest split is rec-
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ommended, i.e. the closest to the current BB-RF split. However, in order to save on
bandwidth higher splits can be more applicable. User Equipment (UE)-Cell split (sep-
arating user and cell specific functionalities) is the lowest one for which data will have
a variable bit rate, dependent on user traffic. Moreover, higher splits allow for higher
fronthaul latency, e.g., 30 ms for PDCP-RLC split.
Table 2.7: Requirements for different functional splits [148] for the LTE protocol stack
Split Latency DL bandwidth UL bandwidth
PDCP-RLC 30 ms 151 Mbps 48 Mbps
MAC 6 ms 151 Mbps 49 Mbps
MAC-PHY 2 ms 152 Mbps 49 Mbps
UE-Cell 250 µs 1075 Mbps 922 Mbps
BB-RF 250 µs 2457.6 Mbps 2457.6 Mbps
2.10.2 Ethernet-based fronthaul
With the new functional split, variable bit rate data streams on the fronthaul network
are expected. The transport will be packet-based to optimized resource utilization in the
network. Existing Ethernet networks can be reused for C-RAN fronthaul to leverage
Ethernet’s scalability and cost advantages. More on Ethernet-based fronthaul can be found
in Chapter 4.
2.10.3 Centralization and decentralization trend
Looking at the base station architecture evolution, trends on centralization and decentral-
ization can be observed as presented in Figures 2.13, 2.14. For an UMTS network, an
example of a 3G mobile network, base station (NodeB) is separated from the network
controller (Radio Network Controller (RNC)). For an LTE network those functionalities
are distributed to each cell, and co-located in one logical node - eNodeB - in order to
speed up scheduling and associated processing. As those functions are executed locally in
eNodeB it shows an example of decentralization.
The physical architecture of a base station of 2-4G can be either a traditional base
station (BB and RF units co-located), base station with RRH (decentralized) or C-RAN
(decentralized looking at separation between RRH and BBU, but centralized BBUs).
Towards 5G networks the trend is to move a part of BBU pool functionalities to the cell
site, thereby resulting in the decentralization of a part of the pool. The actual point of
functional split is moving over the years towards finding the optimal one for technologies
and capacities available at given times, for given deployments.
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Figure 2.13: Decentralization of logical functions
2.11 Summary
This chapter presents a detailed overview of the novel mobile network architecture
called C-RAN and discusses the advantages and challenges that need to be solved before
its benefits can be fully exploited. C-RAN has the potential to reduce the network
deployment and operation cost and, at the same time, improve system, mobility and
coverage performance as well as energy efficiency.
The work towards resolving C-RAN challenges has been presented. Critical aspects
such as the need for increased capacity in the fronthaul, virtualization techniques for the
BBU pool and hardware implementation have been discussed. First prototypes and field
trials of networks based on C-RAN have also been presented, together with most likely
deployment scenarios.
While the concept of C-RAN has been clearly defined, more research is needed to
find an optimal architecture that maximizes the benefits behind C-RAN. Mobile network
operators as well as the telecommunication industry show a very high interest in C-RAN
due to the fact that it offers potential cost savings, improved network performance and
possibility to offer IaaS. However, the implementation of C-RAN needs to be justified by
particular network operators taking into account available fronthaul network capacity as
well as cost of virtualization of BBU resources. As the required fronthaul capacity is one
of the main challenges for C-RAN deployments, the work on defining the new functional
split is of utter importance.
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Figure 2.14: Decentralization, centralization and further decentralization of physical deploy-
ments, popular for given generations of mobile networks
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CHAPTER3
Multiplexing gains in Cloud RAN
Multiplexing gains can be achieved everywhere where resources are shared - aggregated
by an aggregation point - and not occupied 100% of the time. This applies to printers
shared by workers in one building, Internet packet-based networks where single lines are
aggregated by e.g., a switch or a router as well as in C-RAN where BBUs are aggregated
in a pool or when variable bit rate fronthaul traffic streams are aggregated.
By allowing many users and base stations to share network resources, a multiplexing
gain can be achieved, as they will request peak data rates at different times. The multi-
plexing gain comes from traffic independence and from 1) burstiness of the traffic, and 2)
the tidal effect - daily traffic variations between office and residential cells [20], described
broader in Section 2.2.1. Given the fact that cells from metropolitan area can be connected
to one BBU pool (maximum distance between RRH and BBU is required to be below 20
km) it is realistic to account for office and residential cells to be included. The tidal effect
is one of the main motivations for introducing C-RAN [20].
The art of network/BBU dimensioning is to provide a network that is cost-effective
for the operator and at the same time provides a reasonable QoS for users. As for any
other shared resources, multiplexing enables to serve the same amount of users with less
equipment. Multiplexing gain indicates the savings that come from the less equipment
required to serve the same number of users. In this way the cost of deploying BBU pools
and fronthaul links (CAPEX) will be lower. That will lead to energy savings, as fewer
BBU units and fronthaul links need to be supplied with electricity (OPEX).
Multiplexing gain, along with enhancing cooperation techniques, co-locating BBUs,
using RRHs as well as enabling easier deployment and maintenance are the major ad-
vantages of C-RAN. However, operators need to evaluate those advantages against the
costs of introducing and maintaining C-RAN. This chapter presents several studies on
quantifying the multiplexing gain that can serve as an input to the overall equation eval-
uating benefits and costs of C-RAN. First, multiplexing gains for different functional
splits are presented in Section 3.2.3. Second, the methodology used to evaluate multi-
plexing gains is presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents two initial evaluations
of statistical multiplexing gain of BBUs in C-RAN using 1) simple calculations, based
on daily traffic load distribution, and 2) a simple network model, with real application
definitions, however, without protocol processing. Section 3.3 presents results that include
protocol processing and explore the tidal effect. Section 3.4 present results exploring
different application mixes and presents additional conclusions on the impact of network
dimensioning on users’ QoS. Section 3.5 provides a discussion on the results, giving a
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comprehensive analysis of the results obtained in various projects with different models
used and exposing traffic burstiness and tidal effect. Section 3.7 summarizes this chapter.
A part of this section, Sections 3.2.3 - 3.1 and 3.4 were previously published in
[13]. Section 3.2.2 was previously published in [11], while Section 3.3 was previously
published in [12]. All of them are tailored and updated to fit this chapter.
3.1 Methodology
This chapter addresses the topic of multiplexing opportunities that are possible in C-RAN
inside a BBU pool and on a fronthaul network. The conclusions are drawn based on
the observation of the traffic aggregation properties in the simulated models and are an
approximation of actual multiplexing gains on BBUs and fronthaul. This section aims at:
1) defining terms: multiplexing gain and pooling gain, 2) detailing elements of the LTE
protocol stack and their impact on traffic shape, 3) explaining the relationship between
the traffic aggregation properties and the gain in power consumption, processing resource
and transport.
3.1.1 Definitions
This section defines Multiplexing gain (MG) and Pooling gain (PG), both in terms of
processing resources and power.
MG - ratio between the sum of single resources and aggregated resources, showing
how many times fewer resources are needed to satisfy users’ needs when they are aggre-
gated. Equation 3.1 shows an example for fronthaul resources, e.g. throughput. Link
resources specify sufficient bandwidth for a given deployment. They can be defined in
several ways, as providing peak throughput requested by users is costly: 1) the 95th per-
centile of requested throughput (used in Section 3.4.4), 2) mean plus standard deviation of
requested resources (used in the teletraffic approach in [13]), 3) peak requested throughput
averaged over given time (used in Sections 3.3, 3.2 and 3.4.2), and 4) link data rate for
which the application layer delay is acceptable (used in Section 3.4.3). MG can refer to
any resources, however, in the thesis it refers to savings on the transport resources. They
are possible when several links are aggregated.
MG =
cells∑
SingleCellLinkResources
AggregatedLinkResources
(3.1)
PG - savings on BBUs comparing C-RAN with RAN (base station architecture with
or without RRH, but not centralized). We can distinguish pooling gains in terms of
processing, computational resources – PGprocessing and in terms of power savings –
PGpower. Definition of PGprocessing is similar as for multiplexing gain but instead of
Link Resources, BBU resources are considered, as presented in Equation 3.2. PGpower
is defined in 3.3 in terms of power consumed by both architectures.
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PGprocessing =
cells∑
BBResourcesRAN
BBResourcesBBUpool
(3.2)
PGpower =
cells∑
BBPowerRAN
BBPowerC−RAN
(3.3)
The multiplexing gain value obtained in the thesis refers to MG. Section 3.1.3
describes the relation between MG, PGprocessing and PGpower.
3.1.2 Processing stack in LTE
This section describes the LTE base station processing stack, listing how each layer
impacts traffic shape and thereby possible pooling gains. The detailed analysis on the bit
rate after each layer processing has been provided by [147], [148] and [46].
LTE base station is responsible for terminating S1 interface on network side and Uu
interface towards the user. Towards Uu interface, on the data processing plane, several
steps need to be completed to prepare the data to be sent on an air interface. Figure 3.1
illustrates processing on L2 and L1.
The following steps need to be completed. Those steps can be divided into two groups:
user-processing functionalities - above antenna mapping (inclusive), and, cell-processing
functionalities - below resource mapping (inclusive) [148], [147], [46].
- Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) - it is responsible for integrity protection
and verification of control plane data, (de-) ciphering of user and control plane
data, it performs Internet Protocol (IP) header (de-) compression using RObust
Header Compression (ROHC) protocol, it assures in-sequence delivery of upper
layer Protocol Data Units Packet Data Units (PDUs) and duplicate elimination of
lower layer Service Data Units Service Data Units (SDUs) [152]. Variable bit rate
traffic is expected, following the users’ activity, therefore it is assumed that the PG
on this layer is equal to MG.
- Radio Link Control (RLC) - it is responsible for reliable and in-sequence transfer of
information, eliminating duplicates and supporting segmentation and concatenation.
It provides data transfer in three modes: Transparent Mode (TM), Unacknowledged
Mode (UM) and Acknowledged Mode (AM). For TM it just transfers the upper
layer PDUs. For UM it performs concatenation, segmentation and reassembly of
RLC SDUs, reordering of RLC PDUs, duplicate detection and RLC SDU discard.
On top of that, for AM error correction is done through Automatic Repeat-reQuest
(ARQ), re-segmentation of RLC PDUs and protocol error detection [153]. Variable
bit rate traffic is expected, following the users’ activity. The above mentioned
processing will change data pattern comparing to the traffic present at the PDCP
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Figure 3.1: Layer 2 (green) and Layer 1 (yellow) of user-plane processing in DL in a LTE
base station towards air interface. Possible PGs are indicated. Based on [151], [148], [147],
[46].
layer. Still, it is assumed that the PG on this layer is equal to MG due to variable
bit rate traffic.
- Media Access Control (MAC) - this layer is responsible for data transfer and radio
resource allocation. It maps logical channels and transport channels into which
information is organized, as well as multiplexes different logical channels into
transport blocks to be delivered to the physical channel on transport channels, and
demultiplexes information from different logical channels from transport blocks
delivered from the physical layer on transport channels. It reports scheduling
information, does error correction by Hybrid ARQ (HARQ), performs priority
handling between UEs and between logical channels of one UE, and it selects the
transport format [154]. Variable bit rate traffic is expected, following the users’
activity. Above mentioned processing will change data pattern comparing to the
traffic present at the RLC layer. Still, it is assumed that the PG on this layer is
equal to MG due to variable bit rate traffic.
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- various bit level processing takes place including Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
insertion, channel coding, HARQ and scrambling, increasing the traffic volume
[151]. Still, a variable bit rate traffic is expected, following the users’ activity.
This functionalities can be put under the umbrella of Forward Error Correction
(FEC). Above mentioned processing will change data pattern comparing to the
traffic present at the MAC layer. Still, it is assumed that the PG on this layer is
equal to MG due to variable bit rate traffic.
- Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) - downlink data modulation transforms
a block of scrambled bits to a corresponding block of complex modulation symbols
[151]. A variable bit rate traffic is expected in a form of IQ data, therefore it is
assumed that the PG on this layer is equal to MG.
- the antenna mapping processes the modulation symbols corresponding to one or
two transport blocks and maps the result to different antenna ports [151]. A variable
bit rate traffic is expected in a form of IQ data, therefore it is assumed that the PG
on this layer is equal to MG.
- the resource-block mapping takes the symbols to be transmitted on each antenna
port and maps them to the resource elements of the set of resource blocks assigned
by the MAC scheduler for the transmission. In order to generate an Orthogonal
Frequency-Division Multiple (OFDM) signal IFFT is performed [151] resulting in
constant bit rate stream of IQ data, therefore it is assumed that the PG on this layer
is equal to one.
- cyclic-prefix (CP) insertion - the last part of the OFDM symbol is copied and
inserted at the beginning of the OFDM symbol [151]. The data remains constant
bit rate, therefore it is assumed that the PG on this layer is equal to one.
For each of these steps computational resources are required. The BBU pool needs to
be dimensioned according to the planned user activity in order to meet strict real-time
requirements of LTE processing. Depending on the functional split, for each of the layers,
when it is included in the BBU pool, pooling gain is possible, both in terms of process-
ing resources they require and power those resources consume: PGPDCP , PGRLC ,
PGMAC , PGBLP , PGQAM , PGRM_IFFT and PGCP . Section 3.1.3 elaborates on
such gains, splitting functionalities in user-processing and cell-processing. Assumed pool-
ing gain on user-processing resources equals toMG while pooling gain on cell-processing
resources will be equal to one, as listed in Table 3.1. In fact PGPDCP will be closest to
MG as the data is closest to the backhaul data. Processing by lower layers will change
traffic properties, therefore pooling gain can be approximated to MG.
3.1.3 Gains in C-RAN
From Section 3.1.2 it can be seen which functionalities process variable and which
constant bit rate traffic. This has an impact on whether pooling gains can be obtained.
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Table 3.1: Assumed pooling gains on different layers of the LTE protocol stack.
PG Value
PGPDCP MG
PGRLC MG
PGMAC MG
PGBLP MG
PGQAM MG
PGRM_IFFT 1
PGCP 1
Subsections below explain sources and nature of gains in processing resources, power
consumption and transport network resources. The relation between MG, PGprocessing
and PGpower is described.
3.1.3.1 Gains in processing resources
Those gains are referred to as pooling gains.
The BBU pool needs to be dimensioned according to the planned user activity. The
more traffic is expected, the more computing resources will need to be available (e.g.
rented from a cloud computing provider). Modules for control plane BBctrl will need to
be provided, for cell-processing – traffic-independent functionalities BBc, like FFT/IFFT,
decoding/encoding as well as for user-processing – traffic dependent resources BBu, like
Bit-level processing (BLP). Equation 3.2 can be further expanded into equation 3.4 by
inserting these components. Control resources, if dimensioned precisely, will be similar in
RAN and C-RAN. In fact, in case of C-RAN, more control information may be needed to
coordinate cells for e.g. CoMP. Cell-processing resources, also if dimensioned precisely
will be similar in RAN and C-RAN. However, user-processing resources could be reduced
by the factor of MG as listed in equation 3.5.
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PGprocessing =
cells∑
BBResourcesRAN
BBResourcesBBUpool
=
=
cells∑
(BBRANctrl +BBRANc +BBRANu)
BBBBUpoolctrl +BBBBUpoolc +BBBBUpoolu
≈ (3.4)
≈
cells∑
BBRANctrl +
cells∑
BBRANc +
cells∑
BBRANu
cells∑
BBRANctrl +
cells∑
BBRANc +
cells∑
BBRANu
MG
(3.5)
Therefore it can be seen that multiplexing gain calculated in the PhD project will
affect only the amount of processing resources required for user-processing modules,
leaving the fixed part aside. The factor of MG cannot be applied directly, as real life
implementation needs to respond in real time to changing traffic, while averaged values
were evaluated in the project, hence the almost equal to sign between equations 3.4 and
3.5. However, referring to the equation 3.2, it is worth noticing that, in practice, BBUs
will always be dimensioned with a margin comparing to planned consumption, allowing
to accommodate higher traffic peaks if they occur and to account for forecasted overall
traffic growth. When BBUs are aggregated in a pool, such a margin could be shared,
allowing additional pooling gain in C-RAN comparing to RAN. Such an additional margin
is especially applicable to resources required to support traffic peaks in different cells. In
other words, capacity can be scaled based on average utilization across all cells, rather
than all cells peak utilization. Moreover, the processing power can be dynamically shifted
to heavily loaded cells as the need arises.
In [41], Werthmann et al. show results on pooling gain, analyzing compute resource
utilization, in Giga Operations Per Second (GOPS), for different number of sectors
aggregated into a BBU pool. In [155], Desset et al. elaborate on how many GOPS are
needed for different base station modules, including:
- Digital-to-Analog Converter (DPD)
- Filter: up/down-sampling and filtering
- CRPI/SERDES: serial link to backbone network
- OFDM: FFT and OFDM-specific processing
- FD: Frequency-Domain processing (mapping/demapping, MIMO equalization); it
is split into two parts, scaling linearly and non-linearly with the number of antennas
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Table 3.2: Estimations of baseband complexity in GOPS of cell- and user-processing for UL
and DL and different cell sizes. Numbers are taken from [155].
DL UL
macro femto macro femto
GOPSc 830 180 700 240
GOPSu 30 25 140 120
%GOPSu 3% 12% 17% 33%
- FEC
- CPU: platform control processor.
For the reference case, assuming 20 MHz bandwidth, single-antenna, 64-QAM, rate-1
encoding and a load of 100%, and treating DPD, filtering, SERDES, OFDM, and linear
part of FD as cell-processing, and non-linear part of FD and FEC as user-processing,
Table 3.2 summarizes estimations on GOPS for UL and DL for macro and femto cell
for cell-processing GOPSc and for user-processing GOPSu. It would require further
investigation on how to split platform control processor resources. It can be concluded
that especially for downlink, share of user-processing resources is small comparing to
cell-processing resources (3-12%). For uplink processing relatively more can be saved on
user-processing (17-33%).
To conclude, MG calculated in the project applies only to user-processing resources,
which are a fraction of total resources. Moreover, as mentioned above there are factors
implying that MG calculated in the project is actually both lower (protocol processing)
and higher (dimensioning margin) in reality. Given the complexity of the system and
amount of factors influencing the final result, obtained MG gives only a contribution to
the approximation of the real-life PGprocessing.
3.1.3.2 Gains in power consumption
A base station consumes power on the following:
- powering the main equipment (51% of the cell site power consumption for tradi-
tional base station in China Mobile [20], 83% for Vodafone [156] found in [157]
and [158])
- air conditioning (46% of the cell site power consumption for traditional base station
in China Mobile [20], 10-25% for Vodafone [156])
- fronthaul network transmission (in case of C-RAN).
Power consumption of the main equipment can be further broken down into:
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- PowerRRH powering RRH, necessary to assure coverage, not dependent on the
traffic load, includes RF processing and Power Amplifier (PA);
- Powerctrl powering modules responsible for control-plane processing
- Powerc powering modules responsible for baseband processing of cell-processing
functionalities, not dependent on the traffic load, including resource mapping, IFFT
and CP
- Poweru powering modules responsible for baseband processing of user-processing
functionalities, dependent on the traffic load, including PDCP, RLC, MAC, BLP,
QAM and antenna mapping.
According to [156] main equipment consumes power on:
- PA - 50-80% of total base station consumption
- signal processing - 5-15% of total base station consumption
- power supply - 5-10% of total base station consumption
. Based on this data Powerctrl + Powerc + Poweru account for 5-10% of total base
station power consumption. In [159] Auer et al. reports that 2-24 % of total base station
consumption are spent on baseband processing.
Similar as for processing resources, equation 3.3 can be further expanded into equation
3.6 by inserting these components. Also, only user-processing resources could be reduced
by the factor of MG as listed in equation 3.7.
PGpower =
cells∑
BBPowerRAN
BBPowerC−RAN
=
=
cells∑
(PowerRANctrl + PowerRANc + PowerRANu)
PowerBBUpoolctrl + PowerBBUpoolc + PowerBBUpoolu
≈ (3.6)
≈
cells∑
PowerRANctrl +
cells∑
PowerRANc +
cells∑
PowerRANu
cells∑
PowerRANctrl +
cells∑
PowerRANc +
cells∑
PowerRANu
MG
(3.7)
In [155], Desset et al. propose a more detailed power model of a base station,
listing factors that impact power consumption. Power consumption is proportional to
GOPS: the number of operations that can be performed per second and per Watt is 40
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GOPS/Ws for large base stations and default technology, here i.e., 65 nm General Purpose
Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS), and it is three times larger for pico
and femto cells. Therefore PGpower on user-processing resources can be reduced by the
same factor as PGprocessing on user-processing resources.
To conclude, PGpower, similarly to PGprocessing , accounting for 2-24% of base sta-
tion power consumption, is affected by MG by reducing power spent by user-processing
resources. Model including the whole LTE processing stack would be needed to determine
overall savings more precisely, as well as detailed information on how user traffic impacts
power consumption.
3.1.3.3 Gains in transport
The fronthaul network capacity needs to be dimensioned according to the planned user
activity. In a packet-based fronthaul, traffic to different cells can be aggregated. For
UE-Cell functional split traffic will be variable bit rate and will resemble traffic from the
simulations, however simplifications mentioned in Section 3.5.6 apply. Aggregated link
capacity can be directly reduced by MG times, if the QoS is assured.
3.1.4 Approach
Mathematical, teletraffic theories have been used to calculate an overbooking factor [160]
that dimensions the link, based on the definition of an effective bandwidth [161]. They
provide an important indication when the fundamentals of the networks are studied.
However, teletraffic theories focus on well-defined traffic models, such as ON - OFF
source traffic e.g., Interrupted Poisson Process, Interrupted Bernoulli Process [161]. As
such, they do not capture all the aspects of real-life networks. In current and future mobile
networks there is a big variety of applications and the traffic varies throughout the day
depending on cell location (office or residential). In order to capture this heterogeneity the
analysis is done in a discrete event-based simulator - OPNET [162]. Such scenario with
detailed and heterogeneous traffic definition is especially important to evaluate the UE-
Cell split (introduced in Figure 2.12. Simulations allow to capture protocol interactions
and thereby observe implications of different network architectures on end-to-end delay
seen at the application layer. On the other hand, a mathematical approach allows to create
simpler models that can run with lower simulation time, thereby enabling testing more
extended scenarios, e.g., with more cells. Both approaches are important to compare
and validate the results. This chapter reports simulation results that have been validated
analytically by collaborators, as presented in Section 3.3.2.
Quantifying multiplexing gains has been addressed by research and industry commu-
nities. Related work is presented in Section 2.2.1 and 3.4.4.
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3.2 Origins of multiplexing gain
Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 present different sources of multiplexing gain: tidal effect,
traffic burstiness and C-RAN functional splits. Section 3.2.1 explores average daily loads
in office, residential and commercial areas via simple calculations. Section 3.2.2 presents
results of a simple network model where applications have been modeled on top of daily
traffic loads. Section 3.2.3 presents theoretical considerations.
3.2.1 Tidal effect
A tidal effect is one of the main factors affecting multiplexing gain. People tend to be
in at least two places during the day (e.g., home and work), therefore as a rule of thumb
they could use 1 BBU in C-RAN instead of 2 different BBUs in RAN, what can be
counted as a multiplexing gain of 2, based on equation 3.2. However, they could use the
network differently in different places causing different amount and characteristics of
traffic. Therefore the value of multiplexing gain could be slightly lower or higher than 2.
Two examples of data sets have been used to calculate multiplexing gain according to
equations 3.2, where BBResources correspond to traffic load:
- from China Mobile, presented in Section 2.2.1
- from Ericsson and MIT analyzed within the project "A tale of many cities" [163].
Data shows daily, weekly, monthly and overall traffic patterns in terms of calls,
SMS, DL data, UL data and requests from various districts of London, New York,
Los Angeles and Hong Kong. DL data was analyzed.
Sample values are shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows multiplexing gain calculated based on data from China Mobile and
Ericsson/MIT (London, New York and Hong Kong) for varying percentage of office vs
residential cells. Traffic from Ericsson/MIT includes DL data for a typical week in two
different office/residential areas: City of London and Newham for London, Battery Park
City - Tribeca (Lower Manhattan) and Ridgewood for New York, as well as "Central
and Western" and Yuen Long for Hong Kong. Tuesday is taken into account to show a
typical day in the middle of the week. For 100% of residential (0% office) and 100% of
office cells multiplexing gain equals to one, which is expected, since similar daily traffic
distributions are aggregated. In other cases values are within 1.0 - 1.32 with peak values
for 20-30% of office cells for all the cities except for Hong Kong, where peak occurs
for 60% of office cells. The differences are due to different daily traffic distribution in
different cities. Figure 3.2 shows an example. Values of traffic load cannot be directly
compared as they come without absolute values, but the trend lines can. In data from
China Mobile, presented in Figure 3.2(a), traffic during business hours in residential areas
is significantly lower than in the office areas and the traffic load is complimentary in office
and residential areas through the day, hence a higher multiplexing gain value. On the
contrary, in London, Figure 3.2(b), traffic is more uniformly distributed between office
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Figure 3.2: Daily traffic distributions.
and residential areas, only peaking in the office area in business hours, hence lower values
of multiplexing gain. Data for Los Angeles: Downtown and Florence, resembles data
from London. Values for New York, Figure 3.2(c) lie in between values for London and
data from China Mobile, as the curves of traffic.
Typically in the cities there are not only residential and office areas but also commercial
areas, like shopping malls, movie theaters as well as parks and mixed areas. They will
all have different daily and weekly traffic distributions that will affect the value of
multiplexing gain. Based on the available data impact of commercial sites is estimated
as shown in Figure 3.4. It is based on the overall data for New York from MIT/Ericsson
presented in Figure 3.2(d). Analyzed deployments consist of office, residential and
commercial cells. Values vary between 1.0, for 100% of one cell type, to 1.21 for 30% of
office cells, 70% residential and 0% commercial. As shown in Figure 3.2(d) commercial
areas in New York have a uniform traffic distribution in the daytime therefore they lower
the multiplexing gain.
To conclude, in order to maximize multiplexing gains it is best to combine in a BBU
pool cells whose daily traffic distributions are complementary i.e. traffic is low in some
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cells while it is high in others and vice versa.
3.2.2 Traffic burstiness
Multiplexing gain comes not only from the tidal effect, but also from traffic burstiness.
Due to the fact that user activity varies in time, it is possible to allow many users to share
the same link without too much queuing, in the same way as printers could be shared
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by office workers on one floor. In order to capture traffic burstiness real-life application
characteristics need to be taken into account.
Paper [11] presents an initial evaluation of the multiplexing gain including both the
tidal effect and traffic burstiness. A real case scenario is modeled with the mobile traffic
forecast for year 2017, a number of recommendations on traffic models, including a
daily traffic variations between office and residential cells as presented in [20] and a
proposed RAN and C-RAN implementation. RAN and C-RAN are modeled by nodes
performing simple traffic aggregation. Multiplexing gain is evaluated as in equation 3.1,
where LinkResources are represented by the peak requested throughput.
The results show that the statistical multiplexing gain for user traffic in a C-RAN
architecture, when traffic burstiness is taken into account, is 4.34, σ = 1.42, compared
to a traditional RAN architecture. Please refer to [11] for more details on the model and
results.
3.2.3 Different functional splits
In a traditional base station or in a base station with RRH, for each cell, baseband
processing resources are statically assigned to the RRH, as shown in Figure 3.5a. In
C-RAN, presented in Figure 3.5d the baseband units are shared in a virtualized BBU
pool, hence it is expected that in C-RAN the amount of processors needed to perform
baseband processing will be lower compared to RAN. The CPRI protocol is constant
bit rate, independent of user activity. Hence, there is no multiplexing gain on fronthaul
links. This split is referred to as BB-RF as it separates baseband and radio frequency
functionalities.
Several examples of functional splits are indicated in Figure 3.5: BB-RF (Figure 3.5d),
discussed above, PDCP-RLC (Figure 3.5b) and UE-Cell (Figure 3.5c). With the UE-Cell
split (separating user and cell specific functionalities) traffic between RRH and BBU is
traffic-dependent, hence multiplexing gain can be expected both on BBU resources and
also on the fronthaul links.
For PDCP-RLC split, the majority of data processing is executed at the cell site, only
a small portion of it is done in the pool, hence a marginal BBU pool multiplexing gain.
However, a variable bit rate traffic is transmitted on the fronthaul links, hence a possibility
for a multiplexing gain on the fronthaul. This split leaves the MAC scheduling and PHY
functionality to reside at the RRH, which limits the possibility of joint PHY processing
and joint scheduling for multi-cell cooperation.
Generally, the more processing is centralized, the higher savings on BBU pool cost
and benefits coming from centralization, but higher burden on fronthaul links. On the
other hand, the more functionalities are left at the cell site, the lower savings on the BBU
pool, but at the same time lower cost of fronthaul coming from multiplexing gain, lower
bit rates and relaxed latency requirements, as indicated in Section 2.10.1.
The aggregated link in equation 3.1 represents fronthaul and BBU traffic for UE-Cell
split, therefore the multiplexing gain on fronthaul links for UE-Cell split can be calculated
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Figure 3.5: Possible multiplexing gains on BBU pool and fronthaul links depending on base
station architecture.
MGFH−UE−Cell. MGFH−UE−Cell comes straightforward from equation (3.1) where
LinkResources are quantified as throughput or data rate. Only traffic dependent re-
sources are evaluated, therefore the comparison between single and aggregated link
resources is analogical to comparing traffic on BBUs in RAN to BBU pool in C-RAN.
As a consequence, multiplexing gain on fronthaul for UE-Cell split MGFH−UE−Cell is
the same as multiplexing gain on BBU for UE-Cell split MGBBU−UE−Cell and BB-RF
split MGBBU−BB−RF . Later in this chapter, all these results will be referred to as
MG, however the same conclusions appear to MGFH−UE−Cell, MGBBU−UE−Cell and
MGBBU−BB−RF . Table 3.3 shows dependencies between the values.
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Table 3.3: Multiplexing gains (MG) looking at traffic-dependent resources.
RAN Architecture BBU links
Traditional RAN 1 (no MG) MG presented in
this chapter ap-
ply
PDCP-RLC split [13] [13]
UE-Cell split MG presented
in this chapter
apply
MG presented in
this chapter ap-
ply
BB-RF MG presented
in this chapter
apply
1 (no MG)
3.3 Exploring the tidal effect
As stated before, multiplexing gain comes from traffic burstiness and from the tidal effect.
This section explores the tidal effect and summarizes efforts to find the most optimal mix
of residential and office cells in order to maximize the multiplexing gain. The results can
be applied to the BBU pool for BB-RF split.
3.3.1 Network model
Network simulations are carried out in OPNET Modeler inspired by a traffic forecasts for
2019 [164], [1]. Simulations are carried out for 16 hours to study the impact on varying
traffic load throughout the day - from 8 a.m. to midnight. Traffic load for the average office
and residential base station follows the trend observed in the network operated by China
Mobile, presented in Figure 2.5 [20]. The parameters of the traffic models are summarized
in Table 3.4. The actual applications run on top of the TCP/IP and Ethernet protocol
stack, as shown in Figure 3.6. The simulations are ran for 10 cells, varying the number of
office and residential base stations. Traffic is aggregated by the Ethernet switch. The peak
throughput in downlink direction is observed on the links between the cells and the switch
to obtain SingleCellLinkResources and the peak throughput on the link between the
Ethernet switch and the BBU pool to collect SingleCellLinkResources, in order to
calculate multiplexing gain according to equation (3.1). Throughput measurements are
taken every 576 s (100 measurement points in 16 hours). 24 runs with different seed
values allow to obtain standard deviation of the results. Confidence intervals for 95% level
are calculated using the Student’s t distribution. Student’s t distribution is used instead of
a normal distribution because a relatively small number of samples (24) is analyzed.
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Table 3.4: Traffic generation parameters for network modeling; C - Constant, E - Exponential,
L - log-normal, U - uniform, UI - uniform integer
Traffic Parameters Value Distribution
Video application - 50% of total traffic
Frame interarrival time 10 frames/sec C
Frame size 128 x 120 pixels -
17280 B
C
Start time offset min 50 s, max 3600 s U
Duration of profile run mean: 180 s E
Inter-repetition time mean: 1800 s E
File sharing application - 40% of total traffic
Inter request time mean: 180 s [165] P
File size mean 2 MB [165] L
File size Standard Deviation 0.722 MB [165]
Duration of profile run mean: 1200 s E
Inter-repetition time 300 s E
Web browsing application - 10% of total traffic
Page interarrival time mean: 10 s E
Page properties main object: 1 KB C
Number of images: 7 C
Size of images: min
2KB, max 10KB
UI
3.3.2 Discussion on the results exploring the tidal effect
Figure 3.7 shows modeled traffic from residential, office and aggregated traffic from 5
office and 5 residential cells. Please note the logarithmic scale.
Figure 3.8 summarizes the results on the statistical multiplexing gain for different
percentage of office base stations for the studied traffic profile. It shows that the maximum
statistical multiplexing gain is achieved for a BBU Pool serving 30% of office base
stations and 70% of residential base stations. Multiplexing gain value of 1.6 corresponds
to 38% of BBU savings. The way this and the following BBU savings are calculated is as
presented in equation 3.8.
BBUSaving =
MG− 1
MG
=
1.6− 1
1.6
(3.8)
Multiplexing gain for all the cases is above 1.2, corresponding to 17% of BBU savings.
Different traffic profiles will affect the results, however the same model can be used to
process different input data.
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Simulation results are verified and confirmed by collaborators, using 1) an analytical
approach using calculations based on averaged throughput in [12], as well as, 2) using
teletraffic methods in [45]. Looking at the statistical multiplexing gain that can be
achieved in C-RAN under our assumptions, it reaches the maximum value for: 1) 30% of
office cells concluding from the modeling approach, with the statistical multiplexing gain
reaching 1.6, 2) 21% of office cells in the analytical approach resulting in 70% of BBU
save, and 3) 22% of office cells in the teletraffic approach resulting in 84% of BBU saving.
The analytical approach takes an average network load for each hour, teletraffic approach
- aggregated traffic characteristics, while the modeling approach included burstiness
resulting from application definitions and protocol stack processing. All three approaches
show the same trend line for optimal office/residential cell mix peaking at 20-30% of
office cells, which validates the results. Values of BBU saving are less straightforward to
compare as they are obtained with different methods. The ones coming from multiplexing
gain itself vary between 35-49%. Table 3.5 compares the results.
3.4 Exploring different resources measurement methods and applica-
tion mixes
The previous section investigates multiplexing gains resulting from the tidal effect. In this
section the most optimal office/residential cells mix is considered and the different meth-
ods of evaluating LinkResources from equation 3.1 are used and compared. Moreover,
the investigation focuses on the application mix impact, therefore the percentage of web
and video traffic is varied, while the total offered traffic follows the daily load for each
simulation run. Those results study the impact of traffic burstiness, therefore they can be
applied to both BBU pool and fronthaul for UE-Cell split.
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Table 3.5: BBU save for various office/residential cell mixes, measured using different
methods.
Method Maximum BBU save % of office
cells
Source
Discrete-event based
simulations
38% coming from MG
(MG=1.6)
30% [12]
Analytical - averaged
calculations
35% coming from MG
(MG=1.54), 70% using
authors method
21% [12]
Teletraffic study
based on a multi-
dimensional loss
system
49% coming from MG
(MG=1.96), 84% using
the Moe’s principle
22% [45]
3.4.1 Discrete event simulation model
A sample system is built with an architecture and protocol stack similar to the one used for
our previous study [12]. Ten base stations are connected to one switch and then to a server,
as presented in Figure 3.9. Traffic in the BBU pool and on the fronthaul links in UE-Cell
split can be compared to Ethernet traffic on the MAC layer. PHY layer cell processing is
done at the cell site leaving MAC-layer-like traffic on the fronthaul. Each base station
is connected with a 1 Gbps link, as this could be a radio link throughput of LTE-A and
initially data rate of the aggregated link is 10 Gbps not to create any bottleneck. There are
three office and seven residential base stations, as this is the mix for which we observed
the maximum multiplexing gain in our previous studies [12], [45]. Daily traffic load
between office and residential cells varies according to [20], as in previous studies. We
send video and web traffic according to the definitions presented in Table 3.6 to represent
delay sensitive (ms level) and delay insensitive (s level) applications. Parameters for video
traffic are based on [166] and for web traffic on [167] considering an average web page
size growth between years 2007 and 2014 [168]. Values presented in the table represent
traffic from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. for office base stations (lowest load observed in the system)
and are multiplied for other hours and residential base stations to reflect the daily load.
Simulation parameters are presented in Table 3.7. No QoS-aware scheduling is done, the
packets are processed in First Input First Output (FIFO) manner. This simple scheduling
algorithm is used to show the emphasis on traffic aggregation, not scheduling as such.
3.4.2 Throughput measurements for quantifying multiplexing gains
Given the fact that the links between the base station and the aggregating switch have a
data rate of 1 Gbps, it can be seen on ns level whether a bit is sent or not. LTE scheduling
is done every 1 ms, therefore it is viable to measure not more often then once every
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Table 3.6: Traffic generation parameters for network modeling; C - Constant, E - Exponential,
L - log-normal, G - gamma, U - uniform
Traffic Parameters Value, Distribution
Video application
Frame interarrival time 10 frames/sec, C
Frame size 4193 B, C
Duration of video con-
ference, 50% cases
mean: 16 s, variance: 5 s, N
Duration of video con-
ference, 25% cases
mean: 208 s, variance: 3364 s, N
Duration of video con-
ference, 25% cases
mean: 295 s, variance: 2500 s, N
Inter-repetition time mean: 1250 s, E
Web browsing application
Page interarrival time mean: 28.5 s, variance: 1774966
s, L
Page properties
main object size mean: 63346 B,
variance: 86205010504 B, max 6
MB, L
Number of embedded objects
scale: 40, shape: 0.1414, max 300,
G
embedded object size
mean: 142103 B, variance:
2264446191523 B, max 6 MB, L
Table 3.7: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Modeler and simula-
tion software
OPNET 17.5.A PL3
Simulated time 16 h
Seeds 24, random
Values per statistic For throughput measurements every
10 ms, for delay measurements ev-
ery 1 s
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Figure 3.9: Network model used for simulations.
1 ms. For practical reasons, in order to be able to process the results efficiently, the
data is collected every 10 ms. Operators will most likely not dimension their networks
for peak user data measured over 1 ms, but allow some buffering, thereby saving the
costs, although lowering the user data rate. Therefore different averaging is applied over
simulated throughput as follows.
For each cell c and for the aggregated link a the data set resulting from simulations
consists of 16hours10ms = 5760000 throughput measurements x measured at time t. An
averaging window (bucket) is defined with width W such that for the samples (ti, xi)
where i = 0, 1, ..., n and tn−t0 =W . The averaging window size represents the networks
ability to smoothen the traffic and has a similar function to a buffer. 16 hours simulated
time is divided into such windows W and for each of them an average throughput is
calculated y =
n∑
i=0
xi
n . Out of all the y values, a maximum value of all the averages is
found ymax for each cell ymax,c and for an aggregated link ymax,a. Based on equation
(3.1) MGAVG is calculated as presented in equation (3.9).
MGAVG =
cells∑
c=1
ymax,c
ymax,a
(3.9)
Values of MGAVG coming from simulations for different web and video traffic
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Figure 3.10: Multiplexing gain for for different percentage of web traffic in the system
and different throughput averaging windows: MGFH−UE−Cell (10 ms, no averaging) and
MGFH−UE−Cell−AVG (100 ms, 1 s, 10 s, 57 s and 100 s).
mixes are presented in Figure 3.10. Confidence intervals for 95% level are calculated
using the Student’s t distribution. Different series present data averaged over 100 ms,
1 s, 10 s, 57 s and 100 s (averaging window W ). For 10 ms series throughput is not
averaged, only the maximum values are taken for each cell and aggregated link to compute
MG. Values vary for different mixes of web traffic. For no web traffic present in the
network, the multiplexing gain has similar value within our averaging intervals, as video
conferencing sessions have constant bit rates. As soon as web traffic is present (17-100%)
multiplexing gain varies from 1.5 to 6 depending on the averaging window. It can be
seen that multiplexing gain is very sensitive to the measurement interval. There is a clear
dependence of the averaging period on the multiplexing gain.
In principle, if we take longer, up to infinite, averaging periods the multiplexing gain
should be getting lower and reaching one, as the average bandwidth of an aggregation
link will need to match the sum of average bandwidths of single links. Therefore it is not
straightforward why the value is low for every 10 ms, then increases for 100 ms and 1 s and
then lowers again. The possible cause could be that the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of the throughput looks in a way that for 90% of the time the throughput to base
stations is below 100 Mbps and aggregated throughput is below 1 Gbps, as presented in
Figure 3.11. This indicates that by adequate dimensioning the multiplexing gain value
can be different. Moreover, if the dimensioning is done according to the results from
averaging over longer periods, the risk of dropped packets and connections will increase,
as buffer sizes may be exceeded and packets may be dropped or users may not be satisfied
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with the delay. In this study none of the packets were dropped. The averaging is done
only in post processing of the data, so actually it is not verified what will be the impact
of providing only the data rates as averaged on the application level delays. For video
conferencing and web browsing averaging only up to 10 - 100 ms is safe, as application
layer delays should not exceed the order of magnitude of 150 ms and 1 s, respectively.
Delays on the application level will give an ultimate criterion for network dimensioning.
The following section elaborates on them.
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Figure 3.11: CDFs of throughput for an sample office and residential cell as well as total
throughput for all ten cells for 50% web traffic mix.
3.4.3 Delay-based criteria for network dimensioning
The ultimate criterion to dimension the discussed links and BBU pool is to assure accept-
able performance on the application level. For that web page response time and video
packet end-to-end delay is checked via discrete event simulations. For 100-400 Mbps
aggregated link data rate the delay differences are the highest and they reach the point
when they become acceptable. The links are intentionally examined with fine granularity
of throughputs (every 50 Mbps) as lines and computational power can be leased with fine
granularity of data rates [169]. The results are presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. For
web traffic 90th percentile of web page response time is below 1 s for link data rates≥200
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Mbps. For video conferencing 90th percentile of packet end-to-end delays are below 150
ms for link ≥200 Mbps.
As expected, the delays are lower when the offered link data rates are higher. The
impact on delay is higher for the cases with less web traffic. It is due to the fact, that the
more video traffic is present in the network, the delays are more sensitive to the aggregated
link bandwidth. Small change of data rate affects delay considerably, even by a factor of
10 (for 17% of web traffic - 83% of video traffic). The reason could be that video occupies
a link at a constant bit rate for at least a minute, so if the links are under-dimensioned
queuing occurs. The conclusion is, that the more bursty the traffic is, the less sensitive is
it to under-dimensioning. The more video traffic present in the network the dimensioning
becomes more relevant for achieving quality of service. Traffic forecast [2] predicts that
in 2020 60% of the mobile traffic will be video; it will, however, vary between light and
heavy users.
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Figure 3.12: 90th percentile of web page response time for different percentage of web traffic
in the system and for different aggregated link data rate.
3.4.4 Analysis based on the 95th percentile of requested throughput
The 80th, 90th, and 95th percentiles of the sums of single cells throughputs and of an
aggregated link throughput are analyzed. The results are presented in Figure 3.14. The
sum of the 80th and 90th percentiles are getting lower because the more web traffic is
present in the network the lower the mean traffic, but the standard deviation gets higher.
However, looking at the 80th and 90th percentiles on the aggregated link, it is getting
higher because the peaks occur more often. The trend shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 is
the same as for the sum of the 80th and 90th percentiles in Figure 3.14. The values closest
to 200 Mbps proven to be sufficient from the delay analysis. They account for the higher
one of those values: the 80th percentile on aggregated link or the sum of 90th percentiles.
Therefore it can be concluded that in order to dimension fronthaul links and BBU, the
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Figure 3.13: 90th percentile of video conferencing packet End-to-End delay for different
percentage of web traffic in the system and for different aggregated link data rate.
sum of 90th percentile of throughputs from fronthaul links and the 80th percentile of
aggregated link need to be provided (here 200 Mbps). In case of under-dimensioning, for
higher percentages of web traffic the delay increase will be lower, as is the sum of the
80th and the 90th percentiles.
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Figure 3.14: 80th, 90th and 95th percentile of base stations throughput for different
percentage of web traffic in the system.
These results can be used not only for quantifying multiplexing gains but also for
network dimensioning providing traffic distribution with a CDF similar to the one studied
here. For upgrading existing networks, operators could measure single cell throughput
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and calculate the 90th percentile of it and measure 80th percentile of aggregated traffic.
Then depending on how many cells should belong to one BBU pool/be aggregated on a
single fronthaul link, the higher number will assure the necessary capacity. If it is not
met, it means that links should be upgraded to the next available data rate. For green
field deployments based on traffic forecast, the operators will need to estimate what is the
90th percentile of throughput they would like to offer to the users. The challenge then
would be to add those throughputs taking into account forecasted user activity. Having the
sum of the 90th percentile of such aggregated traffic for each base station, and the 80th
percentile of aggregated traffic, the capacities need to be summed considering how many
cells will be aggregated on a link/BBU pool. The sum will give the desired link/BBU
pool resources.
The results for the sum of the 95th percentiles can be applied to the equation (3.1),
where sufficient AggregatedLinkResources are 200 Mbps, based on delay measure-
ments. Using this method computed MG95th is in the range of 1.27 - 2.66 which con-
verges with the results for MG for throughput measured every 10 ms (1.5-2.2). Moreover,
2.7 is the result of MGBBU−BB−RF concluded with the teletraffic method published in
[13], which confirms the thesis that MGFH−UE−Cell =MGBBU−BB−RF stated at the
beginning of this chapter. These results serve as validation of the two approaches.
3.5 Discussion and verification of the results
A summary of the results achieved in this and another project and impact of averaging,
traffic burstiness and tidal effect are shown in Table 3.8. The particular values hold for
given application mixes (from the literature) and given daily traffic load in office and
residential cells (from an operator - China Mobile as well as a vendor - Ericsson). Still,
the trends can be observed and conclusions can be made.
Table 3.8 shows a clear dependence of the averaging period on the multiplexing gain.
Depending on the averaging window size, the impact of traffic burstiness and tidal effect
can be observed. Sections below discuss those dependencies as well as impact on network
model and methodology used to calculate the multiplexing gain. Results are compared
thereby allowing to verify network models, assumptions and methodology.
3.5.1 Impact of traffic burstiness
Burstiness is one of the main factors contributing to the multiplexing gain. In order to
observe the impact of traffic burstiness, the throughput needs to be measured with fine
granularity. Traffic models used in these studies (presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.6) have
parameters in order of seconds, e.g., page interarrival time - 10 s, duration of a video - 16
s. Therefore throughput needs to be measured at least every 10 s to observe such traffic
fluctuations.
Project 1 shows only impact of traffic burstiness, because 1 hour of network operation
was simulated.
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Table 3.8: Multiplexing gains calculated in different projects. MG - multiplexing gain.
Project simula-
ted time
(h)
measurement
interval
MG bursti-
ness
tidal
effect
1. LTE dimension-
ing [14]
1 1 s 5.5 X -
2. C-RAN MG ini-
tial study, Section
3.2.1
24 1 h 1.0 - 1.33 - X
3. C-RAN MG ini-
tial study [11], Sec-
tion 3.2.2
24 1 s 4.34 σ 1.42 X X
4. C-RAN MG vary-
ing % Office cells
[12], Section 3.3
16 576 s 1.2 - 1.6 little X
5. C-RAN
MG varying
% Web Traffic
[13], Section
3.4
16
10 ms 1.9 - 2.3 X X
averaging win-
dow W
0%
web
≥17%
web
100 ms 1.6 4.5 - 6.1 X X
1 s 1.6 3.7 - 5.9 X X
10 s 1.5 - 3.1 edge X
57.6 s 1.5 - 1.7 - X
100 s 1.5 - 1.6 - X
For measurement interval (averaging window) of 1 s in projects 1, 3 and 5 the results
are in range of 3 - 6. Therefore this is the value of the multiplexing gain coming from
traffic burstiness. Values for project 5, 10 ms averaging are an exception from this
reasoning. The values could be lower due to the long tails of CDFs of throughput.
3.5.1.1 Impact of application mix
Project 5 evaluates multiplexing gain for different application mixes varying percentage
of web versus video application traffic. Values are the lowest (1.5-1.9) for 0% of web
traffic. As soon as the bursty web traffic is present in the network the values increase
to 3.7 - 6.1 (project 4, case for 100 ms and 1 s averaging). Similar results are reported
for projects 1 and 3 (5.5 and 4.34, respectively). In the majority of networks there is a
traffic mix between video and web, e.g., Ericsson reports that in 2015 video accounted for
around 50% of mobile data traffic, therefore an operator can count on a multiplexing gain
value of 3.7 - 6.1. However, if an operator expects 100% of video traffic (e.g., dedicating
the network to users using services like Netflix), multiplexing gain will be lower.
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Projects 1, 3 and 5 take into account different application definitions. Still the results
remain similar (3 - 6).
3.5.2 Impact of the tidal effect
The tidal effect is another main factor contributing to the multiplexing gain. Section
3.3.2 presents results of three studies that aimed at finding an optimal mix of office to
residential cells, all reaching a maximum multiplexing gain for 20-30% of office cells.
Project 4, due to the high value of the averaging window shows mostly the impact of
the tidal effect on the value of the multiplexing gain and little impact of traffic burstiness.
The value range between 1.2 and 1.6 depending on percentage of office vs residential
cells. Figure 3.15 compares values from projects 2 and 4 (latter marked as simulated).
Values obtained via simulations in project 4 are 0.2 - 0.3 higher than the ones from initial
calculations in project 2 showing little impact of traffic burstiness.
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Figure 3.15: Multiplexing gains for different locations based on daily traffic distributions
between office and residential cells. Data from China Mobile and Ericsson.
Project 5 explores the most optimal cell mix from project 4. Similar values (1.5 -
1.7) can be observed for project 4, with 57.6 s and 100 s averaging. For longer averag-
ing in project 5, the multiplexing gain value 1.6 matches the value 1.6 from project 4,
despite different application definitions and mixes. Therefore it can be concluded that
multiplexing gain coming from the tidal effect equals to 1.0 - 1.33. The value is rather
small, therefore enabling multiplexing gains should not be treated as the main reason to
introduce C-RAN, rather an additional benefit on top of advantages mentioned in Section
2.2. However, there are cells with occasional traffic load, like stadiums, that will greatly
benefit from multiplexing gains. Therefore C-RAN is beneficial for such deployments on
a local scale, smaller than metropolitan scale.
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3.5.3 Impact of the functional split
For BB-RF split multiplexing gain can be observed only on a BBU pool. On the fronthaul
links data is constant bit rate, therefore no multiplexing gain can be observed. For the
functional splits, where fronthaul traffic is bursty, like UE-Cell split, multiplexing gain
can be achieved also on the fronthaul. In both cases values of multiplexing gain reach 2 -
6.
3.5.4 Impact of the model
Value of the multiplexing gain close to 5 is obtained for 1 s averaging for three different
projects - 1, 3 and 5 - despite the fact that the first is based on backhaul traffic including
whole LTE protocol stack, the second is based on very simple traffic generation and the
third covers aggregation of traffic streams on the MAC layer. It is interesting that a very
simple traffic aggregation model gave similar results as the advanced LTE model. This
similarity shows that for analyzed scenarios protocol processing had little impact on the
traffic characteristics. Probably there was little need for e.g. retransmissions.
3.5.5 Impact of the method
All the analysis presented in this chapter (Sections 3.2 - 3.4) is done using a methodology
described in Section 3.1 observing properties of aggregated traffic. The tidal effect,
application burstiness and protocol processing (for 3.3 - 3.4) are modeled.
In [41], Werthmann et al. show results of a simulation study using a different approach
- analyzing compute resource utilization, in GOPS, for different number of sectors aggre-
gated into a BBU pool. Dimensioning the hardware according to the 99%-th percentile
of the compute load at a system load of 60%, the aggregation of 10 sectors would gain
9%, 20 sectors would gain 20% and 57 sectors would gain 27%, which corresponds
to multiplexing gain of 1.09 - 1.37 according to definition presented in equation 3.2.
Authors modeled in detail radio network, computation resources as well as locations of
users. However, their traffic model does not take the tidal effect into account. It would be
interesting to run this traffic definition in model presented in Section 3.4 to compare the
baseline scenario, without the tidal effect.
On the contrary, in [40] Namba et al. presents an estimation of the multiplexing gain
of C-RAN based on the population of the Tokyo metropolitan area. Authors concluded
that up to 75% of BBUs can be saved (corresponding to multiplexing gain 4). It is an
approximated result as no traffic is taken into account and the assumption is that BBUs
correspond to population rather than area the cells cover.
All those three studies are very different in their nature and assumptions. Interestingly,
the results presented in Sections 3.2 - 3.4 fit the rage of 1.1 - 4, reaching the value up to 6
only because of traffic profile definition.
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3.5.6 Simplifications and assumptions in modeling
As in every modeling work, only some aspects of the system could be captured. C-
RAN protocol stack is a complex system, especially when several functional splits are
considered. Implementing BBU pool with a full LTE protocol stack is challenging as
it requires e.g. complex algorithms for scheduling traffic to many cells and how the
processing of this data is handled by various BBUs in the pool, HARQ implementation
for the pool. This section aims at listing the assumptions made and how do they limit the
results.
3.5.6.1 Protocol stack
The results reported in Section 3.2.2 do not include any protocol processing, while the
results reported in Sections 3.2.1, 3.3 and 3.4 include Ethernet protocol processing. All
of them resemble variable bit rate data. Actual data for UE-Cell split will be different,
because control data will be present and user data will be processed according to the LTE
protocol stack. Applied modeling was an approximation in order to be able to use the
available tools. OPNET was the key tool used in the thesis. It is an event-based simulation
tool that is especially suited to model protocol interactions, however, it does not include
physical layer processing on bit level. There is a built-in model of an eNodeB, however
PHY layer is not fully implemented there. Moreover, there is also no support for pooling
the baseband parts. This model could be potentially interfaced with Matlab, which can
model PHY layer processing. However, as the PHY layer performance is implementation
specific and involves several parameters, such a model with again be an approximation of
a real life system. Additional challenge will arise on how to exactly split layers to model
UE-Cell split, how to organize scheduling, HARQ. Moreover, such a complex model will
take a lot of time to run. Based on those factors data is generated and sent as Ethernet
packets. Such data streams better represent backhaul traffic and it is an approximation to
model fronthaul traffic with them.
3.5.6.2 Methodology
In modeling work the traffic aggregation properties were observed. In fact, they refer
to the multiplexing gain on transport resources. In order to truly evaluate pooling gain
actual computational resources will need to be modeled. Each of the LTE protocol stack
layers requires different amount of GOPS, that will scale differently depending on the
user activity. Moreover, in C-RAN an additional functionality will need to be in place, e.g.
orchestrator, to enable multiplexing gains on BBUs. Full LTE BBU pool implementation
will enable a more detailed evaluation of those resources. Lastly, modeling of actual
power consumption will give a better insight on possible power savings.
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3.5.6.3 Time scale resolution
Traffic measurements in the PhD projects are taken every 10ms - 1h, therefore they do
not fully reflect possible traffic peaks that can happen in real time networks. Traffic in
LTE is scheduled for each sub-frame - 1 ms. Therefore to observe traffic peaks resources
would need to be measured every 1 ms. In project 5., due to the fact that time averaging
was applied, the information on traffic peaks is reduced. The results sense what is the
maximum value of multiplexing gain if QoS is compromised. The only case where the
results could be applicable is if they are measured every few ms - then they would define
gains in traffic-dependent resources.
3.5.6.4 Control/user plane
In all the work in PhD project only user plane was considered. Resources needed
for control plane processing were not evaluated. Results on PGprocessing and thereby
PGpower will be affected when the control plane is included.
3.5.7 Conclusions
Based on the analyzed data set, in a typical, real-life mobile network, with a mix of
constant bit rate and bursty traffic, multiplexing gain on traffic-dependent resources in
range of 3 - 6 can be expected.
The contribution to the multiplexing gain that C-RAN as such enables on a metropoli-
tan scale is between 1.0 and 1.33, depending on the cell mix. Such a multiplexing gain
can be obtained on a BBU pool for all functional splits. To enable higher gains, cells with
occasional traffic, like stadiums, should be included in the BBU pool.
However, for the functional splits above UE-Cell, where fronthaul carries variable bit
rate data, multiplexing gain 3 - 6 can be achieved on the fronthaul links. This is a strong
motivation to investigate and deploy other functional splits than the traditional one, where
all the baseband processing is done in the pool.
3.6 Future work
This studies concentrated on multiplexing gain that is dependent on user traffic. As there
are parts of base station that need to be on to provide coverage, even when no users are
active, it would be beneficial to study overall multiplexing gain including those modules,
too.
3.7 Summary
C-RAN is seen as a candidate architecture for 5G mobile networks because of the cost and
performance benefits it offers. Due to the fact that securing fronthaul capacity to deploy
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fully centralized C-RAN can be costly, a careful analysis of cost and energy savings for
different functional splits is of great importance.
Multiplexing gain observed from traffic aggregation approximates possible gains on
aggregation transport links. Such a multiplexing gain is proportional to power savings
and processing resources savings only on parts of the BBU pool responsible for user-
processing functionalities of data-plane processing. However, as exact power and cost
models are complex in the analyzed scenarios, the results present only an approximation.
Gains in power consumption and pooling gains will be lower than the multiplexing gain.
Pooling gains on processing resources can be achieved only on user-processing
resources, which are a fraction of overall signal processing resources - 3-12% on downlink,
17-33% on uplink.
Concerning power savings, 2-24% of total base station power consumption is spend
on baseband signal processing. Multiplexing gain can be achieved on user-processing
modules, which constitute a fraction of these resources - 3-12% on downlink, 17-33% on
uplink.
As only a fraction of resources are impacted by pooling gains, those gains should not
be a priority in designing new functional splits. However, a variable bit rate functional
split reduces needed bandwidth and enables multiplexing gains on the fronthaul network,
which is an important motivation.
Gains in transport are the closest to derive from multiplexing gain value, however, ac-
tual traffic patterns in fronthaul network for UC-Cell split will be different than simulated
when the LTE protocol stack is included.
Such a lack of the full LTE protocol stack is a major simplification in the modeling
work. Others include: methodology based on traffic throughput measurements, not small
enough time scale of measurements, and lack of control plane considerations. A full
LTE protocol stack BBU pool implementation will enable more precise measurements on
pooling gains on baseband resources as well as multiplexing gain on fronthaul link for
variable bit rate splits. As energy and cost savings are related to the multiplexing gain, in
this study the multiplexing gain is evaluated for different functional splits. Multiplexing
gains on throughput-dependent functionalities of a base station are calculated for different
C-RAN functional splits: BB-RF and separating user and cell specific functions using four
different approaches. For given traffic definitions, a quantitative analysis of multiplexing
gains is given. However, the results are sensitive to the traffic profiles as well as to the
multiplexing gain calculation method. Therefore the main outcome of this study is to
provide the trend lines that will facilitate finding an optimal trade off when fronthaul or
BBU resources are more costly for an operator.
For fully centralized C-RAN - with BB-RF split - maximum multiplexing gain on
BBU resources can be achieved. However, the required fronthaul capacity is the highest.
Therefore this split is vital for operators with access to a cheap fronthaul network. Addi-
tionally, if the traffic load is high, the operator will mostly benefit from the multiplexing
gain at the BBU pool.
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The more functionality is moved from the BBU pool to the cell site, the lower the
multiplexing gain on the BBU pool. However, when traffic starts to be variable bit rate, a
multiplexing gain on the fronthaul links can be achieved, lowering the required capacity.
Hence, for low traffic load, and even more for bursty traffic, the BBU pool should only
have higher layer processing and then the requirements on the fronthaul link can be
relaxed.
An initial evaluation concludes that up to 1.3 times fewer BBUs are needed for
user data processing in C-RAN compared to a traditional RAN looking at daily traffic
distributions between office, residential and commercial areas. This number grows to 4
when taking into account specific traffic patterns, making assumptions about the number
of base stations serving different types of areas. The latter model does not include
mobile standard protocols processing. After including protocols processing the statistical
multiplexing gain varied between 1.2 and 1.6 depending on traffic mix, reaching the peak
for 30% of office and thereby 70% of residential base stations, enabling savings of 17% -
38%.
The application level delays are verified for different aggregated link bit rates and
thereby it is concluded what is the practical value of the multiplexing gain that can be
achieved. Rules of thumb for network/BBU dimensioning are proposed based on the
CDFs of throughput. The more video traffic is present in the network, the delays are more
sensitive to the aggregated link bandwidth, what influences achievable multiplexing gain.
A high impact on the multiplexing gain value is observed depending on the multi-
plexing gain calculation method, i.e. using different throughput averaging windows. The
results vary between 1.0 and 6. The multiplexing gain that C-RAN in traditional, BB-RF
split solely enables due to the tidal effect is between 1.0 and 1.33 depending on the cell
mix, thereby enabling savings of up to 25%. The major contribution to the numbers higher
than 3 comes from traffic burstiness, and in order to benefit from it on the fronthaul links,
functional splits that result in variable bit rate on the fronthaul need to be in place.
CHAPTER4
Towards packet-based fronthaul
networks
While the connection between RF and BB parts in a traditional base station was just an
interface in one device, in a base station with RRH it often spanned few meters between
RRH and BBU in a point-to-point connection, up to the distance from the basement to
the rooftop. For C-RAN it is beneficial to connect sites from a metropolitan area, which
requires a whole network to support those connections. This network is called fronthaul
and spans between cell sites, traditionally equipped with RRH up to the centralized
processing location, traditionally equipped with BBU pool.
High capacity requirements on fronthaul are seen as one of the major deal-breakers
for introducing C-RAN. Therefore, a thorough analysis of fronthaul requirements as well
as solutions to optimally transport data are of high importance, which is reflected in
numerous standardization activities, referenced throughout the chapter.
As introduced in Section 2.4, several solutions can be used to organize transport in
the fronthaul network, such as: point to point, WDM, WDM over PON, microwave often
combined with compression, OTN and Ethernet. This chapter elaborates on the fronthaul
requirements (Section 4.1) as well as presents a proof of concept of CPRI/OBSAI over
OTN transport (Section 4.2). Moreover, it motivates using Ethernet for fronthaul (Section
4.3) as well as explores challenges and possible solutions to deliver synchronization
(Section 4.5 and 4.6) and fulfill delay requirements for a packet-based fronthaul network
(Section 4.7 and 4.8). Furthermore, it presents a demonstration of Ethernet fronthaul built
in this project (Section 4.9) as well as future directions (Section 4.10). Finally, Section
4.11 summarizes relevant standardization activities, while Section 4.12 summarizes the
chapter.
The material presented in Sections 4.3-4.6 was originally published in [15]. It was
expended and updated for this dissertation.
4.1 Requirements
This section elaborates on throughput, EVM, delay, jitter and synchronization require-
ments that fronthaul network needs to support in order for a mobile network to work
according to 3GPP specifications.
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4.1.1 Throughput
As introduced in Section 2.3.1 a popular LTE cell configuration (2x2 MIMO, 20MHz) will
require 2.5 Gbps capacity on the fronthaul link, provided that IQ samples are transmitted
using CPRI. For higher bandwidth and more antennas this requirement will scale almost
linearly 1. With the UE-Cell split this throughput can be reduced to 498 Mbps, 700 Mbps
[46] or 933 Mbps [148], depending whether 7, 10 or 16 bit sample width is used. [46]
assumes 7 bits for DL, 10 bits for UL, while [148] reserves 16 bits. With MAC-PHY
bandwidth can be further reduced to 152 Mbps for DL [148].
4.1.2 EVM
Fronthaul network may introduce errors in data transmission. EVM defines how much the
received signal is distorted from the ideal constellation points. No matter the fronthaul
architecture, general requirements for LTE-A need to be observed for different modulation
schemes on the main data bearing channel (Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH)):
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16 QAM and 64 QAM, as listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: EVM requirements for LTE-A [[81], Clause 6.5.2]
Modulation EVM
QPSK <17.5%
16 QAM <12.5%
64 QAM <8.0%
4.1.3 Delay
A HARQ is a process that poses the most stringent delay requirement for LTE-A. As
a retransmission mechanism, it takes part in error control and correction. According
to the LTE-A standard, for FDD the HARQ RTT Timer is set to 8 subframes (8ms)
[170], which means that the user using subframe n needs to know whether retransmission
or transmission of new data should occur at subframe n + 8, as illustrated in Figure
4.1. Due to the timing advance, the user sends data ahead of time compensating for the
propagation delay, in order to fit into the subframe structure at the base station. It appears
to be an industry standard that a base station needs to prepare a HARQ acknowledgment
(ACK)/non-acknowledgement (NACK) within 3ms [20], [171], [172]: decode UL data,
prepare ACK/NACK and create a DL frame with ACK/NACK. Only then will the user
receive a ACK/NACK in the 4th subframe after sending the data, 3ms processing time at
UE can be accommodated, and a possible retransmission can occur during 8th subframe.
If a user will not get ACK/NACK it will retransmit the data in 8th subframe. This 3ms
delay budget is spent on BBU and RRH processing as well as UL and DL fronthaul delay,
1For CPRI line bit rate option 7A (8110.08 Mbps) and above a more optimal 64B/66B line coding can be
used instead to 8B/10B
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leaving 100-200 µs [20]/220 µs [46]/ 250 µs [148], [173] for fronthaul one way delay or
in other words 200-500 µs Round Trip Time (RTT). Otherwise throughput will be lowered
[148]. Section 4.10 discusses possible future directions for the HARQ requirement.
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DataPropDel
UE 
processing
≤3ms 
TxRx TxRx
NACK/ACK
1st Rtx/Data
PropDel
BS 
processing
≤3ms
n subframe
n+4
n+8
8ms HARQ 
timeout
Data
NACK/ACK
BBU 
processing 
≈ 2.5ms
1 subframe 
1ms
FHULDel
FHDLDel
Figure 4.1: Delays associated with the UL HARQ process. PropDel - propagation delay, Rtx
- retransmission, FHULDel - Fronthaul UL Delay
Looking at Metro Ethernet Forum Classes of Service for mobile backhaul, Class
"High" backhaul could be reused for fronthaul (frame delay 6 1ms) [174] or a new class
could be specified looking at lower delays, in the order of 100 µs.
4.1.4 Jitter
Nowadays BBUs and RRHs read the delay at the bootup time, therefore the delay needs
to be constant. This requirement can be relaxed by buffering the data, however, this will
be done at the cost of a higher delay.
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4.1.5 Synchronization
A proper synchronization is essential for mobile network operation. In order for a RRH
to modulate the data to a particular frequency it needs to know the precise definition of
1 Hz. It is important to keep the carrier frequency sharp in order for the signal coming
from the base stations operating in a different frequency band not to overlap and for the
UE to be able to receive it. For successful TDD network operation, the RRH needs to
follow time frames precisely in order for DL and UL frames not to overlap. Two types
of synchronization can be differentiated: frequency and phase (time) synchronization.
Clocks are synchronized in frequency if the time between two rising edges of the clock
matches. For phase synchronization, rising edges must happen in the same time, as shown
in Figure 4.2.
Δt
Δt
Frequency synchronization Frequency and phase synchronization
Figure 4.2: Frequency and phase synchronization
In Table 4.2 the requirements that need to be observed for various network features,
like Time-Division Duplex (TDD), Frequency-Division Duplex (FDD), MIMO, Carrier
Aggregation (CA), eICIC and CoMP are summarized. For latter three, the requirements are
expressed relatively to a common reference between the cells/streams involved, otherwise
the maximum deviation from an ideal source is listed. Moreover, for Enhanced 9-1-1
services, FCC requires the localization accuracy to be within 50 meters [175], which
requires synchronization in the 100 ns range [176].
Taking the example of ±50 ppb frequency synchronization requirement it is worth
noticing that only one-third of this budget, i.e. ±16 ppb is available for the frequency
reference used for the radio frequency synthesis [177], therefore this is the requirement
on frequency accuracy delivered over the network. The rest of this budget is consumed
within the RRH. The reference requirement of ±50 ppb dates back to GSM networks
[178]. It results from the need to compensate for the Doppler effect for high mobility
users and allow for some frequency error tolerance for the receiver at the user side [179].
It is forecasted that for 5G networks this requirement will be even tighter [180].
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Table 4.2: Summary of timing requirements for LTE. BS - base station
Feature Frequency Time
LTE-A FDD ±50 ppb (wide area BS)
±100 ppb (local area BS)
±250 ppb (home BS) [[81],
Clause 6.5.1.1]
–
LTE-A TDD ±5 µs (cell with radius >
3km)
±1.5 µs (cell with radius ≤
3km) [[82], Clause 7.4.2]
MIMO, CA ≤ 65ns [[81], Clause
6.5.3.1]
eICIC ±1 µs [181]
CoMP ±1.5 µs [181]
CPRI ±2 ppb [Req. R-18 [33]] ±16.276 ns [Req. R-20 [33]]
911 call localization 100 ns [176]
4.2 OTN-based fronthaul
OTN can be found in many fiber network deployments and can be reused to enable
C-RANs. Mapping of CPRI/OBSAI bit streams over OTN is done over low level ODU
containers as specified in ITU-T G.709/Y.1331. The main challenges of transmitting
CPRI/OBSAI over OTN is to limit the frequency error introduced while mapping and
de-mapping CPRI/OBSAI to OTN. Moreover, the signal must not be deteriorated to
maintain its characteristics. Deterministic awareness of the delays through each hop needs
to be maintained (not covered in this work).
- OTN is a standard proposed to provide a way of supervising client’s signals, assure
reliability as well as achieve carrier grade of service.
- OTN is a promising solution for optical transport network of C-RAN when existing
OTN legacy network can be reused for C-RAN fronthaul connecting RRHs to the
BBU Pool.
- OTN provides FEC allowing the transport of client signals like CPRI in noisy
environments or over longer distances.
- OTN supports both wavelength- and time-domain multiplexing maximizing the
bandwidth utilization of the fiber network.
OTN-based fronthaul was experimentally verified by connecting a Base Station Emu-
lator (BSE) and a RRH provided from MTI Radiocomp to an OTN compliant client-to-
OTU2 Mapper and Multiplexer from Altera using both CPRI and OBSAI bit streams at
different rates (2.4576 Gbps and 3.072 Gbps, respectively) carrying LTE traffic. It was
observed that carrier Frequency Error and EVM changes are within Third Generation
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Partnership Project (3GPP) specifications for LTE-Advanced. It was a very useful exercise
towards understanding frequency error and EVM. More details about those measurements
can be found in Appendix A.
4.3 Motivation for using Ethernet-based fronthaul
The traditional view on the C-RAN architecture is to connect multiple RRHs to the BBU
Pool, each using a dedicated fiber connection to carry IQ data, as shown in Figure 4.3(a).
Traffic is delivered using a constant bit rate protocol - CPRI, or the less popular OBSAI.
Following up on author’s earlier work presented in Chapter 3, in order to decrease the
cost of fronthaul network and a BBU pool, a packet-based fronthaul was proposed, where
variable bit rate data from the new functional split can be transported in packets, as well
as cells from residential and office areas can be dynamically associated to different pools
to maximize multiplexing gain. The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 4.3(b).
In order to further optimize the cost, fronthaul network could utilize widely-deployed
existing Ethernet deployments so that IQ data shares resources with other types of traffic.
Moreover, Ethernet enables traffic aggregation and switching and should be cheaper than
e.g. deploying WDM networks.
Packet-based fronthaul architecture is of high interest for industry.
• NGMN performed initial analysis of functional splits, which included variable bit
rate fronthaul, which can be most optimally transported in packet-based manner
[68].
• NGFI working group is under preparation at IEEE [180] aiming at standardizing new
functional split decoupling the fronthaul bandwidth from the number of antennas,
decoupling cell/UE processing, focusing on high-performance-gain collaborative
technologies as well as reliable synchronization and data transport in packetized
networks [182], [46].
• In October 2014 the 1904.3 Task Force [183] has been started in IEEE to standardize
a transport protocol and an encapsulation format for transporting time-sensitive
wireless (cellular) radio related application streams in Ethernet-based transport
networks. The new standard will be called “Standard for Radio over Ethernet
Encapsulations and Mappings”. Both CPRI and any other functional split can be
supported. The standard is also independent on the synchronization solution. The
scope of the standard is as follows:
- encapsulation of IQ data to Ethernet packets, both in terms of a header format
and actual CPRI streams to Ethernet packets mapping,
- defining a protocol that enables multiplexing of several streams,
- defining a protocol that supports sequence numbers/timestamps to allow the
received data to be played back keeping original timing,
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Figure 4.3: Traditional and discussed C-RAN architecture together with principles of deriving
synchronization for them
- a control protocol for link and endpoint management.
The use cases of IEEE 1904.3 cover both legacy RRH and BBU as well as Ethernet-
based RRH and BBU. The first version of the standard is planned for May 2017.
IEEE 1904.3 will be referred to as 1904.3 later on in the text.
• CCSA founded a project to study the requirements, scenarios and the key technolo-
gies for next-generation fronthaul [180].
• Fronthaul is an essential topic in recently founded ITU-T IMT-2020 Focus Group,
which looks into how to support synchronization for NGFI [180].
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4.4 Challenges of using packet-based fronthaul
In the traditional C-RAN architecture synchronization and timely delivery of traffic are
ensured by using a synchronous protocol - CPRI, or the less popular OBSAI. Today’s
mobile technologies, especially LTE-A, require high accuracy in terms of frequency and
phase for proper transmission. By using C-RAN, these requirements are extended to the
link connecting the RRH and the BBU Pool, and thereby to the Ethernet. It is not in the
nature of Ethernet to be synchronous, which conflicts with CPRI. The main challenge is
then to find a method of assuring synchronization and latency across Ethernet meeting the
demands of LTE-A, which this section focuses on.
Secondly, in packet-based network queues in the switches can be expected which
makes it challenging to support tight delay and jitter requirements detailed in Section 4.1.
Sections below explain those challenges in more detail as well as propose solutions to
address them.
4.5 Technical solutions for time and frequency delivery
4.5.1 Synchronization today
In current networks BBU is typically equipped with a high precision clock having the time
source in form of Global Positioning System (GPS) or IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol
(PTP) [184] possibly supported by SyncE, as shown in Figure 4.3(c). Currently deployed,
and considered in this dissertation, is the second version (v2) of the protocol, also referred
to as IEEE-2008. Later in the text, IEEE 1588 v2 will be referred to as 1588. GPS and
1588 can deliver both frequency and phase synchronization, while SyncE can only deliver
frequency synchronization. Therefore, SyncE is often used as a complementary solution
to GPS or IEEE 1588 to enhance frequency accuracy. RRH gets precise time information
via CPRI link, where timing information is included together with a data stream.
4.5.2 Synchronization in the future
In the future, a fronthaul link might be multipoint-to-multipoint with packet-based trans-
port which will affect synchronization. A comparison between the synchronization
solution used today and a scenario for the future is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Especially
challenging in Ethernet networks is the fact that packets will experience variable de-
lays passing through the switches. Moreover, the Ethernet switches themselves have
uncertainty of their internal clocks in the order of ±100ppm [[185], clause 22.2.2.1] and
introduce a timestamping error, that influences 1588 performance. The timestamping error
depends on the switch clock frequency and the delay introduced in the de-serialization
circuit, and can be reduced, if the delay in the de-serialization circuit can be estimated.
To use legacy RRHs, a CPRI2Eth gateway is needed to bridge the Ethernet and
CPRI domains. For future RRHs (RRHs++) the Ethernet link could terminate at the
RRH, omitting CPRI. A possible solution for delivering synchronization is to equip the
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CPRI2Eth gateways or the RRHs++ with GPS. This solution assures both frequency and
phase delivery. However, it increases the cost, spent not only on GPS equipment but also
on an oven-controlled oscillator. Moreover, the coverage indoors and in metropolitan
valleys (small cell on a lamp post between high buildings) will be problematic. For some
operators it is also important not to depend on a third-party solution for their network.
Another solution could be to implement a 1588 slave in the CPRI2Eth gateways or in
the RRH++. This solution assures lower equipment cost, however, it will be affected by
variable network delay present in Ethernet networks. Ashwood [186] shows that such a
jitter, when the background traffic is present, can be in the order of µs per Ethernet switch.
The architecture considered is presented in Figure 4.4. Ethernet packets are sent
from the BBU through the network of switches to reach the CPRI2Eth gateway. They
are repacked there to CPRI stream to reach legacy RRHs. Alternatively, Ethernet RRHs
can be used, omitting CPRI. A packet-based solution - IEEE 1588 - is used to assure
synchronization with a 1588 master present in BBU Pool and a 1588 slave present in
CPRI2Eth gateway. Figure 4.4 summarizes requirements on different layers: LTE, CPRI
and Ethernet as well as factors introducing inaccuracies in 1588 and Ethernet layers.
In the section below a feasibility study of using 1588 for timing delivery is performed.
The modeling work takes into account the factors influencing the performance of 1588
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mentioned in Figure 4.4. A dedicated Ethernet network was taken into account, leaving
for future work the case of sharing Ethernet infrastructure with other types of traffic.
It is worth noticing, that the requirements need to be fulfilled on two levels:
- delay requirements,
- frequency accuracy requirements,
where the delay of synchronization packets lies between them, as 1588 helps to recover
the clock, but is affected by network delays, as emphasized in Figure 4.5.
Delay
Clock 
recovery
Delay of 1588 
packets
Figure 4.5: Time related requirements on a fronthaul network
4.6 Feasibility study IEEE 1588v2 for assuring synchronization
The 1588 standard defines a set of messages (Sync, DelayReq (delay request) and
DelayResp (delay response)) for an end-to-end operation in order to exchange a set of
timestamps between master and slave clocks as shown in Figure 4.6. The master clock
needs a precise time definition e.g. from GPS and then propagates this timing information
to the slaves. Timestamp t1 is inserted into the Sync message when it leaves the master
node, t2 is noted when the message arrives to the slave. In the model, each time Sync and
DelayReq messages pass through an Ethernet switch (working as a 1588 Transparent
Clock (TC)) the value of CorrectionF ield (CFS and CFD, respectively) is updated for
the residence time as presented in the Equation (4.1). Recording residence time is very
important as variable traffic in packet-based networks will fill-in the queues leading to
variable network delay for 1588 packets, thereby affecting time reference arriving at the
slave. In response to the Sync message slave sends the DelayReq noting down when the
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message leaves the node - timestamp t3. The master node notes the time when it receives
the message - t4 and sends it to the slave via the DelayResp message. Based on those
timestamps, the delay and offset between the clocks can be computed as shown in the
Equation (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. It can be observed that the messaging of the time
stamps from the 1588 master to the slave is a feed forward messaging algorithm. More
information on the 1588 operation can be found in [187].
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t2
t3
t4
t1, t2, t3,CFS
t1, t2, 
t3,t4,CFS,CFD
MasterTCSlave
Delay
 Resp
CFS
CFD
Figure 4.6: Visual representation of 1588 operation.
CF = EgressT imestamp− IngressT imestamp (4.1)
Delay =
(t2 − t1) + (t4 − t3)− CFS − CFD
2
(4.2)
Offset =
(t2 − t1)− (t4 − t3)− CFS + CFD
2
(4.3)
A protocol stack of the suggested solution is shown in Figure 4.7. Here the relevant
protocols when CPRI traffic is transmitted over Ethernet using 1588 are shown.
The crucial aspect in implementing 1588 functionalities is to execute timestamps
generation as close as possible to the moment when each packet enters/leaves each node.
It is important that the timestamp t1 is taken exactly when the Sync message leaves
the Master node, t2 when the Sync message enters the Slave node etc. Otherwise,
the variable internal processing time of the packets will affect the measurements. It
is especially important in case of Ethernet switches, as a variable residence time is
expected, depending on variable traffic queuing up in the switches. Therefore, for the
correction fields ingress and egress timestamps should be taken as soon as the packet
enters and leaves the node, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.8 in order to compute the
CorrectionF ield value precisely.
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The 1588 standard defines the establishment of a clock hierarchy and format of
messages, so that the equipment from different vendors can communicate in the network.
The standard gives an example on how to calculate the clock drift as presented in the
Equation (4.4). However, the implementation of an actual synchronization algorithm
lies outside of its scope and this can possibly give a competitive advantage to certain
vendors over others in performance of their solutions. Various works have been published
presenting synchronization algorithms. Xie et al. in [188] propose to maintain two time
scales in the slave: syntonous (frequency aligned) and synchronous (time and frequency
aligned). For delay calculations they use t2 and t3 measured in a syntonous time scale.
They concluded that it is the most optimal to apply drift correction every third time the
exchange of 1588 messages is completed. This way of drift calculation was implemented,
as in Equation (4.5).
DriftStd =
=
t2(N) − t2(0)
(t1 +Delay + CFS)N − (t1 +Delay + CFS)(0) (4.4)
DriftImplemented =
=
t2(N) − t2(N−3)
(t1 +Delay + CFS)N − (t1 +Delay + CFS)(N−3) (4.5)
A network model in OPNET modeler was built checking the performance of this
algorithm. OPNET is an event-driven simulation software, where a user can build his
scenario from self-defined nodes and processes. A network consisting of a 1588 Master,
a 1588 Slave and a variable number of Ethernet switches working as 1588 transparent
clocks was built. Sync and DelayReq packet rate is 64 packets per second (pps). The
novelty of this work is a network view where the protocol was tested against various
errors that can occur in the network. The slave node has an initial frequency drift of 1
ppm or 100 ppm (maximum that an Ethernet switch can have). Each of the Ethernet
switches has a frequency error of 1 ppm or 100 ppm and timestamping error of 1 ns or 4
ns. As it is not possible to measure the exact arrival time of a packet using the internal
clock reference in the switch, a random timestamping error is introduced up to 1 ns and 4
ns, respectively. The values mentioned above represent parameters of newer and older
generation equipment from the industry. The models follow the protocol stack from
Figure 4.7 on the link between the BBU and the CPRI2Eth gateways. 2.5 Gbps CPRI
traffic was sent over a 10 Gbps Ethernet network. In between master and slave node 0-21
Ethernet switches were put. The simulations were run for 10 minutes, while CPRI traffic
was sent after 30 s. 30 seconds were required to get the network operational with Ethernet
switching topology getting established.
For each exchange of 1588 messages, after all timestamps are gathered, delay, drift
and offset are computed. Drift correction is applied to slave clock frequency fS every
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third exchange of timestamps. That affects both synchronous and syntonous time scales
at slave having impact on t2(Syntonous) and t3(Syntonous). The synchronous time scale
of the slave is updated for the offset after each exchange of timestamps. That affects local
time at the slave tS . A relative frequency error between master clock frequency fM and
slave clock frequency fS was measured, as presented in Equation (4.6) and an absolute
phase error between time in master tM and time at slave tS as presented in Equation (4.7).
FrequencyError =
fM − fS
fM
(4.6)
PhaseError = tM − tS (4.7)
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Figure 4.9: Maximum phase error measured for various scenarios during stable operation.
Figure 4.9 presents the maximum observed phase (time) error during stable operation
(after initial time discovery) for different numbers of the Ethernet switches present in the
network and two different timestamping error values. The phase error stays in the order
of nanoseconds and is highly dependent on timestamping errors. The dependency is close
to linear. The results are shown for the worst-case scenario of 100 ppm drift for both the
Ethernet switches and slave, as drift value had marginal effect whether it was 1 ppm or
100 ppm in both cases.
Figure 4.10 shows the frequency error for the afore mentioned scenarios. The fre-
quency error falls way above required values (16 ppm or below, depending on implemen-
tation). It is also highly dependent on timestamping errors. That is the reason why the
improvements to this method were applied.
4.6.1 Improving the 1588 slave design
In order to improve 1588 performance, averaging to both offset and drift correction was
applied. In that way if one of the packets experienced delay way longer than others, due
to e.g. queuing, this outrageous measurement will have lower impact on the slave clock
adjustments. The method is presented in Equation (4.8) for the drift and applies also for
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Figure 4.10: Maximum frequency error measured for various scenarios during stable operation.
the offset. The frequency is adjusted by averaged drift computed taking only a fractional
value of currently computed drift - drift - and previously computed drift - driftPrev.
The performance of the system for different values of alpha was checked, and it was
concluded that the higher it gets, the lower frequency error is observed. However, for
higher values of alpha it takes more time for the system to converge to stable operation.
For simulations alpha = 0.99 was used. After 180 s the system reached stable operation.
The frequency error got significantly smaller for all the cases (20 times smaller), while
the phase error got slightly smaller (2 times) as presented in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
driftAvg = alpha · driftPrev + (1− alpha) · drift (4.8)
freq = freq − driftAvg (4.9)
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Figure 4.11: Maximum phase error observed during stable operation for various scenarios
with offset averaging applied.
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Figure 4.12: Maximum frequency error observed during stable operation for various scenarios
with drift averaging applied.
4.6.2 Presented results vs mobile network requirements
It should be noted what the dependency between synchronization inaccuracies of a local
oscillator and the inaccuracies of an RF signal is. As presented in Figure 4.13, an
Ethernet signal entering an RRH carries both the IQ baseband signal and 1588 packets
carrying timestamps. The 1588 module processes timestamps from Sync, DelReq and
DelResp messages in order to calculate drift and offset of a clock. This information
serves as an input to the Phase-locked Loop (PLL) system. The PLL then controls the
local oscillator. The baseband signal is processed to become an RF signal and the timing
information is taken from the local oscillator. In Section 4.1, requirements for an LTE-A
RF signal are outlined. In this work, the accuracy of 1588 inputs are studied. It is
implementation-specific how this will affect the PLL performance, the local oscillator and
as a consequence, the inaccuracies of an RF signal. These factors should be taken into
account designing the clock recovery mechanisms. For the frequency up conversion from
the local oscillator fLO to the RF frequency fRF , a scaling factor fRFfLO will proportionally
scale the frequency error (in the example in Figure 4.13 it is equal to 10).
4.7 Technical solutions for delay and jitter minimization
The sections above focus on evaluating synchronization challenges and possibility of
applying IEEE 1588 to deliver clocking reference. On top of synchronization requirements,
as stated in Section 4.1, fronthaul network needs to be able to transmit the data within
100-250 µs, depending on BBU processing time. In this Section various factors affecting
the delay are analyzed. Moreover, two mechanisms: source scheduling and preemption
are presented, that aim at reducing delay and jitter. In the next Section a design of source
scheduling algorithm and considerations on its implementation are presented.
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Table 4.3: Delays in an Ethernet switch
Maximum Transmission Delay
10 Gbps link, µs
Switching
Delay, µs
Number of
switches
MTU, B E.g.
1500 3000 6000 9000
1 1.2 2.4 4.8 7.2 3.0
2 2.4 4.8 9.6 14.4 6.0
5 6.0 12.0 24.0 36.0 15.0
10 12.0 24.0 48.0 72.0 30.0
4.7.1 Analysis of the delay in Ethernet network
The main challenge in enabling an Ethernet-based fronthaul is to keep the queuing delay
as low and with as little jitter as possible.
The network delay has the following components, as illustrated in Figure 4.14:
- propagation delay – deterministic, 5 µs/km,
- switching delay – deterministic, for store-and-forward switches it is in the µs order
of magnitude, e.g. 3 µs in the switches measured, as presented in Section 4.9; for
cut through switches will be shorter, in order of the ns,
- transmission delay – deterministic, depending on the packet size and link speed,
examples for 10 Gbps Ethernet link are shown in Table 4.3,
- queuing delay – non-deterministic, depending on the load of the network.
The examples of delay budgets are defined in Table 4.4. Figure 4.15 shows the
dependency between RRH-BBU distance, number and type of switches as well as MTU
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Figure 4.14: Delays in Ethernet-based fronthaul
Table 4.4: Exemplary delay budgets
# Total dis-
tance, km
#
switches
Type of
switch
MTU Delay on 10 Gbps link, µs
1 20 10 store-and-
forward
9000 100 + 30 + 72 + queuing =
202 + queuing
2 10 10 cut-
through
9000 50 + ns + 72 + queuing = 122
+ queuing
3 10 5 cut-
through
1500 50 + ns + 6 + queuing = 56 +
queuing
size. It assumes no queuing delay. Figure 4.16 takes the best case (cut through switches,
MTU 1500) and evaluates it for different queuing delay per switch.
If a dedicated Ethernet link is used for a fronthaul link, there will not be any queuing
delay. However, for multiplexing gains on links it is desired that many fronthaul streams
will share the link, possibly also with other types of traffic. Even if various fronthaul
streams will be given the highest priority, it needs to be assured they will not collide.
Moreover, the lower priority packets should not slow down fronthaul packets if they
happen to be under processing by a switch. The following two methods are aiming to
address these problems and are currently under the standardization in IEEE:
1. Traffic scheduling - IEEE 802.1Qbv Bridges and Bridged Networks — Amendment:
Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic [189]
2. Preemption – IEEE 802.1Qbu “Bridges and Bridged Networks – Amendment:
Frame Preemption” [190]
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Both solutions belong to the TSN set of standards, which can be applied to any
time sensitive application. In April 2015 the Project Authorization Request (PAR) of a
new standard was prepared - 802.1CM Time-Sensitive Networking for Fronthaul that
aims at defining profiles that select features, options, configurations, defaults, protocols
and procedures of bridges, stations and LANs for the fronthaul applications [191]. The
sections below describe the source scheduling and preemption.
4.7.2 Lowering jitter using source scheduling
When the fronthaul data needs to share the link with traffic with different priority, it needs
to be assured that they will not collide. Moreover, when the Ethernet links will be shared
between many fronthaul streams it needs to be assured that they will not collide, either. In
order to keep the fronthaul delay deterministic, it might be beneficial to delay the time
when a single packet leaves the source, so that it will not collide with other packets in
the network. The ideas behind traffic scheduling are standardized in the IEEE 802.1Qbv
specification. However, they can be implemented by using any type of controllers e.g.
SDN or control packets of IEEE 1903.4.
Case 1: one fronthaul stream (protected traffic), one or more other traffic streams
(unprotected traffic) One approach to achieve that can be to assure that only one
stream has access to the network at specific times (protected window, from T1 to T2 in
Figure 4.17), in other words, the transmission for protected traffic is scheduled between
time T1 and T2. However, in order to make sure that the unprotected traffic is not
under transmission while the protected one arrives, a certain guard band needs to be
in place (T0-T1). The simplest solution would be to have a guard band equal to the
transmission time of the largest packet size supported by the network. That however, leads
to resource inefficiency, as the network could be unnecessarily idle. More optimally, the
implementation could check if there are any packets in the queues, whose transmission
could end before the transmission of protected traffic. Unprotected traffic will be sent on
the best effort basis.
Start of a 
guard band 
(T0)
Start of a 
protected 
window (T1)
End of a 
protected 
window (T2)
AB A
A
B
Protected traffic
B Unprotected traffic
time
Figure 4.17: Protected window, here for the fronthaul traffic
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Case 2: many fronthaul streams In this case it is not sufficient to schedule a protected
window when the fronthaul stream requests it, as many streams may collide, creating
variable (and non-deterministic) delay due to queuing in the switches. In the fronthaul
application it is important that the delay would be as stable as possible (low jitter) while
maintaining the delay within the requirements. Traffic scheduling can be implemented
already in the sources and it is illustrated in Figure 4.18. Packets A and B initially would
arrive at the switch at the same time and one of them will need to wait in the queue,
therefore experiencing a non-deterministic delay. When one of the packets – here B - is
initially delayed its delay would be larger, but deterministic-predictable. It is especially
important when packets are going through many switches and a non-deterministic delay
would create a big jitter.
A
B
B A
A
B
B A
No scheduling – B delay non 
deterministic
Scheduling – B delayed 
initially, delay deterministic
BBU pool BBU pool
Figure 4.18: Source scheduling used to reduce jitter. Here an example for UL
Case 3: many fronthaul streams and one or more other traffic streams (unprotected
traffic) Traffic scheduling as described in the section above can be used between many
fronthaul streams. Unprotected traffic will be sent on the best effort basis.
Using gate opening to create protected windows The 802.1Qbv standard allows the
implementation of traffic scheduling by means of a gate opening. A sequence of gate
open/close operations can be scheduled for each port and traffic class, allowing each
traffic class to be sent at a given time but be blocked at others. The schedule can be
changed periodically. A frame of a given class can be transmitted only if the gate is open
and it will remain open long enough for the packet to be transmitted.
4.7.3 Lowering delay and jitter using preemption
Even if the packet has the highest priority, when it arrives at the switch there might be
another lower priority packet already under processing. In case jumbo frames are used, the
delay might be up to 7.2 µs on a 10 Gbps link. It is shown in the case for no preemption
in Figure 4.19. The low priority packet B is transmitted first and only then can the high
priority packet A be transmitted.
This problem can be addressed with preemption. With preemption a lower priority
– preemptable – packet can be interrupted from a transmission when a high priority
packet arrives. This scenario is show in a Figure 4.19: packet B is preempted, packet
A transmitted and then transmission on packet B can be resumed. At the receiver end,
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Figure 4.19: Preemption
preempted packets are then merged. The technical details of preemption are described
in 802.3br Draft Standard for Ethernet Amendment: Specification and Management
Parameters for Interspersing Express Traffic [192].
This approach is especially useful when a fronthaul stream will share the network with
other applications. It can optimize guard band size for scheduled traffic, as bigger parts of
the packets can fit before gate closing. The smallest size of a preempted packet needs to be
not smaller than 64 B, and thereby packets up to 124 B can be preempted. Alternatively,
only with source scheduling the whole packets will need to wait for transmission, even if
the switch would be free for some time. Therefore the capacity would be wasted. With
preemption it is safe to allow a portion of the packet to be sent.
4.7.4 Discussion
As can be seen from the delay analysis, it is possible to enable Ethernet-based fronthaul
without TSN functionalities for dedicated links. However, as soon as more than one
fronthaul stream will use the link, it is important to observe potential queuing delays.
Source scheduling is a beneficial technique that requires intelligence only at the network
edges (CPRI2Eth gateway or Ethernet RRH), while the legacy switches can be used. If
other services are supposed to share the network with the fronthaul streams, then the delay
may get even bigger. Preemption is a technique that assures timely delivery of higher
priority packets at the same time allowing other traffic to use the link whenever it is not
colliding with fronthaul packets.
If only preemption is enabled, than the delay can be kept deterministic for only one
stream. For more streams algorithms minimizing the overall delay on the network level
would need to be in place.
For fast networks (10+ Gbps) with low load TSN features are less significant.
Wan et al. in [193] presents discrete-event based simulation results on transmitting
CPRI over Ethernet. The authors measured that for a tree topology network where each
traffic stream went through 2-4 switches the delay was about 90 µs and the jitter was up to
400 µs. When background traffic was inserted, the Ethernet with preemption performed
similarly - delay was 91 µs and the jitter was 410 µs. However, with the scheduling
algorithm the authors proposed the performance was not consistent - in the majority of the
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cases the jitter was removed, but in some grew up to 1000 µs. The authors recommend to
use Ethernet with preemption and buffering at the edge.
Farkas et al. in [194] present other simulation results of CPRI over Ethernet transport
with TSN features. Without the TSN features in a tree topology comprised of 10 Gbps
links, where each stream went through 1-3 switches, the switching delay was 1500 ns ±
5 ns variation. For the scenario with background traffic, the jitter raised up to 3 µs, but
when the preemption was enabled jitter stabilized in 100 ns level. With source scheduling
the jitter amounted to up to 50 ns. When source scheduling with 70 ns guard band was
added on top of preemption the jitter was reduced to 0 ns. The delay for all the cases
was below 26 µs. Therefore it was shown in simulations that usage TSN standards and a
proper network configuration the delay and jitter requirements for fronthaul can be met.
4.8 Source scheduling design
The previous section describes two approaches that are under standardization and can be
used to reduce jitter and delays in Ethernet-based fronthaul source scheduling and preemp-
tion. In this section source scheduling algorithm is proposed and several considerations
on its implementation are presented.
4.8.1 Algorithm for reducing UL jitter
The 802.1Qbv standard defines a framework for implementing traffic scheduling. However,
an actual algorithm when to open and close the gates, is left outside of it and is up to the
network configuration. The following algorithm is proposed for scheduling the traffic
aiming at UL jitter reduction for fronthaul streams. It is optimized for symmetrical UL
and DL, however, it can be used for any case when DL traffic is higher or equal than UL
traffic.
The use cases are for one BBU per network and for:
1. 4G - CPRI traffic packetized into Ethernet frames. Many streams could share one
link. The bit rate per each stream would be 2 Gbps instead of the original 2.5 Gbps
when 8B/10B line coding is removed (Ethernet already implements error detecting
coding by means of Frame check sequence (FCS)),
2. 5G - Fronthaul data from one of the new functional splits sent in the Ethernet
packets. The bit rate per each stream would be between 150 Mbps and 2 Gbps,
instead of a 2.5 Gbps CPRI. Optionally, for small cells the CPRI split can be used,
as bit rates would be lower for small cells.
The BBU schedules the DL traffic to all the RRHs. The packets leave the output port
of the BBU pool in order, which can be compared to virtual timeslots. For each packet
received in DL, the RRH will send one UL packet. Therefore the UL packets will not
collide if they are sent with correct timing advance fitting the virtual timeslots prepared for
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DL. At the RRH bootup, control packets will need to be exchanged to measure the delay,
in a similar way in which timing advance is implemented in GSM. Figure 4.20 describes
the initial DL scheduling (left) and UL and DL packets fitting the virtual timeslots (right).
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a) DL scheduling done by BBU b) UL scheduling follows DL scheduling
Figure 4.20: Source scheduling algorithm
In case more BBU pools are present in the network, a more generic solution will be
needed. The methods used for wavelength assignment in wavelength routed networks
[195] can be exploited. In case the network will be shared by other, non-fronthaul services
it is recommended to add the preemption functionality.
4.8.2 Design considerations
The data need to be packetized into Ethernet frames. The choice of the optimal packet
size is a trade off between a lower overhead for bigger sizes and smaller impact on lost or
corrupted packet for smaller sizes. Figure 4.21 presents an overhead for various Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) sizes starting from 128 B up to jumbo frame - 9000 B. Ethernet
packet overhead was considered; on Layer 1: preamble (8 B), Interpacket gap (12 B), on
Layer 2: frame header (14 B) and FCS (4 B) without an 802.1Q tag, in total 38 B, as well
as 1904.3 overhead (10 B). For standard payload size of 1500 B the overhead is 3.2% and
stays in the order of a few percent for higher sizes. Therefore 1500 B can be treated as a
candidate packet size.
The algorithm described above can be implemented by means of control packets of
the IEEE 1904.3. The framework given by IEEE 802.1Qbv can also be used.
The following procedure needs to be in place when RRH joins the network. Example
implementation using IEEE 1904.3 RoE D0.1 is provided.
1. Stream setup
a) BBU sends packet, notes the timestamp (T1)
• High priority,
• RoE pkt_type =ctrl (000000b), subtype=Access_1
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Figure 4.21: Ethernet L1 and L2 as well as 1904.3 overhead comparing to Ethernet frame
payload size
b) Upon packet arrival RRH notes the time (T2), sends it back to BBU
• Low priority,
• RoE ctrl, subtype=Access_2
c) BBU computes delay Delay=T2-T1 informs RRH
• Low priority,
• RoE ctrl, subtype=Access_3
d) RRH acknowledges
• Low priority,
• RoE ctrl, subtype=Access_4
2. Data transmission
a) BBU schedules traffic to the cell, sends it
• RoE pkt_type =data(000001b - 000100b or 100100b),
b) After receiving at least two packets m and m+1 at times Rcx(m) and Rcx(m+1),
respectively, RRH measures receiving interval RcxInt = Rcx(m + 1) −
Rcx(m)
c) Cell receives the traffic in time DLrcx, cell can send back the traffic in the
earliest time in the future such that time DLrcx− 2 ·Delay + n ·RcxInt
• RoE data
For the dependency between required RRH-BBU distance and allowed number of
switches, the delay budget analysis presented in Section 4.7.1 applies.
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4.9 Demonstrator of an Ethernet fronthaul
Previous sections described motivation for using packet-based fronthaul, associated
challenges and solutions for meeting synchronization and delay requirements. This
section presents a demonstrator of an Ethernet fronthaul that was built during this project
and that is capable of transmitting one fronthaul stream. Future extensions are possible to
enable network sharing between many streams and other applications.
In a joint laboratory work with Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs France a demonstrator of
an Ethernet-based fronthaul network was set up. A network consisting of 3 Ethernet
switches controlled by an OpenDaylight SDN controller (default application) was built as
presented in Figure 4.22. OpenFlow was used as a communication protocol. Two PCs, A
and B, were running Linux, distribution Ubuntu version 14.04. It is a part of a C-RAN
setup shown in Figure 4.23.
The delay measurements were performed using two methods:
1. Differential ping, method proposed by Henrik Christiansen,
2. DPDK application.
10 G Eth
switches
A B
Controller
Loop connection 
for DPDK
Data, 10 G cables
Control, 1 G cables
Figure 4.22: Demonstrator of Ethernet fronthaul network
4.9.1 Delay measurements using differential ping method
A ping test was performed for 1-3 switches for packet of different sizes (0 - 8972 B). The
sample results are shown on Figure 4.24. The delay consists of the following factors, as
introduced in Section 4.7:
Delay = PropDel + SwitchDel + TransDel(B) + queuing (4.10)
Here the distance was within few meters, therefore:
PropDel ≈ ns (4.11)
PingRTT = 2 ·Delay + TimeInPCs (4.12)
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Figure 4.23: Ethernet-based C-RAN fronthaul - laboratory setup
Table 4.5: Analysis of a ping delay
# switches minRTT (0B), µs Diff to #-1 (µs) Jitter, µs Avg jitter, µs
1 53.4 - 18-210 120
2 58.2 4.8 16-203 and 576 112
3 62.5 4.3 22-384 and 575 120
TimeInPCs is the one needed for the kernel to process packets in each of the PCs.
In order to calculate the switching delay (SwitchDel), the values where the minimum
RTT crosses the y axes were noted down, corresponding to the delay where transmission
delay depending on packet size (TransDel(B)) is zero and queuing delay is also zero -
e.g. PingRTT1switch(0) for one switch. That leads to:
PingRTT1switch(0) = 2 · SwitchDelay + TimeInPCs (4.13)
PingRTT2switches(0) = 4 · SwitchDelay + TimeInPCs (4.14)
PingRTT3switches(0) = 6 · SwitchDelay + TimeInPCs (4.15)
By subtracting the PingRTTNswitch(0) values (and dividing the difference by 2),
as shown in Table 4.5, an average switch delay is 2.3 µs.
4.9.2 Delay measurements using DPDK application
In order to test the delay more accurately a measurement setup was prepared using a
Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK). DPDK is a set of libraries and drivers for fast
packet processing that runs on an Ethernet card. In that way the TimeInPCs is reduced
to minimum. The measurements were performed between 2 ports of the same PC (A
in Figure 4.22), in order to measure time with a common clock. Traffic from 1 Gbps
to 9 Gbps was sent over 1, 2 and 3 switches. The results are summarized in Table 4.6.
Average SwitchDelay is 2.1 µs, thereby the processing time is PC TimeInPCs can be
estimated to 0.4 µs.
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Figure 4.24: Ping RTT over 1 - 3 switches
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Table 4.6: Delay measurements over a dedicated line using DPDK
# switches Avg Delay, (µs) Max Jitter, (µs)
1 2.5 0.5
2 4.6 0.6
3 6.7 0.6
4.9.3 Summary and discussion
A demonstrator capable of transmitting a single CPRI stream over Ethernet fulfilling the
delay requirements was built. Measured delays are as expected for a store-and-forward
switch, in the order of µs. The measured value for the Differential ping, which is a
simple method, was 2.3 µs, while for DPDK, which required a DPDK application and
more complicated configuration, was 2.1 µs. Therefore a Differential ping proved to be a
sufficiently accurate method. However, measurements using DPDK were more accurate
and served as a useful verification. For Differential ping method TimeInPCs was over
50 µs, while for DPDK 0.4 µs. This huge difference is due to the fact that higher protocol
layers were processed and more PC components were involved to measure ping than
using only an Ethernet card for DPDK application.
4.10 Future directions
The new functional split between RRH and BBU will result in variable bit rate data,
that can be transported in a similar way to backhaul traffic. Therefore the work on both
are converged under the term Xhaul [196], [197]. X-haul refers to the network segment
optimized for transporting any type of data, especially packet-based data, as opposed
to IQ samples carried by traditional fronthaul. It should not be confused with midhaul
which is defined by Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) [174] as network between base stations,
typically between one macro base station and several small cell sites. It is illustrated in
Figure 4.25. Fronthaul is an intra-base station connection, while midhaul is an inter-base
station connection.
Current delay requirements result from HARQ process timeout of 8 ms. For 5G
networks it is considered to relax this requirement. Also, if out of this 8ms both UE and
base station would need less than 3ms the budget for fronthaul could be extended.
4.11 Summary of standardization activities
Fronthaul evolution leads to different fronthaul splits for different deployment scenarios
most likely resulting in packet-based transport on a fronthaul network. To enable that the
following standardization activities are in place:
- IEEE NGFI is under preparation to define new functional splits.
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Figure 4.25: Fronthaul, backhaul and midhaul
- IEEE 1904.3 “Standard for Radio Over Ethernet Encapsulations and Mappings”
that aims to define encapsulation of fronthaul data, independent on the functional
split, to Ethernet frames.
- IEEE 802.1Qbv “Bridges and Bridged Networks–Amendment: Enhancements
for Scheduled Traffic” standardizes traffic scheduling in order to reduce jitter of
fronthaul streams in Ethernet switches by ensuring that, at specific times, only one
traffic stream has access to the network.
- IEEE 802.1Qbu “Bridges and Bridged Networks–Amendment: Frame Preemption”
standardizes preemption which can suspend the transmission of the lower priority
traffic when fronthaul traffic needs to be transmitted.
- IEEE 802.1CM “Time-Sensitive Networking for Fronthaul” profile that select
features, options, configurations, defaults, protocols and procedures defined in
IEEE 802 standard for switches and stations for a fronthaul application.
- IEEE 1588 “Standard for a Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol for Net-
worked Measurement and Control Systems” v3 is under preparation which aims,
among others to improve accuracy to 100s ps and enhance security. The expected
completion date of v3 of the standard is 31 December 2017 [7].
IEEE 802.1Qbv, IEEE 802.1Qbu and IEEE 802.1CM are part of TSN Task Group.
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4.12 Summary
In order to lower the costs and improve the flexibility of C-RAN deployments, existing
packet-based, e.g. Ethernet, networks can be reused for fronthaul.
Sections above analyze requirements on bit rates, delay, phase and frequency synchro-
nization for fronthaul with current and new functional splits. Architecture sufficient for
fulfilling them was derived, namely: CPRI/OBSAI over OTN and CPRI/new functional
split data over Ethernet. It has been proved that OTN can support existing deployments
with CPRI/OBSAI. Factors that are challenging for achieving synchronization in packet-
based C-RAN fronthaul were analyzed. A feasibility study was presented showing the
performance for frequency and phase synchronization using 1588 in Ethernet networks
under various inaccuracies that can be present in the network. Apart from possible queu-
ing delays, the one that has the highest impact is the timestamping error associated with
the way timestamps are generated in Ethernet switches. Whether this performance will
meet the requirements of future mobile network depends on PLL and local oscillator
implementation, based on 1588 feedback to clock offset and drift. Moreover, an Ethernet
network that is ready to be integrated in the fronthaul part of a C-RAN demo and which
fulfills the delay requirements was built. The delay measurements were performed, which
allowed to obtain a better understanding of the delays encountered in an Ethernet network.
To address the delay requirements in shared networks source scheduling and preemption
are investigated. A source scheduling algorithm is proposed, which is optimized for
symmetrical fronthaul traffic, however can also be applied in cases when downlink traffic
exceeds uplink traffic.
Figure 4.26 presents a protocol stack enabling various functionalities for fronthaul
over Ethernet transport. Devices at the cell site can either be legacy RRHs running on
CPRI and connected to a CPRI2Eth gateway or native Ethernet RRHs. 1588 assures
synchronization between a master clock located in a BBU pool and a slave clock located
at the cell site. It is beneficial to allow on path support of 1588 for better compensation
of queuing related delays, however, in principle it is not mandatory. It is recommended
to use TCs for a better network delay compensation. If an Ethernet network consists
of unknown types of switches, non-TSN enabled, it is recommended to enable source
scheduling at the network edges to control the delay. Moreover, if it is desired to share the
network with other services, preemption is a recommended feature for Ethernet switches.
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CHAPTER5
Conclusions and outlook
In order to satisfy the ever growing need for capacity in mobile networks, and, at the same
time, to create cost and energy efficient solutions, new and disruptive ideas are needed.
With its performance gains and cost benefits, C-RAN proves to be a major technological
foundation for 5G mobile networks. By applying the concept of NFV, C-RAN mobile
networks are following the IT paradigm towards virtualization and cloudification. De-
coupling hardware from software enables software to orchestrate various components,
including BBU pool and network resources. Such a flexible, automated, and self organized
network allows for various optimizations.
C-RAN builds on the base station architecture evolution from a traditional base station,
via a base station with RRH to a centralized and virtualized one. In C-RAN base station
functionalities are split between cell locations and the centralized pool. It is a challenge
to find an optimal splitting point as well as assuring efficient interconnectivity between
the parts. This dissertation summarizes the efforts to analyze this architecture, evaluate
its benefits towards energy and cost savings as well as investigates a flexible fronthaul
architecture. To conclude, C-RAN is a candidate architecture worth considering for 5G
deployments to address its performance needs and optimize deployment costs. Central-
ization and virtualization indeed offer cost savings. The point where the functionality
needs to be split between the cell site and the centralized location needs to be chosen for a
particular deployment, and a variable bit rate splits are foreseen. Ethernet-based fronthaul
is not straightforward to implement. However, with the discussed techniques it has the
potential to meet mobile networks’ requirements.
A comprehensive overview of C-RAN is presented. Details of this architecture are
provided, along with its benefits and technical challenges. Due to sharing of baseband
resources, C-RAN adapts well to traffic fluctuations among cells. Capacity can be scaled
more easily, energy and cost of baseband units pool deployment and operation can be
lowered. Moreover, cooperative techniques are enhanced, increasing the overall cell
throughput, while dealing efficiently with interference. However, requirements of high
capacity and low delay are put on the fronthaul network, and development of virtualization
techniques is needed. Answers to those challenges follow in terms of: analysis of possible
transport network mediums and techniques, the needed RRH and BBU development
as well as an overview of virtualization techniques. Likely deployment scenarios are
presented together with a broad overview of industry and academic work on developing
and boosting C-RAN up to the beginning of 2014. Last, but not least, an overview of
future directions for C-RAN is provided with a strong focus on defining a new functional
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split between BBU and RRH in order to enable flexible fronthaul and lower data bit rate
in this network segment.
One of the main advantages of C-RAN, multiplexing gains, is thoroughly analyzed.
Various sources of multiplexing gains have been identified and quantified for traffic-
dependent resources, namely: users changing location daily between e.g. work and home
- the so called tidal effect, traffic burstiness, as well as different functional splits. For
traditional C-RAN deployments, with a functional split between baseband and radio
functionalities, a multiplexing gain can be achieved on baseband units. However, when
the functional split allows for variable bit rate, multiplexing gains can also be exploited
on fronthaul links. The latter is an important motivation and guideline for designing the
functional split not only to lower the bit rate, but also costs of the fronthaul network. For
the analyzed data sets, the multiplexing gain value reaches six, in deployments where
various traffic types are mixed (bursty, e.g. web browsing and constant bit rate, e.g. video
streaming) and cells from various areas (e.g. office and residential) are connected to the
same BBU pool.
In order to further optimize the cost of C-RAN deployments, the possibility of reusing
existing Ethernet networks has been exploited. Such an architecture is especially optimal
for functional splits resulting in variable bit rate traffic in the fronthaul. Packet-based
networks enable multiplexing gains and flexible, multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity be-
tween cell sites and centralized locations. However, assuring synchronization and meeting
stringent delay requirements is a challenge. Mechanisms for delivering a reference clock
to cell sites have been analyzed, and an architecture employing IEEE 1588, also known as
PTP, has been evaluated as a candidate technology for C-RAN. For the tested CPRI-like
scenario, the proposed filtering gave sufficient accuracy to fulfill the requirements of
mobile networks - in the order of nanoseconds. Regarding the delay requirements, the
sources of delays have been identified and quantified. The non-deterministic queuing
delay is challenging because of its possibly variable value, however, it can be addressed
with: 1) source scheduling, especially at the edge of the network, and 2) preemption in
the switches. A source scheduling algorithm has been proposed to address the jitter and
delay constraints. It is optimized for cases where downlink traffic equals uplink traffic,
but can also be used when downlink traffic exceeds uplink. Moreover, a demonstrator of
an SDN controlled Ethernet-based fronthaul has been prepared.
This thesis identifies several possible directions for future work, both to further
improve its findings and to explore a wider perspective.
5.1 Future research
Five years until the standardization of 5G networks is a busy time for the mobile networks
ecosystem. Several directions are investigated to enable further capacity growth and
support the increasing number of devices, especially for IoT. This section attempts to
discuss possible directions for fronthaul networks development.
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The traditional base station functional split between baseband and radio functionali-
ties was fine for short scale deployments, e.g., between rooftop and basement. However,
with C-RAN, bringing fronthaul into metropolitan scale with ever-growing capacity needs,
more disruptive solutions are needed. When this project was started, the main focus to
address this issue was on compression. Now, towards the end of the project, new func-
tional spits are being discussed: load-dependent and multipoint-to-multipoint. The user
centric/cell centric split is a very promising one, as it brings the fronthaul data rate almost
to the level offered for users, creating backhaul-like traffic, still leaving many functions
centralized. Fronthaul networks are receiving high interest from the standardization
bodies, in terms of both defining a functional split and on meeting synchronization and
delay requirements. The main examples are IEEE NGFI, IEEE 1904.3, and 802.1CM -
TSN profile for fronthaul.
This project concentrated on studying multiplexing gains on resources dependent on
user traffic. As there are parts of the base station that need to be on to provide coverage,
even when no users are active, it would be beneficial to study overall multiplexing gains
including those modules, too. Moreover, another method could be used to quantify the
multiplexing gains, not applying traffic averaging, but possibly quantifying computational
resources in terms of e.g., the number of operations per second.
In this project, a CPRI-like scenario, including one data stream was analyzed for
synchronization accuracy. Future work could investigate how the varying network load
for several data streams from a variable-bit rate splits affects synchronization accuracy.
The proposed source scheduling algorithm does not cover scenarios with uplink traffic
exceeding downlink. Moreover, it is assumed that only one BBU pool is present in the
network. A more generalized algorithm for source scheduling, with multiple BBU
pools and possibly other services present in the network, is of interest for 5G.
One of the main constraints for fronthaul is the delay requirement coming from
the HARQ process. With the current design, not meeting this requirement results in
retransmission, thereby lowering application data throughput. Therefore more studies are
needed on whether HARQ is needed in 5G, if the timer could be extended, or what could
be the delay budget share between base station and UE.
Moreover, substituting fibers with a wireless fronthaul is an important research and
development topic. Exploring new frequency bands, together with increasing spectral
efficiency of transport via this medium can address growing capacity needs.
Last but not least, solutions for hardware sharing are of high interest. Virtualization
enables sharing e.g. baseband resources, however methods for sharing other elements,
like fronthaul or cell site equipment, are important, too. The topic of network sharing is
connected with hybrid fronthaul and backhaul optimization. Future mobile networks
will most likely consist of standalone base stations as well as base stations aggregated in
a C-RAN. Joint capacity and control plane optimization for midhaul networks will enable
more efficient usage of resources, thereby lowering network deployment and operation
costs.
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APPENDIXA
OTN-based fronthaul
The following sections on OTN demonstrator are published in [86].
A.1 OTN solution context
When the customer/mobile network operator owns little fiber or when the cost of leasing
fiber is high in both 1st and 2nd mile, the C-RAN architecture presented in Figure A.1 is
beneficial. Baseband pool (BBU Pool) is located on OTN ring. CPRI/OBSAI is carried
between BBU Pool and RRH over OTN. CPRI/OBSAI can be mapped to OTN containers
using the OTN mapper from Altera.
Access network - 
fronthaul
Aggregation 
network - 
backhaul
Mobile core 
network
BBU 
Pool
CPRI / 
OBSAI 
Remote
Radio 
Heads 
CPRI 
/ OBS
AI 
Over
 OTN
OTN 
Mapper
OTN 
Mapper
Figure A.1: C-RAN architecture where OTN is used to transport fronthaul streams
A.2 Overview
We benchmarked the CPRI/OBSAI over OTN transport performance against a reference
setup shown in Figure A.2. BSE sends IQ data, here over CPRI protocol to RRH. A signal
analyzer is used to measure EVM and Frequency Error of the transmitted signal from the
RRH antenna port.
The actual measurement setup is shown in Figure A.3. We introduced the Altera
TPO124/125 OTN multiplexer that maps CPRI client signals to OTN containers and back
from OTN containers to CPRI. We measured data EVM and Frequency Error and compare
it to the one achieved with the setup presented in Figure A.2. The detailed overview of
the system is presented in Figure A.4.
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RRH
BSE
CPRIRF
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Figure A.2: Reference setup for CPRI over OTN testing
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Figure A.3: CPRI over OTN mapping measurement setup
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Figure A.4: Detailed measurement setup [86]
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Four separate sets of measurements were conducted, focusing on CPRI and OB-
SAI, using TPO124 and TPO125 mappers as summed up in Table A.1. Parameters are
summarized in Table A.2.
Table A.1: Measurement scenarios
Client OTN Mapper TPO124 TPO125
CPRI-3 2.4576 Gbps Scenario 1 Scenario 2
OBSAI 3.072 Gbps Scenario 3 Scenario 4
A.3 Results
Table A.3 summarizes the results for CPRI and OBSAI protocols. For three different
modulations: QPSK, 16 QAM and 64 QAM measurements were taken without OTN
device, as presented in Figure A.2, and then with TPO124 and TPO125 as OTN mappers,
as presented in Figure A.3. We present maximum observed EVM and frequency error for
each modulation, for each scenario. Table A.3 presents worst case observations over a
1-minute interval.
Looking at the performance of transmission of CPRI over OTN, we can see that OTN
transmission caused negligible EVM comparing to reference scenario. The frequency
error increased; however, it stays within the requirements. The performance of OBSAI
over OTN transmission should be compared to its reference scenario. The conclusions are
similar: negligible EVM increase, frequency error stays within requirements.
Figure A.5 shows an example of results for 64 QAM modulated signal transmitted with
OBSAI protocol over OTN with TPO125 device. Upper left figure shows the modulation
constellation. In the upper right figure the frequency error is displayed for each of the 20
slots of a 10 ms LTE frame. Lower right figure shows summary of measurements with
EVM and averaged Frequency Error.
A.4 Conclusion
OTN is a posible optical transport solution for IQ transport between RRH and BBU Pool
when mobile network operator has a cost-efficient access to legacy OTN network, which
can be reused for C-RAN. We present a proof of concept of transmitting radio interface
protocols over OTN enabling to exploit benefits of C-RAN. Tested solution introduces
negligible EVM increase and small frequency error. It is fully compliant with 3GPP
requirements for LTE-Advanced. Future work could include integration of setup with
higher CPRI/OBSAI bit rates up to 10 Gbps and introducing verification of deterministic
delay measurements.
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Table A.2: Setup specifications
Base Station Base Station Emulator MultimodeExternal clock 153.6 MHz
Optical transport FiberSFP Multimode, 850nm, Fin-
isar FTLF8524P2xNy
OTN
TPO124 Talisker Reference board
with TPO124 client-to-
OTU2 mapper
TPO125 Tamdhu Reference board
with TPO125 client-to-
OTU2 mapper
Optical fiber loopback on
OTU2 port
RRH for CPRI Model RRH 700 MHz, FDD,2x67 W
Carrier center frequency 737 MHz
RRH for OBSAI Model RRH 850 MHz, FDD,2x40 W
Carrier center frequency 880 MHz
Client: CPRI-3
2.4576 Gbps
Mapping GMP/ODU1
Multiplexing AMP ODU1/ODU2
Line OTU2
Client: OBSAI
3.072 Gbps
Mapping BMP/ODUflex (as per
CPRI-4)
Multiplexing GMP ODUflex/ODU2
Line OTU2
Test signals [81]
LTE, 10MHz, 10 ms
QPSK ETM 3.3
16 QAM ETM 3.2
64 QAM ETM 3.1
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Table A.3: Measurements results summary
Modu-
lation
OTN
device
CPRI OBSAI Requirements
EVM,
%
Frequency
Error,
ppm
EVM,
%
Frequency
Error,
ppm
EVM,
%
[81]
Frequency
Error,
ppm
QPSK
- 5.5 0.003 9.9 0.005
<17.5%
<0.05
ppm [81]
TPO124 5.7 0.026 9.9 0.034
TPO125 5.7 0.015 - -
16 QAM
- 5.5 0.003 6.9 0.007
<12.5%TPO124 5.6 0.023 7.2 0.028
TPO125 5.6 0.016 - -
64 QAM
- 5.5 0.003 4.4 0.005
<8%TPO124 5.7 0.027 5.1 0.028
TPO125 5.7 0.018 4.5 0.034
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Figure A.5: Results 64 QAM with OBSAI Using TPO125 Device
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